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ABSTRACT 
A significant number of bridges in the Central and Southeastern United States 
(CSUS) are known to have a design that is lacking or no seismic consideration. In an 
article by Wong et al., Charleston is considered an active seismic zone, and the economic 
loss from the Charleston region could reach over $14 billion if 1886 Charleston’s 
earthquake would happen again in the near future. Due to lack of present consideration in 
seismic design for bridges in CSUS, there has been emerging research that studies retrofit 
strategies for CSUS region such as in Charleston. However, most of the retrofit program, 
including the expected damage method used by the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA), ignore the simultaneous aspects of bridges’ importance such as bridge’s 
centrality, bridges’ historical significance, and traffic capacity. Bridges’ centrality 
measures the influence of each bridge over the flow of the traffic. Historical significance, 
as coded in NBI, considers the value of the bridge associated with significant events or 
circumstance. This research develops the tool that combines those three aspects with the 
expected damage of the bridge to optimize the network performance. In addition, this 
research develops a tool that implements the consideration of a directed path (dipath) and 
travel distance in optimizing traveling capacity and retrofitting cost with respect to bridge 
retrofit methods.  
One of the main goal of the research is to account for technological transfer, with 
the Department of Transportation as the potential target users. Instead of having to rely 
on multi-platform software integration, the tool was developed and run on a single 
platform, Matlab, which results in efficiency with respect to software accessibility and 
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computational time. The functionalities include network and seismic demand 
visualization, with the development of fragility curves and Monte Carlo simulation for 
estimating the failure probability of bridges. Genetic Algorithm was developed and 
validated, and incorporated into the tool to solve the models as, but not limited to, integer 
programming problems. Pareto frontier can be generated which results in various 
candidates of optima. This results in ranges of retrofitting program solutions instead of a 
single optimum, allowing for other external factors to be involved during the post-
optimization and decision making process. To account for the usability aspect, a multi-
window graphical user interface (GUI) is developed which negates the necessity for the 
user to be confused with the programming flow and syntax. 
 Therefore, the goal of the project is to develop an innovative and connected 
solution to address real-time decision making during an extreme using the study case that 
includes the greater Charleston area. The project can be divided into three steps: (1) to 
create a small tool in Matlab that can automatically model a network consisting of roads 
and bridges with the least amount of user’s efforts, (2) to develop and incorporate new 
optimizations schemes for retrofitting program (3) to deploy a GUI-implemented beta 
version of an optimization system to improve the highway network performance and 
resiliency under seismic hazards.   
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ASCE infrastructure report cards show that the U.S. has almost four in every 10 
bridges that are 50 years or older and structurally deficient and on average there were 188 
million trips across a structurally deficient bridge each day (Ironistic, 2018). Moreover, 
much fewer bridges in the U.S. are geared with seismic detailing. Only after 1983’s 
Loma Prieta earthquake, the American Association of State Highway and Transportation 
Officials (AASHTO), the agency responsible for development of bridge design 
specifications for nationwide use, adopted “Guide Specifications for Seismic Design of 
Highway Bridges” as a mandatory requirement for states that are prone to seismic 
hazards (Roberts, 1996). However, most bridges in the Central and Southeastern United 
States (CSUS) are known to have a design that is lacking or no seismic consideration. 
The explanation of this phenomenon is that U.S. west coast is more prone to earthquakes 
since U.S. west coast follows the fault lines of the North American Plate, and since 
tectonic plates never stop moving, the region closer to the fault lines experiences more 
earthquake. Although west coast is more prone to earthquakes phenomena compared to 
the east coast, some regions in the east coast are also susceptible to an earthquake, which 
mostly occur in the coastal plain where the rocks underneath are very broken up from the 
break-up of Pangaea (when Africa and North America were one continent). One example 
of the state region here is Charleston. 
Charleston is passed by two interstates: I-26 and I-526. Interstate 26 (I-26) is a 
northwest-southeast diagonally spanning main route of the interstate highway system in 
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the Southeastern United States. The length span 50 km in Tennessee, 86 km on North 
Carolina, 356 km on South Carolina, which sums up 492 km span length. I-26 is 
predominantly a four-lane rural interstate with 100km/h speed limits but widens to six-
lanes with lower speeds in Charleston area. Another interstate passing through Charleston 
is the four-lane I-526 (span 31 km), which is a spur route (a short road forming a branch 
from a longer, more important route) of I-26. The three other major routes in Charleston 
are US 17, US 52, and US 78. A parameter called “ADT target” in the developed tool 
controls the study domain which includes most bridges that have high average daily 
traffic and fell under these major routes. 
Figure  1.1. Charleston major transportation routes (Adapted from TRIPmedia, 2018) 
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On August 31, 1886, at about 9.50 pm, Charleston experienced an earthquake of 
magnitude Mw 6.9-7.3 with the geographical earthquake epicenter at 32.900°N 80.000°W 
and felt over 2.5 million square miles (Nuttli et al., 1986).  The total damage was 
estimated to be around US$5-6 million with 60 casualties and an economic loss of $23 
million (1978 dollars). The 1886 event was felt throughout the eastern U.S. and in such 
distant locations as Boston, Massachusetts; Chicago, Illinois; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; 
Cuba, and Bermuda (Dutton, 1889; Bollinger, 1977; Stover and Coffman, 1993). The 
structural damage extended several hundreds of miles to cities in Alabama, Ohio, and 
Kentucky. 
The 1886 earthquake has been the subject of extensive studies and research since 
its occurrence and it is still unclear what the source of the event was. Some believes that 
the phenomenon was an instance of an intraplate earthquake, occurring on faults formed 
during the break-up of Pangaea. Johnston (1996) postulated that the source of 1886 
earthquake may have been the result of rupture along a fault whose length varied from 20 
to 160km and widths of 16 and 25km.  
After the 1886 earthquake, 300 aftershocks were recorded in that area for a 2 and 
half year period. The results of a scientific study commissioned by the South Carolina 
Emergency Management Division (EMD) (for details, see EMD, 2012) indicate that an 





1. An estimated 45000 casualties (approximately 20 percent of it would be major 
injuries requiring hospitalization), a daytime event would cause the highest 
number of casualties. 
2. Total economic losses from damage to buildings, direct business interruption 
losses, and damage to transportation and utility systems would exceed $20 
billion.  
3. Close to 800 bridges would be damaged beyond use, thus hampering recovery 
efforts. In addition, certain communities in the greater Charleston area are 
accessible by bridges routes only, which may be cut off. 
This research uses two study cases for implementing the developed network 
optimization tool:(1) M7.1 (32.936°N 80.015°W), and (2) M7.3 (32.900°N 80.000°W). 
The second case simulates the 1886 scenario using the estimated earthquake magnitude 
and epicenter. The scenario data (earthquake locations and loads) from the Global Legacy 
Catalog (GLLEGACY) was extracted from the database: United States Geological 
Survey (USGS) (USGS, 2018). Series of scripts map the USGS data to the developed 
program for the usability of the tool.  
In this research, the goal is to develop a versatile tool that can be used to generate 
optimized retrofit programs. A script was developed to link the tool with USGS database 
and SCDOT database (SCDOT, 2018) to model the network and seismic demand. The 
tool primarily focuses on, but not limited to, integer programming problem with two 
objective functions and the number of variables equivalent to the number of bridges in 




with the travelling path. The developed tool generates fragility curves for every node of 
roads and bridges, perform Monte Carlo simulation, and use Genetic Algorithm (GA) to 
optimize the network performance based on the bridges’ failure probability, traffic 
capacity, historical significance, centrality, retrofit cost, and traveling scenario. A Pareto 
frontier consisting varying optima were then generated for decision-making process. The 
tool can be used by the Department of Transportation for general cases’ optimization of 
the transportation network. However, Charleston, SC, transportation network was used to 
demonstrate to functionality and versatility of the developed tool.  
The thesis is structured in the following order: (1) chapter 1 is the introduction, 
(2) chapter 2 discusses literature review of comparative study of the existing retrofit 
strategies and costs from various resources including academic journals and proceedings, 
(3) chapter 3 discusses the geometric modelling of the network and seismic demand 
modeling functionality of the tool, (4) chapter 4 discusses the functionality of the tool for 
the construction of fragility curves (5) chapter 5 discusses the two types of mathematical 
model for the optimization of the network performance (6) chapter 6 discusses the 
validation of the GA, and the results of the optimization based on the tool application on 
Charleston transportation network, (7) chapter 7 discusses Graphical User Interface 
(GUI) development to address technological transfer, and (8) chapter 8 summarizes the 







 REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
2.1 Retrofitting Strategies  
This research sees the needs for structurally deficient U.S. bridges, primarily in 
CSUS, to be retrofitted to anticipate future seismic hazards. The first attempts to 
seismically retrofit bridges took place in the aftermath of the 1971 San Fernando 
earthquake in southern California (FHWA, 2006). Expansion joint restrainers were 
installed within bridge superstructures to limit relative longitudinal movements at 
expansion joints. This retrofitting method helps to avoid catastrophic failure of the bridge 
due to loss of support or unseating.  
  
Figure 2.1. Retrofit using restrainer cables (Source: FHWA, 2006). 
 
This retrofit strategy, however, was found to cause bridges to experience severe 
column damage (Wipf et al. 1997), which then catapults the interest for column 
retrofitting to increase the columns’ stability. The column jacketing helps to alleviate 
excessive plastic rotation demands in columns. Steel jackets are basically a solid steel 
shell that is placed around the column. The gap between the existing column and steel 





Figure 2.2. Retrofit using steel jacketing (Source: FHWA, 2006). 
 
Another instance of the bridge’s retrofitting strategy is seismic isolation bearing 
for reducing the response of a bridge during an earthquake by increasing the fundamental 
period of vibration, which reduces the acceleration in the superstructure and the inertia 
forces transmitted to the substructure. Seismic isolation bearing is a viable alternative to 
increases the capacity of weak or non-ductile bridge. 
 
Figure 2.3. Retrofit using seismic isolation bearing (Source: FHWA, 2006). 
 
Seat extenders is another option for a retrofitting strategy for bridges, which are 
attached to the existing face of abutments or caped beams to reduce the possibility of 
bridge girder’s unseating during earthquakes. Seat width extensions increases capacity 




collapse. In addition, seat lengths at expansion joints are often insufficient, which could 
cause spans to drop during strong shaking. This phenomenon can be alleviated through a 
combination of longitudinal cable restrainers and concrete extenders (Wilson and Ryan, 
2009), which become one of the retrofitting strategy incorporated into the optimization 
variables in this research. 
 
Figure 2.4. Seat extender: (a) concrete and (b) steel brackets  (Source: The Constructor, 
2018). 
 
While restrainers are used to limit longitudinal displacement at the expansion 
joints, shear key retrofitting strategy can be implemented to limit displacement in the 
transverse direction at the expansion joints. 
 
Figure 2.5. Shear key (Source: Larson et al., 2000). 
 
Because retrofitting cost can be very expensive, priorities are given to bridges 




of retrofit priority (0 to 10) for bridges. However, this method does not address the issue 
of the traffic flow, the bridge’s centrality, and historical significance. In the tool 
developed in this research, these various retrofitting strategies are the variables to 
maximize the network performance that includes the aspects of the historical 
significance, traffic flow, nodal centrality, and expected damage given the seismic load. 
However, to avoid excessive expenditure in retrofitting cost, priorities are needed to be 
assigned to bridges according to bridges’ importance, and cost minimization becomes one 
of the goals of the optimization process. 
 
2.2 Damage States 
Bridge fragility curves is a powerful way to represent the likelihood of bridges to 
experience various levels of damage in a probabilistic fashion based on the seismic event 
to the seismic detailing. Based on FEMA (2005), for bridges, the various levels of 
damage can be described as follows:  
1. Slight damage: minor cracking and spalling to the abutment, cracks in shear 
keys at abutments, minor spalling and cracks at hinges, minor spalling at the 
column (damage requires no more than cosmetic repair) or minor cracking to 
the deck. 
2. Moderate damage: any column experiencing moderate (shear cracks) cracking 
and spalling (column structurally still sound), moderate movement of the 
abutment, extensive cracking and spalling of shear keys, any connection 
having cracked shear keys or bent bolts, keeper bar failure without unseating, 




3. Extensive damage: any column degrading without collapse – shear failure – 
(column structurally unsafe), significant residual movement at connections, or 
major settlement approach, vertical offset of the abutment, differential 
settlement at connections, shear key failure at abutments. 
4. Complete damage: any column is collapsing and connection losing all bearing 
support, which may lead to imminent deck collapse, tilting of substructure due 
to foundation failure. 
2.3 Fragility Curves on the Bridge Retrofitting Strategies 
There have been various research that study bridge’s retrofitting methods and the 
effects towards the structural capacity. The strength is usually represented as fragility 
CDF curves, showing the probability of damages’ exceedance as a function of intensity 
measures. For example, (1) Shinozuka and Kim (2000) performed nonlinear dynamic 
time history analysis to evaluate the responses of bridges before and after column retrofit 
under sixty ground acceleration time histories, (2) Billah et al. (2013) developed two-
dimensional finite element model and was subjected to forty earthquake excitations to 
attain the probability of exceedance, and (3) Padgett and DesRoches (2009) developed 
three-dimensional nonlinear analytical models using the OpenSEES platform, an open 
system for earthquake engineering simulation (see Jeremic (2004) for the detail). All the 
three research mentioned above give the comparative structural capacity measures 
between bridges without and with retrofitting strategies applied. This research 




(2009) for constructing the fragility curves due to its rich variations of structural types 
and retrofitting strategies. 
In this research, the retrofitting strategies can be classified into three categories 
including: (1) do nothing, (2) superstructure retrofits, and (3) superstructures and 
substructures retrofits. The strategy “do-nothing” requires the acceptance of damage 
during a future earthquake. For the superstructure and substructure retrofits, this research 
employs the retrofit strategy from Padgett and DesRoches (2009).  For the superstructure 
only:  
1. Restrainer cables to avoid collapsing of bridge spans  
2. Seat extenders to avoid unseating of bridge spans 
For the superstructure and substructure:  
1. Column steel jacketing to improve shear of flexural strength 
2. Elastomeric isolation bearing to limit the loads transferred to the substructure 
3. Concrete shear key to limit excessive lateral motion 
4. Restrainers and shear keys 
5. Seat extenders and shear keys.  
Essentially, as described previously, the purpose of the seismic retrofitting is to 
minimize and avoid catastrophic bridge failures by strengthening bridges to resist future 





Figure 2.6. Five common bridges’ retrofitting strategies (Source: Padgett et al., 2010). 
 
For each retrofit strategies described above, the modification factor for the median 
shift for the fragility curves of the retrofitted bridges is provided in Padgett and 






Table 2.1. Median shift modification factors (Source: Padgett and DesRoches, 2009). 
 
2.4 Retrofitting Cost 
There have been various research that performed estimations on the retrofit cost. 
Parmelee (2013) relates the replacement cost to the traffic capacity. Chen (2013) 
estimated replacement cost based on the structural type and material. This research 
employs the replacement cost data from Chen (2013).  
 





The retrofit cost for each bridge was estimated using the data from bridge 
replacement cost model (see Table 2.2) by Chen (2013) and factored by the percent 
replacement cost (see Table 2.3) based on California Department of Transportation data 
compiled by the FHWA (see FHWA, 2006). An example of retrofitting cost estimation 
using Table 2.3 can also be seen in Parmelee (2013).   
Note, per FHWA (2006), engineering costs for retrofit design are also generally 
higher than for new construction. It is not unrealistic to expect that these costs will be 
twice the cost of the engineering required for a new bridge of similar value. This is 
because many bridges are unique and often require customized retrofit strategies. 
Standardization of design and retrofit details is thus difficult to achieve, while detailed 
seismic evaluation of a bridge of the most appropriate strategy is a time-consuming 
process that involves a detailed dynamic analysis and many trial designs investigating 
possible strategies.  
 






 MODELING OF THE NETWORK AND SEISMIC DEMAND 
 
3.1 Modeling the Network 
 To make the tool adaptive to cases other than the one used in this research , i.e., 
Charleston network, the modeling part is very important. Essentially, the network and 
seismic load modeling part of the research was done by creating an algorithm that can 
read and filter information from databases that have varying syntax and be able to extract 
the information needed for the analysis and optimization. For the network modeling, a 
geospatial vector data from SCDOT was translated into both graphical representations of 
the networks under both geographic coordinate system and Universal Transverse 
Mercator system (UTM). Figure 3.1 shows the geographical coordinate of the bridges and 
roads based on the SCDOT database and NBI. To select the bridges that fell under major 
highways, the developed program incorporated an adjustable parameter for ADT target. 
In this study case, ADT target was set to be 5000 vehicles/day, which means that bridges 
with ADT lower than that were not included in the study domain. The program 
automatically increases the number of bridges to be under the study domain if the ADT 






Figure 3.1. The plot of Charleston map in geographical coordinates. 
 
3.2 Modeling the Seismic Demand  
 There were two earthquake scenarios observed for the study case in this research: 
(1) M7.1 (32.936°N 80.015°W), and (2) M7.3 (32.900°N 80.000°W). For attaining the 
magnitude of the nodal seismic demand, XML’s grid for the Peak Ground Acceleration 
(PGA) and Spectral Acceleration (Sa) at 0.3, 1, and 3 seconds from USGS was employed 
and coupled with the nearest neighbor search algorithm with respect to the modeled 
geospatial vector data. Lastly, a USGS’s JSON text was translated into seismic contour 






Figure 3.2. Matlab plot of seismic contour scenario M7.1 (32.936°N 80.015°W, depth 





Figure 3.3. Matlab plot of seismic contour scenario M7.3 (32.900°N 80.000°W, depth 
10.1 km) in geographical coordinates. 
 
 Note that the perceived shaking from the USGS is based on the Table 3.1. 
 
Perceived Shaking Peak Acceleration (g) 





Very strong 0.15 
Severe 0.27 
Violent 0.47 
Extreme > 0.83 
 




3.3 Incorporating NBI and HAZUS Databases 
 In the current state of the practice, the structural capacity of bridges with respect 
to seismic events is primarily based on the materiality, structural type, a number of spans, 
and skew angles. The materiality and structural type in NBI are codified into digits that 
represent the material (predominantly concrete and steel) and structural system (box 
beams, frame, truss, etc.) employed in the bridge. Common bridge structural types in the 
NBI database have a direct correspondence to the bridge structural classification in the 
Hazus database, denoted as HWB.  Unusual cases such as stayed girder structural system 
are not provided in Hazus. Assumptions were made for these unusual cases. The nominal 
value of this structural capacity was factored to convert the standard bridge fragility 
curves to a bridge-specific value for a given spectral acceleration. These were done 
through developing sets of routines that compute the K3D and Kskew using NBI’s data to 
account for a number of spans, bridge’s skew angle, and spectra acceleration’s period. 
Equation A B K3D 
1 0.25 1 1+0.25/(N-1) 
2 0.33 0 1+0.33/N 
3 0.33 1 1+0.33/(N-1) 
4 0.09 1 1+0.09/(N-1) 
5 0.05 0 1+0.05/N 
6 0.2 1 1+0.2/(N-1) 
7 0.1 0 1+0.1/N 
 
Table 3.2. The coefficient for evaluating K3D (Source: FEMA, 2013) 
   
Lines of scripts were then included in the development tool to map the structural 
type between the two databases. Once successfully mapped into Hazus, each bridge had 





Table 3.3. Excerpt for HAZUS bridge classification schema  (Source: FEMA, 2013) 
 
Table 3.4 and Table 3.5 shows the NBI information extracted using the script 
within the tool. The translated structural category (HWB) in HAZUS was also included 














Database Road HAZUS USGS
Index StructNumber YearBuilt StructLength DeckWidth Material StructType Latitude Longitude ADT ID HWB Sa (g)
7857 8516 1992 5015.8 28.4 4 10 32531800 79574200 64400 10 16 0.369
7429 8062 1987 228.6 19.8 2 1 32525400 79565400 32200 13 10 0.328
7428 8061 1987 228.6 19.8 2 1 32525400 79563000 32200 20 10 0.336
7586 8227 1989 118.9 15.7 2 1 32524800 79554200 25800 27 10 0.317
7496 8134 1988 396.2 14.5 5 2 32522400 79551800 25800 40 17 0.305
7593 8235 1989 2407.9 14.4 6 21 32513600 79534800 26500 58 28 0.281
3914 4266 1964 70.7 45.7 3 2 32533600 80011200 66700 375 12 0.406
3915 4267 1964 97.5 45.7 3 2 32532400 80010600 66700 382 12 0.406
3708 4050 1963 252.4 28.3 3 2 32515400 80000000 87200 425 12 0.383
3917 4269 1964 100.6 30.2 3 2 32503000 79581200 84000 489 12 0.339
4341 4720 1966 237.4 30.2 3 2 32501200 79574800 83300 507 12 0.342
4556 4945 1967 527.6 30.2 3 2 32494200 79571800 83300 519 12 0.342
9119 9826 2005 1230.8 11.8 4 2 32481800 79565400 9100 580 16 0.307
9120 9827 2005 376.1 9.4 4 2 32481500 79565200 9300 581 16 0.307
9125 9832 2005 931.2 11.8 4 2 32475750 79564220 37750 594 16 0.308
7860 8519 1992 3235.5 15.5 4 2 32533600 79591200 39850 809 16 0.373
7500 8138 1988 91.4 14.8 1 1 32505400 79523600 26500 854 5 0.263
7677 8325 1990 75.3 16.8 3 2 32501800 79514200 26500 875 14 0.289
7678 8326 1990 64 14.3 2 1 32501200 79514200 22300 876 11 0.289
7682 8330 1990 64 14.3 1 1 32501200 79513600 22300 878 7 0.289
6841 7429 1981 117.3 14.6 2 1 32494800 79511800 22300 901 10 0.277
6842 7430 1981 42.1 14.3 3 2 32494200 79511800 22300 903 12 0.29
7765 8419 1991 49.1 20.2 6 2 32491800 79510600 22300 914 23 0.29
8974 9648 1982 11 45.7 1 19 32473600 80021800 40500 1107 28 0.399
8728 9402 1999 225.9 17.1 5 2 32472400 80020000 26300 1112 19 0.386
6517 7074 1978 178.9 10.2 3 2 32463600 79584800 10400 1181 12 0.337
166 228 1926 528.2 13.1 3 16 32470000 79573600 28200 1218 28 0.216
8467 9137 1997 274.9 16.9 4 2 32470000 79573000 28200 1219 16 0.216
9118 9825 2005 283.2 11.8 4 2 32480800 79564800 37750 1292 16 0.307
4827 5231 1968 1884.9 30.5 3 2 32481200 79564800 83300 1296 12 0.307
9131 9838 2005 243.2 9.4 6 2 32481770 79562000 7500 1315 23 0.307
9116 9823 2005 331 35.7 6 2 32481700 79561300 75500 1316 23 0.307
9117 9824 2005 2967.8 39.3 4 14 32480950 79545460 75500 1329 28 0.168
9130 9837 2005 499.9 11.8 6 2 32480500 79540060 21200 1340 23 0.261
9129 9836 2005 36.6 9.4 6 2 32480680 79535390 6000 1343 23 0.213
4111 4477 1965 13.7 18.7 1 1 32533600 80004200 25000 1932 28 0.406
5038 5478 2005 649.8 13.2 4 2 32480970 79561240 6700 2114 16 0.307
9115 9822 2005 676 21 6 2 32481500 79562600 75500 2121 23 0.307
3916 4268 1964 143 35.8 3 2 32503600 79585400 88700 2303 12 0.345
3282 3606 1961 67.1 28.3 3 2 32511200 79592400 87200 3053 12 0.345
9128 9835 2005 246.9 11.8 6 2 32480320 79540440 37750 3092 23 0.261
9123 9830 2005 388.6 11.8 4 2 32480000 79535800 75500 3096 16 0.261
7596 8238 1989 2407.9 14.4 6 21 32513000 79584800 26500 3460 28 0.368











Database Road HAZUS USGS
Index StructNumber YearBuilt StructLength DeckWidth Material StructType Latitude Longitude ADT ID HWB Sa (g)
7857 8516 1992 5015.8 28.4 4 10 32531800 79574200 64400 10 16 0.96
7429 8062 1987 228.6 19.8 2 1 32525400 79565400 32200 13 10 0.836
7428 8061 1987 228.6 19.8 2 1 32525400 79563000 32200 20 10 0.852
7586 8227 1989 118.9 15.7 2 1 32524800 79554200 25800 27 10 0.852
7496 8134 1988 396.2 14.5 5 2 32522400 79551800 25800 40 17 0.948
7593 8235 1989 2407.9 14.4 6 21 32513600 79534800 26500 58 28 0.818
3914 4266 1964 70.7 45.7 3 2 32533600 80011200 66700 375 12 0.859
3915 4267 1964 97.5 45.7 3 2 32532400 80010600 66700 382 12 0.845
3708 4050 1963 252.4 28.3 3 2 32515400 80000000 87200 425 12 0.839
3917 4269 1964 100.6 30.2 3 2 32503000 79581200 84000 489 12 0.956
4341 4720 1966 237.4 30.2 3 2 32501200 79574800 83300 507 12 0.826
4556 4945 1967 527.6 30.2 3 2 32494200 79571800 83300 519 12 0.948
9119 9826 2005 1230.8 11.8 4 2 32481800 79565400 9100 580 16 0.807
9120 9827 2005 376.1 9.4 4 2 32481500 79565200 9300 581 16 0.807
9125 9832 2005 931.2 11.8 4 2 32475750 79564220 37750 594 16 0.807
7860 8519 1992 3235.5 15.5 4 2 32533600 79591200 39850 809 16 0.757
7500 8138 1988 91.4 14.8 1 1 32505400 79523600 26500 854 5 0.72
7677 8325 1990 75.3 16.8 3 2 32501800 79514200 26500 875 14 0.916
7678 8326 1990 64 14.3 2 1 32501200 79514200 22300 876 11 0.916
7682 8330 1990 64 14.3 1 1 32501200 79513600 22300 878 7 0.916
6841 7429 1981 117.3 14.6 2 1 32494800 79511800 22300 901 10 0.784
6842 7430 1981 42.1 14.3 3 2 32494200 79511800 22300 903 12 0.784
7765 8419 1991 49.1 20.2 6 2 32491800 79510600 22300 914 23 0.777
8974 9648 1982 11 45.7 1 19 32473600 80021800 40500 1107 28 0.8
8728 9402 1999 225.9 17.1 5 2 32472400 80020000 26300 1112 19 0.8
6517 7074 1978 178.9 10.2 3 2 32463600 79584800 10400 1181 12 0.801
166 228 1926 528.2 13.1 3 16 32470000 79573600 28200 1218 28 0.926
8467 9137 1997 274.9 16.9 4 2 32470000 79573000 28200 1219 16 0.926
9118 9825 2005 283.2 11.8 4 2 32480800 79564800 37750 1292 16 0.807
4827 5231 1968 1884.9 30.5 3 2 32481200 79564800 83300 1296 12 0.807
9131 9838 2005 243.2 9.4 6 2 32481770 79562000 7500 1315 23 0.93
9116 9823 2005 331 35.7 6 2 32481700 79561300 75500 1316 23 0.93
9117 9824 2005 2967.8 39.3 4 14 32480950 79545460 75500 1329 28 0.924
9130 9837 2005 499.9 11.8 6 2 32480500 79540060 21200 1340 23 0.708
9129 9836 2005 36.6 9.4 6 2 32480680 79535390 6000 1343 23 0.708
4111 4477 1965 13.7 18.7 1 1 32533600 80004200 25000 1932 28 0.859
5038 5478 2005 649.8 13.2 4 2 32480970 79561240 6700 2114 16 0.93
9115 9822 2005 676 21 6 2 32481500 79562600 75500 2121 23 0.93
3916 4268 1964 143 35.8 3 2 32503600 79585400 88700 2303 12 0.745
3282 3606 1961 67.1 28.3 3 2 32511200 79592400 87200 3053 12 0.745
9128 9835 2005 246.9 11.8 6 2 32480320 79540440 37750 3092 23 0.708
9123 9830 2005 388.6 11.8 4 2 32480000 79535800 75500 3096 16 0.708
7596 8238 1989 2407.9 14.4 6 21 32513000 79584800 26500 3460 28 0.749






 FRAGILITY CURVES 
 
4.1 HAZUS Fragility Curves 
The construction of general fragility curves for each bridge is based on the 
structural type and material of that specific bridge. HAZUS’s fragility curves assume the 
period of 1 second. 𝜉𝑠 is the median shift modification factors from Table 2.1. The 
capacity curves were modeled based on the lognormal CDF curves. Let 𝑆 is set of 8 
retrofit strategies, N is the set of indices of the 4 damage state exceedance, I is the set of 
indices of the bridges. The CDF equation for the bridges with retrofitting strategies, 
exceeding damage state N, is as follows:  









𝑠 ∊ 𝑆, 𝑖 ∊ 𝐼, 𝑛 ∊ 𝑁.  µ𝑌𝑖,𝑠 ,𝐷𝑛 = 𝜉𝑠𝑖µ𝑌𝑖 ,𝐷𝑛 
𝑍 =  
ln(𝑆𝑎𝑖)− 𝛼𝑖µ𝑌𝑖,𝑠,𝐷𝑛
𝜎𝑌𝑖
  , 
, µ𝑌𝑖,𝐷𝑛 = ln (𝑀𝑑𝑖,𝐷𝑛
) 
 
𝐷𝑛: damage state where n=1: slight, n=2: moderate, n=3: extensive, and n=4: complete.  
  
𝑆𝑎𝑖: Spectra acceleration for bridge i 
 
𝑀𝑑𝑖 ,𝐷𝑛
: Median spectra acceleration of natural period 1 sec based on HAZUS structural 
types 


























Figure 4.1. Plots of HAZUS fragility curves: (a) exceeding slight damage, (b) exceeding 






4.2 Bridge Specific Fragility Curves  
 To convert the general HAZUS fragility curves into bridge’s specific fragility 
curves equations in Table 3.2, adapted from FEMA (2013), is used along with the 
equations below:  
𝛼𝑖 = 𝐾𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑖𝐾3𝐷𝑖 for 𝑛 ∊ 𝑁, 𝑖 ∊ 𝐼 
Where, 
𝐾𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤 = √sin (90 − 𝛼) 
 
𝐾3𝐷 = 1 + 𝐴/(𝑁 − 𝐵) 
  
The constants A and B are based on Table 3.2. For accounting the effects of 
retrofitting, Table 2.1 is used as the modification factor for the value of bridge-specific 
median.  Figure 4.2 shows the fragility curve for an arbitrarily selected bridge (bridge 
























Figure 4.2. Example of fragility plots with and without retrofitting for bridge NBI 
structural number 4477 under the event M7.3: (a) exceeding slight damage, (b) exceeding 
moderate damage, (c) exceeding extensive damage, and (d) exceeding complete damage. 
 
 From Table 3.5, the extracted information for bridge NBI structural number 4477 







Table 4.1. Data for the bridge NBI structural number 4477 under the event M7.3 
 
Figure 4.3. Geographical location of bridge 4477 and the plot of the seismic contour for 
the event M7.3 
 
Figure 4.2 shows the fragility curve a bridge with NBI structural number 4477 
under event M7.3. After developing the fragility curve for each bridge, each bridge has a 
matrix of eight by four. Table 4.2 shows an example of a retrofitting strategy VS. the 
probability of exceeding various damage states for a bridge with NBI structural number 
4477 (see Table 3.5 for the corresponding seismic demand). 
 The probability of exceeding a damaged state 
Strategy slight moderate extensive complete 
1 0.5469 0.3997 0.2884 0.1275 
Database Road HAZUS USGS
Index StructNumber YearBuilt StructLength DeckWidth Material StructType Latitude Longitude ADT ID HWB Sa (g)





2 0.5146 0.2447 0.1507 0.0435 
3 0.523 0.3997 0.2613 0.0807 
4 0.5403 0.3569 0.2367 0.0898 
5 0.5403 0.3808 0.2773 0.0547 
6 0.5209 0.3802 0.2429 0.0853 
7 0.5083 0.3808 0.2562 0.1054 
8 0.5209 0.3933 0.26 0.0708 
Table 4.2. Example of retrofitting strategy VS. the probability of exceeding a damaged 
state for NBI structural number 4477 under the event M7.3  
  
Since the developed tool was made to be versatile, the study domain can be 
broadened by simply configuring the boundaries setups in the latitude and longitude 
inputs in the developed tool. In this case, there are 44 bridges under the study domain. 
Therefore, there are a total of 44 8X4 matrices such as shown above. In the later section, 
for the optimization, these values from those matrices will be connected to the developed 
Genetic Algorithm as design variables to estimate the failure probability of each bridge in 









 PROBLEM FORMULATION 
5.1 Optimization Parameters 
   The optimization was modeled as a multi-objective integer programming 
problem. The tool can be used for two types of problems: (1) to maximize the score that 
indicates the priority of bridges that needed to be retrofitted, and to minimize the retrofit 
cost (2) to minimize the failure probability of traveling with respect to the given seismic 
demand for an arbitrary traveling scenario, and to minimize the retrofit cost. The number 
of the design variables are equivalent to the number of bridges, and the range of value it 
can take is the number of retrofitting strategy provided, in this case, 8 retrofitting 
strategies. In this case for 44 bridges, there is the total of 844 or more than 5 duodecillion 




And the allowable retrofit cost was calculated as follows: 

























, 𝑠 ∊ {2,3,6,7,8}
 
𝑅𝐶𝑖: the replacement cost of bridge i per unit deck area. 
𝐴𝑖: the NBI deck area of bridge i 















(𝑐𝑘 − 𝑎𝑘)(𝑏𝑘 − 𝑎𝑘)
, 𝑎𝑘 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑏𝑘
2(𝑐 − 𝑥)
(𝑐𝑘 − 𝑎𝑘)(𝑐𝑘 − 𝑏𝑘)
, 𝑏𝑘 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑐𝑘
0, 𝑥 < 𝑎𝑘, 𝑥 > 𝑐𝑘
 
 
with 𝑎𝑘, 𝑏𝑘, and 𝑐𝑘 from Table 
 2.3 where k ∊  {1, 2}  where 1 indicates superstructure retrofitting index and 2 
indicates superstructure and substructure retrofitting index. The strategies are detailed as 
follows: s=1: do nothing; s=2: steel jackets; s=3: elastomeric isolation bearings, s=4: 
restrainer cables, s=5: seat extenders; s=6: shear keys; s=7: restrainers and shear keys; 
s=8: seat extenders and shear keys. 
 
Figure 5.1. Triangular PDF from Table 2.3 
 
Note that the constraint for the allowable retrofit cost can be slightly adjusted 
after running several optimization routines for experimental purpose. The purpose of such 
adjustment is because knowing exactly whether the constraint is actually active or not is 





the problem was to be applied in a real case at a particular time and event, a budget might 
be predetermined by the government agents such as from the Department of 
Transportation. However, in this case, the work was considered still at the theoretical and 
experimental phase, and thus such value was considered adjustable for the sake of 
making the case interesting. Since the retrofit cost is one of the objective function, one of 
the strategies to make the optimization case interesting is first to run few optimization 
routines, see where the optimum may likely be located, then modify the constraint such 
that it is closed from the range of optima from the previous runs. 
In the second model, the concern of the optimization is only the bridges that 
intersect with the shortest path at any arbitrary traveling path. For any given departure 
point and arrival point, there will be various options of traveling path, but will only have 
one shortest path. During the pre-disaster planning, the traveling distance and the 
probability of failure of traveling can become the consideration of selecting which route 
is to be taken by the traveler. 
In the first model, the concern of the optimization covers the entire highway 
bridge network under the study domain. The objective function concerning with the 
bridges’ score has three categories factored by the failure probability, which results in the 
importance of the bridges in the network. The bridge that has the high score has the 
priority to be retrofitted compared to those with the low scores. These level of importance 





5.1.1 Expected Failure Probability 
Expected failure probability: the failure probability is based on the fragility curve. 
The higher the probability of failure of a bridge, the higher the score, and therefore, the 
higher the priority for the bridge as a candidate for retrofitting. The extensive damage 
state exceedance in the constructed fragility curve was used as a criterion to determine 
the failure probability. Let 𝛽𝑖𝑛𝑠 be a vector of the normally distributed random number of 
size 𝐼 by #PfSim, where #PfSim is the desired number of Monte Carlo simulations, 𝑆 is a 
set of retrofit strategy indices, and 𝐼 is a set of bridge indices. The expected failure 
probability for every bridge was computed as follows:  
∀𝑠 ∊ 𝑆, ∀𝑖 ∊ 𝐼, ∀𝑛𝑠 ∊ {1,… , #PfSim} .  
𝐵𝐶𝑖,𝑠 ,𝑛𝑠 = {
1,Φ[𝑧]𝑖,𝑠 , 𝐷3 ≥  𝛽𝑖𝑛𝑠







𝐵𝐶𝑖,𝑠 ,𝑛𝑠: bridge condition with respect to using retrofitting strategy 𝑠 ∊ 𝑆, 
represented as a matrix of binaries of the size of 𝐼 by #PfSim 







Figure 5.2. Monte Carlo simulations 
 
Table 5.1 shows the tabulated estimated failure probability for each bridge with 
respect to applied retrofit strategy as a result of the 20000 Monte Carlo simulation.  
 Retrofit Strategy 
Bridge ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
8516 0.01815 0.01035 0.00695 0.0121 0.01945 0.01125 0.0085 0.011 
8062 0.01905 0.00985 0.00995 0.0187 0.0222 0.0216 0.01865 0.0201 
8061 0.0233 0.01155 0.00905 0.0213 0.0228 0.02295 0.02035 0.02195 
8227 0.0186 0.0093 0.00845 0.01645 0.01765 0.0169 0.015 0.01715 
8134 0.2568 0.12695 0.22905 0.205 0.247 0.2088 0.22625 0.23345 
8235 0.00725 0.00165 0.00655 0.00505 0.0072 0.00625 0.00715 0.0064 
4266 0.4204 0.37235 0.2283 0.39365 0.41625 0.40315 0.38875 0.41345 
4267 0.46335 0.42245 0.2687 0.4338 0.4508 0.4481 0.4368 0.45585 
4050 0.38635 0.338 0.2058 0.3647 0.388 0.37255 0.36055 0.3826 
4269 0.3044 0.26675 0.1506 0.27655 0.3081 0.29045 0.2847 0.2999 
4720 0.3429 0.30315 0.17045 0.3207 0.3413 0.3253 0.3173 0.3371 
4945 0.4325 0.38675 0.245 0.4054 0.43095 0.40785 0.4004 0.42595 
9826 0.01295 0.0074 0.00465 0.0082 0.01445 0.0081 0.0053 0.00745 
9827 0.01385 0.00765 0.004 0.0082 0.01235 0.00735 0.00595 0.00715 
9832 0.0156 0.008 0.0048 0.00885 0.0131 0.00855 0.0056 0.0076 
8519 0.02615 0.01635 0.0092 0.0176 0.0268 0.0178 0.0111 0.0148 
8138 0.17555 0.07855 0.1525 0.136 0.1664 0.13825 0.15195 0.1544 
8325 0.0153 0.01105 0.00345 0.0132 0.01565 0.01445 0.01135 0.015 
8326 0.00985 0.00605 0.00455 0.0112 0.01035 0.00965 0.00945 0.01 




7429 0.01005 0.0037 0.00335 0.009 0.01095 0.00815 0.0078 0.0093 
7430 0.2331 0.19775 0.1043 0.2158 0.2316 0.22505 0.2112 0.22455 
8419 0.0125 0.00335 0.01195 0.00705 0.01335 0.00975 0.01105 0.01105 
9648 0.0329 0.0109 0.02905 0.02255 0.03165 0.02615 0.02705 0.02695 
9402 0.03325 0.01025 0.02735 0.0226 0.0296 0.0232 0.02545 0.02955 
7074 0.4094 0.3589 0.21745 0.3832 0.4096 0.3877 0.3773 0.4 
228 0.0023 0.00055 0.002 0.00135 0.0024 0.0015 0.002 0.00215 
9137 0.00295 0.0013 0.0007 0.0014 0.0026 0.0014 0.0014 0.00125 
9825 0.01365 0.0073 0.00485 0.00685 0.0118 0.008 0.00575 0.0067 
5231 0.36565 0.32375 0.18805 0.335 0.3632 0.3499 0.3364 0.3564 
9838 0.01265 0.00345 0.01075 0.00855 0.01205 0.00875 0.0103 0.0112 
9823 0.01425 0.0037 0.0097 0.01035 0.0126 0.01015 0.01115 0.01015 
9824 0.0004 0.0002 0.00045 0.0006 0.0007 0.00065 0.0007 0.0008 
9837 0.0063 0.0019 0.00605 0.0038 0.00705 0.0056 0.00545 0.0067 
9836 0.00045 0.0002 0.0006 0.00065 0.0009 0.00065 0.00075 0.0009 
4477 0.0338 0.0116 0.0281 0.023 0.0325 0.02555 0.02755 0.0306 
5478 0.01625 0.0089 0.0044 0.01035 0.0148 0.00835 0.00645 0.0071 
9822 0.01705 0.00525 0.0133 0.01295 0.0156 0.01115 0.01465 0.01355 
4268 0.336 0.29715 0.16765 0.3096 0.3359 0.31915 0.3078 0.32975 
3606 0.3289 0.28865 0.1695 0.31285 0.3348 0.3152 0.30715 0.3222 
9835 0.00565 0.00135 0.0047 0.00375 0.0056 0.00465 0.0046 0.00495 
9830 0.0022 0.0012 0.00065 0.00155 0.0022 0.0017 0.0012 0.0011 
8238 0.02435 0.0069 0.0202 0.0191 0.02415 0.0178 0.0203 0.0182 
714 0.48785 0.45085 0.2921 0.4685 0.4983 0.48375 0.4649 0.4839 




Bridge ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
8516 0.31365 0.24175 0.1901 0.2584 0.3202 0.25055 0.2138 0.23395 
8062 0.31645 0.22765 0.20665 0.30725 0.3155 0.3104 0.29905 0.3135 
8061 0.32795 0.238 0.22475 0.32305 0.32775 0.32255 0.30175 0.32465 
8227 0.3169 0.23695 0.2121 0.31465 0.32435 0.31565 0.29475 0.3169 
8134 0.89215 0.77575 0.8787 0.86055 0.8892 0.8659 0.8704 0.87445 
8235 0.2615 0.1346 0.2357 0.20865 0.25335 0.21295 0.23215 0.2362 
4266 0.8498 0.8248 0.69365 0.83175 0.8469 0.84335 0.8371 0.84775 
4267 0.8677 0.84385 0.7263 0.85525 0.8688 0.8611 0.8573 0.8664 
4050 0.83935 0.82385 0.68525 0.8269 0.84665 0.8373 0.83005 0.8434 




4720 0.8483 0.8288 0.6971 0.8413 0.85465 0.84875 0.8406 0.8488 
4945 0.9368 0.9198 0.8446 0.9278 0.9374 0.931 0.92775 0.93115 
9826 0.28115 0.2129 0.1608 0.21845 0.2825 0.2103 0.18095 0.2084 
9827 0.2763 0.1994 0.151 0.21425 0.26685 0.2052 0.1744 0.1937 
9832 0.27845 0.20975 0.15985 0.22145 0.2744 0.21225 0.18215 0.2063 
8519 0.22035 0.1594 0.11825 0.1775 0.2269 0.1686 0.13845 0.162 
8138 0.77195 0.60215 0.73945 0.71935 0.7589 0.7273 0.7356 0.73515 
8325 0.4025 0.35585 0.22125 0.37345 0.3943 0.38925 0.38085 0.39685 
8326 0.3451 0.2564 0.2389 0.3395 0.3505 0.3411 0.3265 0.34335 
8330 0.35545 0.1974 0.32395 0.29675 0.3418 0.30425 0.31995 0.32345 
7429 0.27355 0.19275 0.1713 0.2678 0.2661 0.2648 0.24445 0.26185 
7430 0.8195 0.7944 0.65915 0.80605 0.821 0.8119 0.80535 0.8205 
8419 0.28345 0.1438 0.254 0.2348 0.2683 0.2383 0.2472 0.25345 
9648 0.25095 0.1209 0.22605 0.20005 0.2416 0.2106 0.2236 0.2244 
9402 0.26605 0.1346 0.2355 0.2123 0.25585 0.22135 0.2328 0.2339 
7074 0.8837 0.86125 0.7572 0.8757 0.88145 0.8804 0.8747 0.8816 
228 0.33615 0.18425 0.30905 0.2829 0.3196 0.2864 0.2932 0.299 
9137 0.3534 0.2715 0.21335 0.29325 0.35235 0.27795 0.2442 0.27465 
9825 0.2536 0.18755 0.1476 0.20395 0.2601 0.19455 0.16735 0.18875 
5231 0.89565 0.87405 0.7756 0.884 0.89685 0.89065 0.8854 0.8894 
9838 0.3512 0.19365 0.3226 0.29535 0.33645 0.2973 0.32125 0.319 
9823 0.35655 0.20065 0.3275 0.3035 0.352 0.31205 0.32415 0.32755 
9824 0.33085 0.1865 0.3061 0.28065 0.3164 0.27445 0.2954 0.2995 
9837 0.22115 0.10135 0.19785 0.17405 0.2057 0.17525 0.1902 0.192 
9836 0.1133 0.0451 0.1003 0.08705 0.10925 0.09085 0.09275 0.0984 
4477 0.2835 0.15125 0.25805 0.23805 0.27545 0.24015 0.2568 0.2642 
5478 0.3666 0.2829 0.2363 0.3026 0.3647 0.2966 0.25835 0.28135 
9822 0.39585 0.2281 0.36415 0.3339 0.38385 0.34245 0.358 0.3578 
4268 0.7991 0.77255 0.6258 0.78475 0.80365 0.7884 0.7944 0.79545 
3606 0.8028 0.76925 0.6255 0.7844 0.79855 0.7944 0.78645 0.796 
9835 0.19955 0.0912 0.1792 0.1546 0.1861 0.1646 0.17355 0.17425 
9830 0.11305 0.07555 0.0542 0.07915 0.1145 0.0764 0.0638 0.0723 
8238 0.21505 0.1027 0.1922 0.1736 0.2038 0.17925 0.18825 0.19465 
714 0.8989 0.875 0.7754 0.8862 0.89805 0.89255 0.889 0.8982 
 





5.1.2 Traffic Capacity 
Here, the traffic capacity is represented by the Average Daily Traffic (ADT). The 
higher the NBI-based ADT, the higher the priority for the bridge as a candidate for 
retrofitting. The value of ADT was acquired from the NBI database, NBI item 29 (see 
FHWA, 1995). 
The bridge with the highest ADT in the study domain is the bridge with NBI 
structural number 4268 with ADT=88700 vehicles per day. Although this bridge has high 
ADT, it has very low value of centrality (centrality score=87) (see appendix for detail 
values for all bridges). This means this bridge has low influence with respect to the other 
vertices in the network.  
 






Figure  5.4. Bridges’ traffic capacity 
5.1.3 Centrality 
Betweenness centrality: the higher the betweenness centrality, the more the bridge 
is passed by the number of shortest paths, and therefore, the higher the priority for the 
bridge as a candidate for retrofitting. Implementing the Dijkstra shortest path algorithm, 
the score for the betweenness centrality can be computed as follows:  
∀𝑖∊𝐼 , ∀𝑗∊𝐼.   
Ĩ𝑖𝑗 = 𝐷𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎 (𝑖, 𝑗) 
𝐶𝑖 = {
𝐶𝑖 + 1, 𝑖 ∊ Ĩ𝑖𝑗
𝐶𝑖 + 0,   𝑖 ∉ Ĩ𝑖𝑗
 
Where, 






















































































































  Dijkstra algorithm works by initially assign the distance value of ∞ with the 
temporary state t, except the starting node. The algorithm then proceeds iteratively by 
finding the minimum distance between the current and other temporary nodes, 
minimizing the distance value  𝑑𝑗   of node 𝑗, i.e. 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑗∊𝐽𝑑𝑗 = 𝑑𝑗∗ by updating 𝑑𝑗 =
min (𝑑𝑗, 𝑑𝑖 + 𝑐𝑖𝑗) where 𝑐𝑖𝑗 is the cost of link (𝑖, 𝑗), and relabeling node 𝑗
∗ to permanent 
(as current node) (see the details in Rardin, 1997)  
  The bridge with the highest centrality in the study domain is the bridge with NBI 
structural number 9825 with centrality score=825. This is to be expected since the bridge 
is located at the east end of I-26, intersecting with the major routes US 17 and closed to 
US 54 (see Figure 5.5). However, the bridge has a relatively average to low ADT score 
























































































































Figure  5.6. Bridges’ centrality score 
 
 Perhaps an example of the bridge that has both an above average centrality score 
and traffic capacity that is under the study domain is NBI structural number 9824, which 
is the Arthur Ravenel Jr. Bridge, crossing the Cooper River, built in 2005. 
5.1.4 Historical Significance 
According to NBI field, the lower the NBI-based historical significance, the 
higher the priority for the bridge as a candidate for retrofitting. However, since later on 
the optimization is modeled for maximization, the ranking system was reversed such that 
the value “5” indicates the highest score of historical significance, and “1” is the lowest. 
The historical significance of bridges is included in the NBI item 37, which indicates that 
a bridge might be associated with a historical property or area or could be derived from 
the fact that the bridge was associated with significant events or circumstances (see 
FHWA, 1995). This field gives the bridge with high historical significance to stand out 
since, as can be seen in Figure 5.9, it is very rare for bridges to have even the historical 
significance score of “3”.  
The bridge with the highest historical significance score in the study domain is the 





Figure  5.7. Location of bridge NBI structural number 228 (seismic contour event M7.3) 
  
 NBI structural number 228 is the historic drawbridge Ashley River Bridge 
crossing the Ashley River in Charleston. It was opened in 1926 and is dedicated to the 





























































































































Figure 5.9. Bridges’ historical significance score 
  
5.2 Optimization Model 1 
 Optimization model 1 accounts for all the bridges in the network that is under the 
study domain. Expected failure of probability is calculated based on the probability of 
exceedance described in the previous chapter. A Monte Carlo simulation was used by 
comparing between the matrix generated from a random number generator and the 
bridge’s probability of exceeding certain damage. This will also be the case for the 
second optimization case. An approximate ideal simulation number is set to be around 
20000 simulations under the consideration of both accuracy and computational cost. 





1 + (1 − 𝑤)3(𝑇𝑅𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚)
 
Subject to 
𝑇𝑅 ≤ 𝐴𝑇𝑅 
Where 













𝑤: the weight of the objective function 







𝐻𝑆𝑖: the score of the historical significance for bridge i∊ 𝐼 
𝐴𝐷𝑇𝑖: the score of the average daily traffic for bridge i∊ 𝐼 
𝑃𝑓𝑖: failure probability for bridge i∊ 𝐼 
𝑆𝐶: the sum of the total score for all bridges in 𝐼 
𝐴𝑇𝑅: allowable total retrofit cost 
𝑇𝑅𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚: the normalized total retrofit cost 
𝜆1:weight for ADT 
𝜆2:weight for HS 
𝜆3:weight for centrality 
Decision variables: 
S= the retrofit strategy (s=1: do nothing; s=2: steel jackets; s=3: elastomeric isolation 
bearings, s=4: restrainer cables, s=5: seat extenders; s=6: shear keys; s=7: restrainers and 
shear keys; s=8: seat extenders and shear keys). 
 Note that 𝜆1, 𝜆2, and 𝜆3 defines the level of importance in each criterion: ADT, 
HS, and centrality, and each ranges between 0 to 3, but the sum of them should not be 
more than 3. In this research, each of these three values is set to 1 since figuring the 
proper amount of these values is highly subjective.  
5.3 Optimization Model 2  
The optimization model 2 accounts only the bridges that intersect the traveling 𝑇 
is a set of some possible paths from departure point 𝑑 to arrival point 𝑎. Also, the bridge 
nodal index 𝑖 only accounts for those that intersect the shortest path in Ĩ𝑖𝑗, therefore the 




𝑇, the optimization that minimize the failure probability of traveling and retrofit cost was 
written as follows: 
Maximize  
1
1 + 𝑤(𝑃𝑡) + (1 − 𝑤)(𝑇𝑅𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚)
 
Subject to 








Ĩ𝑖𝑗: The shortest path indices in 𝐷𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎(𝑑, 𝑎) 
#𝑃𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑠: the number of Monte Carlo simulations for failure probability of traveling  
𝑃𝑡: the failure probability of traveling from d to a 
Decision variables: 
S= the retrofit strategy (s=1: do nothing; s=2: steel jackets; s=3: elastomeric isolation 
bearings, s=4: restrainer cables, s=5: seat extenders; s=6: shear keys; s=7: restrainers and 










6.1 Validation of Customized Genetic Algorithm 
 A customized stochastic optimization algorithm, Genetic Algorithm (GA), was 
programmed in Matlab to perform the optimization process. The developed GA was 
considered convenient to be used here since the problems, as formulated in the previous 
chapter, took the form of integer programming problems with the number of variables for 
retrofit strategy implementation equivalent to the number of bridges under the study 
domain (case 1) or intersecting the shortest path (case 2). GA is considered by many to be 
powerful to deal with problems that are robust in nature. 
  The customized GA uses a binary encoding process and performs the selection 
procedure by using the roulette wheel selection based on the individuals’ fitness value 
(see Mitchell, 1998). Two crossover methods are implemented into the customized GA 
including the single-point and uniform crossover. Crossover operation swap bits of 
information, which is analogous to biological crossing over and recombination of 
chromosomes in cell meiosis. The operation creates two offspring.  For instance, a single 
crossover method chooses a crossover point in a string of binaries in the parents and swap 
the bits from the cutting point to an end between parents. In the uniform crossover, the 
swapping of bits is based on the swapping probability (for details, see Sastry et al. 
(2005)).   
The genetic operation for the mutation process uses the bit inversion technique 




and to configure the rate of the elitism to help ensure convergence. Elitism strategy is 
vastly utilized to ensure the improvement of the convergence in the individuals’ fitness in 
each subsequent generation (Liang and Leung 2010). The process iteratively continues 
until reaching the termination criterion. 
Three different test functions are used to validate the precision and robustness of 
the developed customized GA: (1) Booth function, (2) Levi function, and (3) Easom 
function. Figure 6.1 shows the surface of Booth function.  
 
Figure 6.1. Booth function (Source: Hedar, n.d.) 
 
The corresponding equation of the Booth function is as follows (Jamil & 
Yang, 2013): 





     The optimum is at f = 0 and x* = [1,3].  Figure 6.2 shows that using a population 
size of 20 individuals and 20 generations, with the lower bound [0 0], and upper bound 
[10 31.01], the customized GA converges to the minimum f = 0. 
 
Figure 6.2. Customized GA validation for the Booth function: (a) minimum value (black) 
and the average value (light blue) of the fitness function vs. iteration number, (b) 
minimum value of the fitness function vs. iteration number, and (c) design variables of 
best individual vs. iteration number 
 
 Figure 6.3 shows the surface of Levi function. 
 
Figure 6.3. Levi function  (Source: Surjavonic and Bingham, 2015) 
 
The corresponding equation of the Levi function is as follows (Malherbe, Contal 




Equation 6.2. Levi function  
 
  
The optimum is at f = 0 and x* = [1,1].  Figure 6.4 shows that using 20 
individuals and 20 generations, with the lower bound [0 0], and upper bound [10.1 10.1], 
the customized GA converges to the minimum f = 0. 
 
Figure 6.4. Customized GA validation for Levi function: (a) minimum value (black) and 
the average value (light blue) of the fitness function vs. iteration number, (b) minimum 
value of the fitness function vs. iteration number, and (c) design variables of best 
individual vs. iteration number 
 
 Figure  6.5. shows the surface of Easom function. 
 






The corresponding equation of the Easom function is as follows (Molga and 
Smutnicki, 2005): 
Equation 6.3. Easom function 
 
 
The optimum is at f = -1 and x* = [π, π].  Figure 6.6 shows that using 80 
individuals and 30 generations, with the lower bound [0 0], and upper bound [50.11 
50.11], the customized GA converges to the minimum f = -0.99489. 
 
Figure 6.6. Customized GA validation for the Easom function: (a) minimum value 
(black) and the average value (light blue) of the fitness function vs. iteration number, (b) 
minimum value of the fitness function vs. iteration number, and (c) design variables of 
best individual vs. iteration number 
  
 An earlier version of the developed customized GA had been implemented for a 
structural shape optimization for optimizing a parametric twisted skyscraper design under 
both wind and dead loads as functions of the design variables. The problem was modeled 
as a mixed integer nonlinear programming problem, and classified as a black-box 
simulation-based optimization problem (see Wonoto and Blouin (2019) for details). 
 
6.2 GA Implementation and Results on Optimization Model 1 
Optimization model 1 for event M7.1 
 





 3.2 with the mathematical model as expressed in equation (5.9 – 5.11). When all the 
design variables are set to 1, and the weight is set to 1, the objective function 
corresponded to the total retrofit cost will be neglected. A simple single run of this gave 
the score as follows: 
ADT score HS score Centrality 
score 
Sum of score TotalRetrofitCost 
0.8283 0.8827 0.9065 2.6756 0 
 
Table 6.1. Sum of scores and total retrofit cost for all strategies are set as “do nothing” 
(opt. model= 1, event M7.1) 
 
 Note that the maximum sum of the score is 3. Also, the values shown in Table 6.1 
is always different for every run of Monte Carlo simulation due to probabilistic effect in 
the simulation. In this case, 20000 simulations were used Table 6.1 shows that when all 
retrofit strategy is set as “do nothing” gives the sum of the score of 2.7656, which is quite 
high. As can be seen in Table 5.1, the reason for this phenomenon to occur is because the 
failure probability is rather low for this specific scenario M7.1 (20.1 km depth) for the 
given distance to the earthquake epicenter (in Summerville, 37.13 km linear distance to 
Charleston). Note that the sum of score SC, i.e., the first objective function, can range 
from 0 (when all bridge fails, i.e., when all 𝑃𝑓𝑖 = 1) to 3 (when all bridge has 0 failure 
probability, which is unlikely in the case of an earthquake such as studied in this study). 
As opposed to an exhaustive search, a more cultivated approach is to employ an 
optimization method to configure the retrofit strategy combination that let the sum of 
score approach 3, i.e., the one that maximize score of ADT, HS, and centrality factored 






Figure 6.7. GA iteration for maximizing the sum of score and neglecting the retrofit cost 
(event M7.1) 
 
Note that GA starts with only requiring the lower and upper bounds, unlike an 
optimization algorithm such as Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) that 
conventionally requires an initial point with lower and upper bounds of the optimization. 
Figure 6.7 shows GA with 120 iterations for the optimization model 1.  
ADT score HS score Centrality 
score 
Sum of score TotalRetrofitCost 
0.8838 0.9185 0.9307 2.7329 1.565e+08 
Table 6.2. Improved sum of scores when neglecting total retrofit cost (event. = M7.1, opt. 
model= 1, w=1, max. gen. =120, pop. =10)  
 
BridgeID 8516 8062 8061 8227 8134 8235 4266 4267 4050 
Retrofit 3 3 4 6 2 3 1 3 3 
BridgeID 4269 4720 4945 9826 9827 9832 8519 8138 8325 
Retrofit 3 3 3 1 3 1 5 6 5 
BridgeID 8326 8330 7429 7430 8419 9648 9402 7074 228 
Retrofit 1 7 4 2 1 4 3 6 5 
BridgeID 9137 9825 5231 9838 9823 9824 9837 9836 4477 
Retrofit 2 5 2 7 1 1 4 7 7 
BridgeID 5478 9822 4268 3606 9835 9830 8238 714  
Retrofit 7 2 3 6 5 1 3 3  
 






Optimization model 1 for event M7.3  
 
For the case M7.3, as shown in Figure 3.3, when each retrofit strategy is set as 
“do-nothing,” and neglecting the total retrofit cost, the maximization of the sum of score 
will result as shown:  
 
ADT score HS score Centrality 
score 
Sum of score TotalRetrofitCost 
0.4507 0.5367 0.5619 1.5493 0 
Table 6.4. Sum of scores and total retrofit cost for all strategies are set as “do nothing” 
(opt. model= 1, event M7.3) 
 
The sum of score of the event M7.3 is much smaller compared to the event M7.1 
since the failure probability of the bridges for M7.3 is much higher (see equation 5.11). 
Here the constraint for the allowable retrofit cost (ATR) is set US$257.52 million, which 
is half of the highest possible random value (US$515) in the triangular CDF from Table 
2.3. Later on, for an experiment, the ATR will be reduced to US$122 million to be more 
restrictive, which is when the allowable total retrofit cost was all based on the percent 
replacement cost of 15.4% in Table 2.3.  The first observation was to see how the two 
objective functions (the sum of score and total retrofit cost) behave with the constraint 
that was relaxed. Setting the GA maximum iteration to 120 and number of populations to 
8 will give the combination of retrofitting strategy as follows: 
BridgeID 8516 8062 8061 8227 8134 8235 4266 4267 4050 
Retrofit 3 5 2 7 2 2 6 4 3 
BridgeID 4269 4720 4945 9826 9827 9832 8519 8138 8325 
Retrofit 3 3 6 3 1 2 5 2 5 
BridgeID 8326 8330 7429 7430 8419 9648 9402 7074 228 
Retrofit 7 4 7 6 2 6 6 6 3 




Retrofit 3 6 3 8 1 2 3 5 2 
BridgeID 5478 9822 4268 3606 9835 9830 8238 714  
Retrofit 2 2 3 3 5 4 8 7  
Table 6.5. GA retrofit combinations (event. = M7.3, opt. model= 1, w=1, max. gen. =120, 
pop. =8) 
 
The corresponding improved sum of score is as follows: 
ADT score HS score Centrality 
score 
Sum of score TotalRetrofitCost 
0.5347 0.6000 0.6274 1.7621 1.9072e+08 
Table 6.6. Improved sum of scores when neglecting total retrofit cost (event. = M7.3, opt. 
model= 1, w=1, max. gen. =120, pop. =8, ATR= US$257.52) 
 
Note that the total retrofit cost is relatively far below the allowable retrofit cost of 
US$257.52 million. Thus the constraint with the allowable retrofit cost (ATR) of 
US$257.52 million is most likely inactive. Table 6.6 Setting the GA maximum iteration 
to 200 and number of populations to 20 will give the combination retrofit strategy as 
follow: 
BridgeID 8516 8062 8061 8227 8134 8235 4266 4267 4050 
Retrofit 3 4 5 6 8 3 1 4 4 
BridgeID 4269 4720 4945 9826 9827 9832 8519 8138 8325 
Retrofit 2 3 3 3 2 7 4 2 3 
BridgeID 8326 8330 7429 7430 8419 9648 9402 7074 228 
Retrofit 8 2 2 3 2 3 7 1 2 
BridgeID 9137 9825 5231 9838 9823 9824 9837 9836 4477 
Retrofit 1 2 3 1 2 1 4 4 7 
BridgeID 5478 9822 4268 3606 9835 9830 8238 714  
Retrofit 6 2 3 3 3 4 2 1  
Table6.7. GA retrofit combinations when neglecting total retrofit cost (event. = M7.3, 
opt. model= 1, w=1, max. gen. =200, pop. =20, ATR= US$257.52) 
 
The corresponding improved sum of score is as follows: 
ADT score HS score Centrality 
score 
Sum of score TotalRetrofitCost 




Table  6.8. Improved sum of scores when neglecting total retrofit cost (event. = M7.3, 
opt. model= 1, w=1, max. gen. =200, pop. =20, ATR= US$257.52) 
 
 From both the results in Table 6.6 and Table  6.8, The corresponding GA iteration 
is as follows: 
 
Figure 6.8. GA iteration for improving sum of score and neglecting the retrofit cost 
(event. = M7.3, opt. model= 1, w=1, max. gen. =200, pop. =20, ATR= US$257.52 
million) 
 
For the case M7.3, setting the GA maximum iteration to 200 and number of 
populations to 20, neglecting the sum of score, the minimization of total retrofit cost 
gives the combination retrofit strategy as follow 
 
BridgeID 8516 8062 8061 8227 8134 8235 4266 4267 4050 
Retrofit 1 7 8 2 1 1 8 3 4 
BridgeID 4269 4720 4945 9826 9827 9832 8519 8138 8325 
Retrofit 5 4 6 8 6 4 4 4 4 
BridgeID 8326 8330 7429 7430 8419 9648 9402 7074 228 
Retrofit 4 2 7 8 6 4 4 1 7 
BridgeID 9137 9825 5231 9838 9823 9824 9837 9836 4477 
Retrofit 8 1 1 6 7 4 7 3 3 
BridgeID 5478 9822 4268 3606 9835 9830 8238 714  
Retrofit 4 5 1 8 4 8 1 6  
Table 6.9. GA retrofit combinations when neglecting sum of scores (event. = M7.3, opt. 





Note that increasing the maximum generation and population, even more, will 
help the retrofit cost to approach 0 (when all strategies are “do-nothing”). The 
corresponding GA iteration is as follows: 
 
Figure 6.9. GA iteration for improving total retrofit cost and neglecting sum of score 
(event. = M7.3, opt. model= 1, w=0, max. gen. =200, pop. =20, ATR= US$257.52 
million) 
 
 Varying the weights of the two objective functions above give the Pareto frontier 
as shown in Figure 6.10. The two objective functions, as can be seen from the 
optimization model and the plots at Figure 6.10, are not conflicting. As the sum of score 
gets larger, the total retrofit cost gets larger as well because retrofitting the bridges tends 
to decrease the failure probability of the bridge and therefore increase the score of ADT, 
HS, and centrality, which will give the higher sum of score and total cost as the same 





Figure 6.10. Pareto front for maximizing sum of score and minimizing total cost (event. = 
M7.3, opt. model= 1, Pareto points=100, w=varied, max. gen. =50, pop. =10, ATR= 
US$257.52): (a) points labeled with objective function’s weight w, and (b) points labeled 





One of the suggested optimum from the Pareto frontier, if one desires to 
maximize the sum of score as a priority while still having reasonable total cost, is point 
99 shown in the Figure 6.10. This gives: 
BridgeID 8516 8062 8061 8227 8134 8235 4266 4267 4050 
Retrofit 5 5 6 7 3 5 5 2 8 
BridgeID 4269 4720 4945 9826 9827 9832 8519 8138 8325 
Retrofit 3 3 5 2 8 3 5 6 3 
BridgeID 8326 8330 7429 7430 8419 9648 9402 7074 228 
Retrofit 3 2 4 3 2 5 4 4 2 
BridgeID 9137 9825 5231 9838 9823 9824 9837 9836 4477 
Retrofit 1 5 3 2 2 8 5 1 2 
BridgeID 5478 9822 4268 3606 9835 9830 8238 714  
Retrofit 3 4 3 7 4 3 1 3  
Table 6.10. GA retrofit combinations for improving sum of score and total retrofit cost 
(event. = M7.3, opt. model= 1, w=0.9, max. gen. =50, pop. =10, ATR= US$257.52) 
 
The corresponding improved sum of score and total retrofit cost are as follows: 
 
ADT score HS score Centrality 
score 
Sum of score TotalRetrofitCost 
0.5150 0.6104 0.6354 1.7608 1.1696e+08 
Table 6.11. Improved sum of scores and total retrofit cost (event. = M7.3, opt. model= 1, 
w=0.9, max. gen. =50, pop. =10, ATR= US$257.52) 
 
Note that the total retrofit cost in Table 6.11 is below US$122 million, but not the 
result in Table  6.8. This indicates that setting the allowable retrofit cost as US$122 
million would likely make the constraint active. This estimation that makes the constraint 
active would be difficult to be known without first running the GA for multiple times to 
have the grasp where the optimum may be located. The result in Table 6.11 reduce the 




from Table 6.8. Appendix A shows the details of the improved ADT, HS, centrality, 
failure probability, and the retrofit cost for each bridge.  
For instance, the bridge NBI structural number 228 (Ashley Memorial Bridge) 
receives a retrofitting strategy 2, i.e. steel jacking retrofit. This is to be expected because 
the bridge is categorized as MSC steel, and the bridges’ failure probability was calculated 
based on the extensive damage simulations,  therefore implementing the modification 
factor for the median shift in Table 2.1, steel jacketing retrofit gives the highest factor. As 
can be seen in the appendix, using the chosen optimum from Pareto frontier, the failure 
probability of the bridge was reduced by 49% as compared to do nothing. This then 
improves the ADT, HS, and centrality as compared to do nothing, which is as shown in 
details in the appendix A. 
After knowing the value that would likely make the constraint active. One 
additional attempt to the optimization model 1 event M7.3 was to put a more restrictive 
constraint, i.e., reducing the amount of allowable retrofit cost to US$122 million. This 
gives: 
BridgeID 8516 8062 8061 8227 8134 8235 4266 4267 4050 
Retrofit 4 7 5 5 6 5 4 5 3 
BridgeID 4269 4720 4945 9826 9827 9832 8519 8138 8325 
Retrofit 3 2 2 7 8 2 4 7 7 
BridgeID 8326 8330 7429 7430 8419 9648 9402 7074 228 
Retrofit 3 1 4 7 1 2 6 1 2 
BridgeID 9137 9825 5231 9838 9823 9824 9837 9836 4477 
Retrofit 4 7 4 3 7 4 1 3 2 
BridgeID 5478 9822 4268 3606 9835 9830 8238 714  
Retrofit 7 2 6 3 6 5 2 3  
Table 6.12. GA retrofit combinations for improving sum of score and total retrofit cost 





The corresponding improved sum of score and total retrofit cost is as follows: 
ADT score HS score Centrality 
score 
Sum of score TotalRetrofitCost 
0.5105 0.6016 0.6099 1.7221 1.1042e+08 
Table 6.13. Improved sum of scores (event. = M7.3, opt. model= 1, w=1, max. gen. =80, 
pop. =20, ATR= US$122 million) 
 
 Note that the result in Table 6.13 shows the total retrofit cost that is closed to the 
constraint when ATR= US$122 million. Therefore, in this case, it is considered that the 
result in the table Table 6.11 is the best-improved candidate for event M7.3 with 
optimization model 1 based on the Pareto frontier and several runs of GA. 
6.3 GA Implementation and Results on Optimization Model 2 
 Another application of the developed tool is to optimize a set of bridges that 
intersects with the traveling path based on an arbitrary traveling scenario. Given the focus 
is to retrofit the route that connects between departure and arrival points, the tool gives 
several scenario of traveling paths. These traveling paths are presented as plots with the 
traveling distances shown. Through these images, the users (e.g., Department of 
Transportation) can choose the travel routes to focus on for the retrofitting purposes 
based on the distance and number of bridges intersected by the traveling path. The 
optimization model 2 is based on the equation 5.12 - 5.14 presented in chapter 5 of this 
thesis. 
 Figure 6.11 shows the three traveling scenarios generated by the tool for the given 












Figure 6.11. Arbitrary traveling scenarios: (a) 79 km travel distance, (b) 92 km travel 
distance, and (c) 120 km travel distance. 
  
The traveling scenario “a” (79 km travel distance) here was taken for the 
optimization case due to its shortest travel distance. The constraint for the allowable 
retrofit cost, based on the equation 5.13, was US$71.085 million.   
Optimization model 2 for event M7.1 
For the event M7.1, Given all the strategies for the bridges are set to “do-
nothing,” the failure probability for traveling and the total retrofit cost are as follows: 
Pf travel TotalRetrofitCost 
0.0530 0 
Table 6.14. Failure probability of traveling and total retrofit cost for all strategies are set 
as “do nothing” (opt. model= 2, event M7.1) 
 
Setting the GA maximum iteration to 80 and number of populations to 10, 







Figure 6.12. GA iteration for improving failure probability of travelling and neglecting 
total retrofit cost (event. = M7.1, opt. model= 2, w=1, max. gen. =80, pop. =10, ATR= 
US$71.085 million) 
 
Pf travel TotalRetrofitCost 
0.02775 US$54.8 million 
Table 6.15. Improved sum of scores (event. = M7.1, opt. model= 2, w=1, max. gen. =80, 
pop. =10, ATR= US$71.085 million) 
 
Based on the epicenter and magnitude of the earthquake for M7.1, the estimated 
failure probability of traveling is small even without any implementation for the retrofits. 
Therefore, the event M7.3 become the focus of this study cases. 
Optimization model 2 for event M7.3 
For the case M7.3, Given all strategies for the bridges are set to “do-nothing,” the 
failure probability for traveling and the total retrofit cost are as follows: 





Table 6.16. Failure probability of traveling and total retrofit cost for all strategies are set 
as “do nothing” (opt. model= 2, event M7.3) 
 
Setting the GA maximum iteration to 500 and number of populations to 20, 
neglecting the retrofit cost, the minimization of failure probability of traveling cost gives 
the combination retrofit strategy as follows: 
BridgeID 9832 9825 5231 9838 9823 9824 9837 9836 
Retrofit 7 8 3 2 2 4 2 4 
Table 6.17. GA retrofit combinations for improving failure probability of travelling and 
total retrofit cost (event. = M7.3, opt. model= 2, w=1, max. gen. =500, pop. =20, ATR= 
US$71.085 million) 
 
The corresponding improved failure probability of traveling, neglecting the total 
retrofit cost is as follows: 
Pf travel TotalRetrofitCost 
0.2504 4.4467e+07 
Table 6.18. Improved failure probability of travelling (event. = M7.3, opt. model= 2, 
w=1, max. gen. =500, pop. =20, ATR= US$71.085 million) 
 
 As can be seen in Table 6.18, the total retrofit cost is far below ATR. Thus the 





Figure 6.13. GA iteration for improving failure probability of travelling and neglecting 
total retrofit cost (event. = M7.3, opt. model= 2, w=1, max. gen. =500, pop. =20, ATR= 
US$71.085 million) 
 






Figure 6.14. GA iteration for improving total retrofit cost neglecting failure probability of 
travelling (event. = M7.3, opt. model= 2, w=0, max. gen. =20, pop. =5, ATR= 
US$71.085 million) 
  
 Varying the weights of the two objective functions above give the Pareto front as 
shown in Figure 6.15. Note that the node labeling is based on the failure probability of 
traveling or X-axis. The two objective functions, as can be seen from the optimization 
model and the plots at , are conflicting. As the failure probability of traveling gets larger, 





Figure 6.15. Pareto front for minimizing failure probability of travelling and minimizing 
total cost  (event. = M7.3, opt. model= 2, Pareto points=100, w=varied, max. gen. =100, 




w, and (b) points labeled based on decreasing optimum failure probability in Pareto 
iterations. 
 
One of the suggested optimum from the Pareto frontier, if one desires to minimize 
the failure probability of traveling as a priority while still having reasonable total cost, is 
point 91 with the weight w=0.65 shown in the Figure 6.10. This gives 5% increase in the 
failure probability of traveling from the result in Table 6.18, but reduces the total retrofit 
cost by 61%. 
Pf travel TotalRetrofitCost 
0.2631 1.7444+07 
Table 6.19. Improved failure probability and retrofit cost (event. = M7.3, opt. model= 2, 
w=0.65, max. gen. =100, pop. =20, ATR= US$71.085 million) 
 
The corresponding retrofit combination is as follows: 
BridgeID 9832 9825 5231 9838 9823 9824 9837 9836 
Retrofit 3 3 1 2 2 4 6 2 
Table 6.20. GA retrofit combinations for improving failure probability of travelling and 
total retrofit cost (event. = M7.3, opt. model= 2, w=0.65, max. gen. =100, pop. =20, 
ATR= US$71.085 million) 
 
  The allowable constraint retrofitting cost US$71.085 million (50% of maximum 
possible retrofit cost) as can be seen in the results above is far from being active. One can 
try to use percent replacement cost 15.4% from the Table 2.3 as the constraint which 
gives the allowable retrofit cost of US$16.894 million, which makes the result in Table 
6.19 violates the constraint by 3% above the ATR.  However, since the Pareto frontier 
has given several options that are below US$16.894 million, and since US$17.444 
million does not differ that much from US$16.894 million relative to the observed range 
of cost and Pf travel around the suspected optimum, the point 91 was then taken as the 





 TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 
7.1 Usability 
Since this research is also part of the funded project on behalf of Clemson in the 
USDOT C2M2 (Center for Connected Multimodal Mobility), one of the issue that was 
addressed during the research was technological transfer, with the agents of Department 
of Transportation as the target users. The tool strives to account for efficiency and 
usability. Many methods discussed in other research requires the use of several tools to 
perform network modeling, visualization, analysis and optimization for retrofitting 
bridges, such as coupling HAZUS (running on top of a software: ESRI GIS ArcMap) and 
AMPL, an optimization software. This often raises problems in software accessibility, 
usability (having to learn the utilization of many platforms), and inefficiency 
(computational time).   However, the tool developed in this research aimed to replace the 
need to use multi-platform with a single tool for modeling the network, seismic demand, 
and performing an optimization for developing retrofitting programs. Visualizations 
including infrastructures’ geographical locations, seismic contours, bridge specific 
fragility curves, and optimization results are generated through plots, which makes the 
tool operates as an efficient and effective optimization system for developing new 
retrofitting programs.   
 To account for the usability aspect, a Graphical User Interface was programmed 
in Matlab. GUI negates the need for the user to potentially be confused with the technical 




controls on the modeling, analysis, and optimization tasks. The GUI was designed as a 
multi-windows GUI, which appears one after another each time necessary information is 
generated from each routine, which most of queried data are presented as graphical 
representations. The multi-windows GUI allows the user to work progressively while 
having a clear picture regarding how the program works based on the guideline attached 
in each GUI.  
7.2 Graphical User Interface 
 ModelingNetworkANDDemand_GUI  shown in Figure 7.1 requires the input of 
geographical coordinates limits and center of network to define the study domain. The 
ADT target parameter filter the bridges to select only major bridges with high traffic 
capacity, which further narrow down the study domain. EQ event defines the earthquake 
scenario. ModelingNetworkANDDemand_GUI  generates plots such as shown in Figure 
3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. A plot showing the indices of the roads are also generated for the user to 
choose the arrival and departure point for the optimization case where minimizing the 






Figure 7.1. GUI to visualize the transportation network and seismic contour 
 
 The GenerateBridgeFragilityCurves_GUI appeared only after 
ModelingNetworkANDDemand_GUI  has finished running. 
GenerateBridgeFragilityCurves_GUI only has one field to be filled, which is the ID of 
the bridge. Bridge specific fragility curves and location of the selected bridge will be 
shown on plots based on the user’s input. GenerateBridgeFragilityCurves_GUI generates 
plots such as shown in the figure 4.2 and 4.3, and generates table in excel file in the 





Figure 7.2. GUI to generates fragility curves 
 
 SelectOptimizationModel_GUI appears only after only after 
GenerateBridgeFragilityCurves_GUI has finished running. SelectOptimizatioModel_GUI 
only has one field to be filled, which presently has two options for selecting the 
optimization mathematical model as shown in the Figure 7.3.  
 
 
Figure 7.3. GUI to select an optimization model 
 
 Depending on the user input on the field in SelectOptimizatioModel_GUI, either 
the interface CalculateBridgeConditionANDCost_GUI (Figure 7.4) or 




set to 2, CalculateBridgeConditionANDCost_GUI will appear. 
CalculateBridgeConditionANDCost_GUI has two fields to be filled by the user. Both 
fields are related to the number of simulations required to calculate the failure probability 
of each bridge under the study domain and retrofitting cost for each bridge.  
 
 
Figure 7.4 GUI to calculate bridges condition and retrofitting cost 
 
 Calculate_PfTravel_Cost_GUI has several fields to be filled by the user to 
calculate retrofitting cost, configure and visualize traveling paths with bridges 
intersecting the traveling paths, and choose the path to optimize. 





Figure 7.5. GUI to calculate retrofitting cost for each bridge, configure and visualize 
traveling paths, and choose traveling path to optimize. 
 
 Both CalculateBridgeConditionANDCost_GUI and 
Calculate_PfTravel_Cost_GUI eventually converges to the final GUI, i.e., 
Optimization_GUI, which appears only after only after the previous GUI has finished 
running. Optimization_GUI has several fields to be filled by the users. In the first set of 
task, the user can input an arbitrary retrofitting combination and run the objective 
function one time to see the result of the desired combination. A field called 




between the undamaged, damaged (do nothing), and damaged (use optimized retrofit 
combination) of all bridges’ failure probability, ADT, HS, and centrality with the 
corresponding retrofitting cost.  After acquiring a better grasp of the range of values that 
the objective function can take, the user can then proceed to the second set of task, that is 
to run the optimization. The optimization reports the result via a text field. Copy and 
pasting this result, the user has the option to return the first set of task to validate the 
optimization result with a one-time-run of the objective function. In the case for 
maximizing sum of score and minimizing retrofit cost, the user can have the option to 
configure the level of importance of the ADT, HS, and centrality. The previous chapters 
assume these values to be all 1, i.e., having the same importance, since the combinations 
are infinite and highly subjective in the sense that the importance of each of those 
parameters depends entirely on the judgement of the users, i.e., agents of the Department 
of Transportation, under the consideration of certain period of time. However, using the 
GUI, these parameters are configurable, and thus turns the problem into a weighted sum 
of four objective functions problem, with the three of them compacted into a single 
category, i.e., the bridge importance. CalculateBridgeConditionANDCost_GUI generates 















Figure 7.8. Optimization GUI when generating Pareto frontier 
 
 Rerunning the Monte Carlo simulation with 20000 simulations for retrofitting 
combination shown in Table 6.10, using GUI, the results (Figure 
 7.9) are very closed to previous run as shown in Table 6.11. The sum of score only 
reduced by 0.02% from table 6.10 and the total retrofit cost differs by 2%. This is to be 
expected due to the probabilistic effect in the calculation of bridges’ failure and total 














 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
Summary 
This thesis presents the results and discussion regarding the tool developed during 
the research period which can be used for optimizing the performance of a transportation 
network under seismic demand.  The tool was designed to be versatile to model a 
transportation network with seismic demands by employing SCDOT and USGS database. 
NBI and Hazus database was linked to the program to develop bridge-specific fragility 
curves. Monte Carlo simulations were implemented into the program for calculating 
failure probability of bridges. Both the retrofit cost and fragility curves for the seven 
retrofit strategies were estimated based on the literature review in chapter 2. The 
generation of Pareto frontier was coupled with the developed GA, which results in a 
range of optimal solutions, allowing the user to adjust them as desired within those range. 
Finally, multi-window GUI was developed to account for usability in technological 
transfer, with agents of the Department of Transportation as the target users. 
The optimization was implemented for both M7.1 and M7.3 for Charleston 
network. The M7.3 simulated the 1886 Charleston earthquake with the same epicenter, 
and become the main focus of the study cases. Two optimization models were 
formulated: (1) maximize the sum of score for ADT, HS, and centrality factored by 
bridges’ failure probability and minimizing total retrofit cost, and (2) minimizing failure 
probability of traveling, and minimizing total retrofit cost. Both are modeled as integer 




From the Pareto frontier, the result of optimization model 1 gives improved 
candidates that increase the ADT, HS, and centrality for the total of 44 bridges as shown 
in the appendix A. It was found from the Pareto frontier that relaxing the constraint to 
allowable retrofit US$257.52 million gives one of the optimum candidates with the sum 
of score of 1.7608 and total retrofit cost of US$116.96 million. Pushing the total retrofit 
cost to US$122 million gave the sum of score of 1.7221 with total retrofit cost 
US$110.42 million, which says that the optimum that balances retrofit cost and sum of 
score approaches the constraint of allowable retrofit cost US$122 million. The result with 
the sum of score 1.7608 from the Pareto frontier was chosen to be the best-improved 
candidate that balance those two aspects.  
The results for the optimization model 2 has a conflicting objective function, 
which is shown by the Pareto frontier that decreases in the total retrofit cost as the failure 
probability of traveling increase. A solution from one of the improved candidates in the 
Pareto frontier was picked which balance the minimization of the failure probability of 




 Bridges in the Central and Southeastern United States (CSUS) are known to have 
design that are lacking or no seismic consideration. It was estimated that close to 800 
bridges would be closed if the Charleston event M7.3 in 1886 was to repeat. To anticipate 
this consequence, and knowing the fact that many bridges in CSUS have lack of seismic 
detailing, this research develops a versatile tool to plan retrofit programs. Many methods 




for retrofitting bridges, such as using Hazus (running on top of a software: ESRI GIS 
ArcMap) coupled with AMPL, an optimization software. This could raise problems in 
software accessibility, usability (having to learn the utilization of many platforms), and 
inefficiency (computational time).   However, the tool developed in this research aimed 
to replace the need to use multi-platform by a single tool for performing an optimization 
for developing retrofitting programs. A multi-windows GUI was developed to guides the 
user step by step in the modeling, analysis, and optimization process for developing an 
optimized retrofitting programs. With few changes in parameters in the GUI, the tool can 
adjust the study domain and experiment with the behavior of the optimization process. 
Several image representations were generated in a single run that can be used to observe 
the study domain, seismic contour, bridge-specific fragility curves with respect to various 
retrofit strategies, and ranges of optimized retrofit programs with respect bridges’ failure 
probability, traffic capacity, centrality, historical significance, and retrofit cost in which 
many studies often neglect those simultaneous effects. In addition, all results and 
important information are automatically generated and tabulated in Excel for the users to 
readily post-process, observe the improvements, select on the retrofitting programs, or 
make particular adjustments as desired. 
This research believes that efficiency in the decision-making process is required, 
which is realized through a single platform user-friendly tool, and multiple solutions are 
necessary for decision-making process. The tool couples GA and the generation of Pareto 
frontier to give ranges of improved candidates for such decision-making process. This 




implementation in the real world. There are always countless other aspects that are not 
taken into account into the optimization model. The solution to the optimization must 
give a range of improved candidates instead of a single optimum, which gives some 
space for those external aspects to intervene during the decision making process. 
Future Research 
 
 The present state of the tool relies on the USGS shake map for generating seismic 
scenario. Although two scenarios are used in the research, M7.1 and M7.3, only the 
1886’s M7.3 was focused in detail for the optimization study case due to its historically 
known severe impact and estimated future damage if the event was to repeat. The 
earthquake parameters and the spectra acceleration induced by the earthquake are based 
on the USGS database, which relates to the actual event. An alternative option to create 
richer variation of scenarios is to use Hazus, such as using the same epicentrum but 
modifying the attenuation function, the moment magnitude, depth, orientation of fault 
rupture, dip angle and so on. However, a proper setups of the parameters for generating 
the scenarios can only be achieved through consultations with an expert in geologist. 
Also, since the goal of this research is to primarily create a tool that produces schematic 
plan for retrofitting programs as efficient and effective as possible for the purpose of 
technological transfer, incorporating other software requires to move from the focus of 
using single platform software to multi-platform software, which reduces the efficiency 
in terms of software accessibility and usability aspect, and therefore is outside the focus 
of the present research.  







APPENDIX A: Solution Sets 
Optimum from 1 run GA 
Case: Event M7.3 
Optimization: Model 1, w=1  




BridgeID 8516 8062 8061 8227 8134 8235 4266 4267 4050 
Retrofit 3 4 5 6 8 3 1 4 4 
BridgeID 4269 4720 4945 9826 9827 9832 8519 8138 8325 
Retrofit 2 3 3 3 2 7 4 2 3 
BridgeID 8326 8330 7429 7430 8419 9648 9402 7074 228 
Retrofit 8 2 2 3 2 3 7 1 2 
BridgeID 9137 9825 5231 9838 9823 9824 9837 9836 4477 
Retrofit 1 2 3 1 2 1 4 4 7 
BridgeID 5478 9822 4268 3606 9835 9830 8238 714  
Retrofit 6 2 3 3 3 4 2 1  
 
Total retrofit cost at optimum= US$166.7 million 
Comparison of average daily traffic:  
 
BridgeID UndamagedADT ADT_Damaged & do-nothing ADT_Damaged & opt. 
8516 64400 44200.94 52157.56 
8062 32200 22010.31 22306.55 
8061 32200 21640.01 21646.45 
8227 25800 17623.98 17656.23 
8134 25800 2782.53 3239.19 
8235 26500 19570.25 20253.95 
4266 66700 10018.34 10018.34 
4267 66700 8824.41 9654.825 
4050 87200 14008.68 15094.32 
4269 84000 9273.6 11352.6 
4720 83300 12636.61 25231.57 
4945 83300 5264.56 12944.82 
9826 9100 6541.535 7636.72 
9827 9300 6730.41 7445.58 
9832 37750 27238.5125 30873.8375 




8138 26500 6043.325 10543.025 
8325 26500 15833.75 20636.875 
8326 22300 14604.27 14643.295 
8330 22300 14373.465 17897.98 
7429 22300 16199.835 18001.675 
7430 22300 4025.15 7600.955 
8419 22300 15979.065 19093.26 
9648 40500 30336.525 31344.975 
9402 26300 19302.885 20177.36 
7074 10400 1209.52 1209.52 
228 28200 18720.57 23004.15 
9137 28200 18234.12 18234.12 
9825 37750 28176.6 30669.9875 
5231 83300 8692.355 18692.52 
9838 7500 4866 4866 
9823 75500 48580.475 60350.925 
9824 75500 50520.825 50520.825 
9837 21200 16511.62 17510.14 
9836 6000 5320.2 5477.7 
4477 25000 17912.5 18580 
5478 6700 4243.78 4712.78 
9822 75500 45613.325 58278.45 
4268 88700 17819.83 33191.54 
3606 87200 17195.84 32656.4 
9835 37750 30216.9875 30985.2 
9830 75500 66964.725 69524.175 
8238 26500 20801.175 23778.45 
714 16300 1647.93 1647.93 
 
Comparison of historical significance values:  
 
BridgeID UndamagedHS HS_damaged_doNothing HS_damaged_opt 
8516 1 0.68635 0.8099 
8062 1 0.68355 0.69275 
8061 1 0.67205 0.67225 
8227 1 0.6831 0.68435 
8134 1 0.10785 0.12555 
8235 1 0.7385 0.7643 




4267 1 0.1323 0.14475 
4050 1 0.16065 0.1731 
4269 1 0.1104 0.13515 
4720 1 0.1517 0.3029 
4945 1 0.0632 0.1554 
9826 1 0.71885 0.8392 
9827 1 0.7237 0.8006 
9832 1 0.72155 0.81785 
8519 1 0.77965 0.8225 
8138 1 0.22805 0.39785 
8325 1 0.5975 0.77875 
8326 1 0.6549 0.65665 
8330 1 0.64455 0.8026 
7429 1 0.72645 0.80725 
7430 1 0.1805 0.34085 
8419 1 0.71655 0.8562 
9648 1 0.74905 0.77395 
9402 2 1.4679 1.5344 
7074 1 0.1163 0.1163 
228 5 3.31925 4.07875 
9137 1 0.6466 0.6466 
9825 1 0.7464 0.81245 
5231 1 0.10435 0.2244 
9838 1 0.6488 0.6488 
9823 1 0.64345 0.79935 
9824 1 0.66915 0.66915 
9837 1 0.77885 0.82595 
9836 1 0.8867 0.91295 
4477 1 0.7165 0.7432 
5478 1 0.6334 0.7034 
9822 1 0.60415 0.7719 
4268 1 0.2009 0.3742 
3606 1 0.1972 0.3745 
9835 1 0.80045 0.8208 
9830 1 0.88695 0.92085 
8238 1 0.78495 0.8973 






Comparison of centrality values:  
 
BridgeID UndamagedCentral CENTRAL_damaged_doNothing CENTRAL_damaged_opt 
8516 235 161.29225 190.3265 
8062 223 152.43165 154.48325 
8061 231 155.24355 155.28975 
8227 261 178.2891 178.61535 
8134 297 32.03145 37.28835 
8235 331 244.4435 252.9833 
4266 143 21.4786 21.4786 
4267 179 23.6817 25.91025 
4050 213 34.21845 36.8703 
4269 263 29.0352 35.54445 
4720 327 49.6059 99.0483 
4945 389 24.5848 60.4506 
9826 755 542.73175 633.596 
9827 775 560.8675 620.465 
9832 447 322.53285 365.57895 
8519 253 197.25145 208.0925 
8138 375 85.51875 149.19375 
8325 429 256.3275 334.08375 
8326 481 315.0069 315.84865 
8330 529 340.96695 424.5754 
7429 573 416.25585 462.55425 
7430 613 110.6465 208.94105 
8419 649 465.04095 555.6738 
9648 87 65.16735 67.33365 
9402 171 125.50545 131.1912 
7074 251 29.1913 29.1913 
228 327 217.07895 266.75025 
9137 399 257.9934 257.9934 
9825 825 615.78 670.27125 
5231 817 85.25395 183.3348 
9838 805 522.284 522.284 
9823 789 507.68205 630.68715 
9824 771 515.91465 515.91465 
9837 709 552.20465 585.59855 




4477 155 111.0575 115.196 
5478 97 61.4398 68.2298 
9822 161 97.26815 124.2759 
4268 87 17.4783 32.5554 
3606 289 56.9908 108.2305 
9835 171 136.87695 140.3568 
9830 87 77.16465 80.11395 
8238 87 68.29065 78.0651 
714 87 8.7957 8.7957 
 
Comparison of failure probability:  
 
  Retrofit Strategy 
Bridge 
ID 
All “do nothing” optimal. 
8516 0.31365 0.1901 
8062 0.31645 0.30725 
8061 0.32795 0.32775 
8227 0.3169 0.31565 
8134 0.89215 0.87445 
8235 0.2615 0.2357 
4266 0.8498 0.8498 
4267 0.8677 0.85525 
4050 0.83935 0.8269 
4269 0.8896 0.86485 
4720 0.8483 0.6971 
4945 0.9368 0.8446 
9826 0.28115 0.1608 
9827 0.2763 0.1994 
9832 0.27845 0.18215 
8519 0.22035 0.1775 
8138 0.77195 0.60215 
8325 0.4025 0.22125 
8326 0.3451 0.34335 
8330 0.35545 0.1974 
7429 0.27355 0.19275 




8419 0.28345 0.1438 
9648 0.25095 0.22605 
9402 0.26605 0.2328 
7074 0.8837 0.8837 
228 0.33615 0.18425 
9137 0.3534 0.3534 
9825 0.2536 0.18755 
5231 0.89565 0.7756 
9838 0.3512 0.3512 
9823 0.35655 0.20065 
9824 0.33085 0.33085 
9837 0.22115 0.17405 
9836 0.1133 0.08705 
4477 0.2835 0.2568 
5478 0.3666 0.2966 
9822 0.39585 0.2281 
4268 0.7991 0.6258 
3606 0.8028 0.6255 
9835 0.19955 0.1792 
9830 0.11305 0.07915 
8238 0.21505 0.1027 










Chosen Optimum from Pareto Frontier 
Case: Event M7.3 
Optimization: Model 1, w=0.9  




BridgeID 8516 8062 8061 8227 8134 8235 4266 4267 4050 
Retrofit 5 5 6 7 3 5 5 2 8 
BridgeID 4269 4720 4945 9826 9827 9832 8519 8138 8325 
Retrofit 3 3 5 2 8 3 5 6 3 
BridgeID 8326 8330 7429 7430 8419 9648 9402 7074 228 
Retrofit 3 2 4 3 2 5 4 4 2 
BridgeID 9137 9825 5231 9838 9823 9824 9837 9836 4477 
Retrofit 1 5 3 2 2 8 5 1 2 
BridgeID 5478 9822 4268 3606 9835 9830 8238 714  
Retrofit 3 4 3 7 4 3 1 3  
 
Total retrofit cost at optimum= US$116.9 million  
Comparison of average daily traffic:  
 
BridgeID UndamagedADT ADT_damaged_doNothing ADT_damaged_opt 
8516 64400 43779.12 44171.96 
8062 32200 22063.44 22111.74 
8061 32200 21578.83 21979.72 
8227 25800 17564.64 18305.1 
8134 25800 2764.47 3261.12 
8235 26500 19465.575 20067.125 
4266 66700 10061.695 10131.73 
4267 66700 8697.68 10338.5 
4050 87200 13345.96 13520.36 
4269 84000 9294.6 20949.6 
4720 83300 12203.45 24290.28 
4945 83300 5360.355 5102.125 
9826 9100 6595.225 7246.33 
9827 9300 6887.58 7473.48 




8519 39850 30768.185 30939.54 
8138 26500 6036.7 7298.1 
8325 26500 15881.45 20659.4 
8326 22300 14706.85 16959.15 
8330 22300 14333.325 17969.34 
7429 22300 16236.63 16452.94 
7430 22300 3959.365 7673.43 
8419 22300 16000.25 19135.63 
9648 40500 30447.9 31037.175 
9402 26300 19338.39 20523.205 
7074 10400 1191.84 1322.36 
228 28200 18917.97 23050.68 
9137 28200 18128.37 18128.37 
9825 37750 27931.225 27831.1875 
5231 83300 8417.465 19321.435 
9838 7500 4843.125 6007.125 
9823 75500 48044.425 60298.075 
9824 75500 50513.275 52748.075 
9837 21200 16658.96 16816.9 
9836 6000 5346.9 5346.9 
4477 25000 17818.75 21436.25 
5478 6700 4230.715 5157.66 
9822 75500 45922.875 50120.675 
4268 88700 17283.195 32716.995 
3606 87200 16999.64 19380.2 
9835 37750 30175.4625 31645.825 
9830 75500 67032.675 71351.275 
8238 26500 20692.525 20692.525 
714 16300 1652.005 3650.385 
 
 
Comparison of historical significance values:  
 
BridgeID UndamagedHS HS_damaged_doNothing HS_damaged_opt 
8516 1 0.6798 0.6859 
8062 1 0.6852 0.6867 
8061 1 0.67015 0.6826 
8227 1 0.6808 0.7095 
8134 1 0.10715 0.1264 




4266 1 0.15085 0.1519 
4267 1 0.1304 0.155 
4050 1 0.15305 0.15505 
4269 1 0.11065 0.2494 
4720 1 0.1465 0.2916 
4945 1 0.06435 0.06125 
9826 1 0.72475 0.7963 
9827 1 0.7406 0.8036 
9832 1 0.72285 0.841 
8519 1 0.7721 0.7764 
8138 1 0.2278 0.2754 
8325 1 0.5993 0.7796 
8326 1 0.6595 0.7605 
8330 1 0.64275 0.8058 
7429 1 0.7281 0.7378 
7430 1 0.17755 0.3441 
8419 1 0.7175 0.8581 
9648 1 0.7518 0.76635 
9402 2 1.4706 1.5607 
7074 1 0.1146 0.12715 
228 5 3.35425 4.087 
9137 1 0.64285 0.64285 
9825 1 0.7399 0.73725 
5231 1 0.10105 0.23195 
9838 1 0.64575 0.80095 
9823 1 0.63635 0.79865 
9824 1 0.66905 0.69865 
9837 1 0.7858 0.79325 
9836 1 0.89115 0.89115 
4477 1 0.71275 0.85745 
5478 1 0.63145 0.7698 
9822 1 0.60825 0.66385 
4268 1 0.19485 0.36885 
3606 1 0.19495 0.22225 
9835 1 0.79935 0.8383 
9830 1 0.88785 0.94505 
8238 1 0.78085 0.78085 





Comparison of centrality values:  
 
BridgeID UndamagedCentral CENTRAL_damaged_doNothing CENTRAL_damaged_opt 
8516 235 159.753 161.1865 
8062 223 152.7996 153.1341 
8061 231 154.80465 157.6806 
8227 261 177.6888 185.1795 
8134 297 31.82355 37.5408 
8235 331 243.13605 250.64975 
4266 143 21.57155 21.7217 
4267 179 23.3416 27.745 
4050 213 32.59965 33.02565 
4269 263 29.10095 65.5922 
4720 327 47.9055 95.3532 
4945 389 25.03215 23.82625 
9826 755 547.18625 601.2065 
9827 775 573.965 622.79 
9832 447 323.11395 375.927 
8519 253 195.3413 196.4292 
8138 375 85.425 103.275 
8325 429 257.0997 334.4484 
8326 481 317.2195 365.8005 
8330 529 340.01475 426.2682 
7429 573 417.2013 422.7594 
7430 613 108.83815 210.9333 
8419 649 465.6575 556.9069 
9648 87 65.4066 66.67245 
9402 171 125.7363 133.43985 
7074 251 28.7646 31.91465 
228 327 219.36795 267.2898 
9137 399 256.49715 256.49715 
9825 825 610.4175 608.23125 
5231 817 82.55785 189.50315 
9838 805 519.82875 644.76475 
9823 789 502.08015 630.13485 
9824 771 515.83755 538.65915 
9837 709 557.1322 562.41425 
9836 681 606.87315 606.87315 




5478 97 61.25065 74.6706 
9822 161 97.92825 106.87985 
4268 87 16.95195 32.08995 
3606 289 56.34055 64.23025 
9835 171 136.68885 143.3493 
9830 87 77.24295 82.21935 
8238 87 67.93395 67.93395 
714 87 8.81745 19.48365 
 
Comparison of failure probability:  
 
 Retrofit Strategies 
Bridge 
ID 
All “do nothing” optimal. 
8516 0.3202 0.3141 
8062 0.3148 0.3133 
8061 0.32985 0.3174 
8227 0.3192 0.2905 
8134 0.89285 0.8736 
8235 0.26545 0.24275 
4266 0.84915 0.8481 
4267 0.8696 0.845 
4050 0.84695 0.84495 
4269 0.88935 0.7506 
4720 0.8535 0.7084 
4945 0.93565 0.93875 
9826 0.27525 0.2037 
9827 0.2594 0.1964 
9832 0.27715 0.159 
8519 0.2279 0.2236 
8138 0.7722 0.7246 
8325 0.4007 0.2204 
8326 0.3405 0.2395 
8330 0.35725 0.1942 
7429 0.2719 0.2622 
7430 0.82245 0.6559 
8419 0.2825 0.1419 




9402 0.2647 0.21965 
7074 0.8854 0.87285 
228 0.32915 0.1826 
9137 0.35715 0.35715 
9825 0.2601 0.26275 
5231 0.89895 0.76805 
9838 0.35425 0.19905 
9823 0.36365 0.20135 
9824 0.33095 0.30135 
9837 0.2142 0.20675 
9836 0.10885 0.10885 
4477 0.28725 0.14255 
5478 0.36855 0.2302 
9822 0.39175 0.33615 
4268 0.80515 0.63115 
3606 0.80505 0.77775 
9835 0.20065 0.1617 
9830 0.11215 0.05495 
8238 0.21915 0.21915 






GUI Implementation to Previous Case (Detail Retrofit Cost Included) 
This re-run the objective function using GUI with different solutions from Monte 
Carlo simulation. The setting was all done in GUI, with the tabulates results directly 
copy-pasted from the generated table in Excel from the developed tool. 
Case: Event M7.3  
Optimization: Model 1, w=0.9  
Strategy:  
 
BridgeID 8516 8062 8061 8227 8134 8235 4266 4267 4050 
Retrofit 5 5 6 7 3 5 5 2 8 
BridgeID 4269 4720 4945 9826 9827 9832 8519 8138 8325 
Retrofit 3 3 5 2 8 3 5 6 3 
BridgeID 8326 8330 7429 7430 8419 9648 9402 7074 228 
Retrofit 3 2 4 3 2 5 4 4 2 
BridgeID 9137 9825 5231 9838 9823 9824 9837 9836 4477 
Retrofit 1 5 3 2 2 8 5 1 2 
BridgeID 5478 9822 4268 3606 9835 9830 8238 714  
Retrofit 3 4 3 7 4 3 1 3  
 
Total retrofit cost at optimum= US$ 114.34 million 








Order NBI_StructNumber OptStrategy(OS) Pf_(s=1) Pf_(s=OS) UndamagedADT DamagedADT(s=1) DamagedADT(s=OS)
1 8516 5 0.31065 0.3155 64400 44394.14 44081.8
2 8062 5 0.31195 0.317 32200 22155.21 21992.6
3 8061 6 0.3266 0.3191 32200 21683.48 21924.98
4 8227 7 0.32315 0.2939 25800 17462.73 18217.38
5 8134 3 0.89285 0.878 25800 2764.47 3147.6
6 8235 5 0.2638 0.25075 26500 19509.3 19855.125
7 4266 5 0.8501 0.84895 66700 9998.33 10075.035
8 4267 2 0.8682 0.847 66700 8791.06 10205.1
9 4050 8 0.84285 0.84155 87200 13703.48 13816.84
10 4269 3 0.8869 0.75415 84000 9500.4 20651.4
11 4720 3 0.85575 0.7004 83300 12016.025 24956.68
12 4945 5 0.9367 0.93675 83300 5272.89 5268.725
13 9826 2 0.27465 0.20685 9100 6600.685 7217.665
14 9827 8 0.26535 0.1973 9300 6832.245 7465.11
15 9832 3 0.27675 0.15965 37750 27302.6875 31723.2125
16 8519 5 0.22325 0.2257 39850 30953.4875 30855.855
17 8138 6 0.7722 0.7244 26500 6036.7 7303.4
18 8325 3 0.4106 0.21735 26500 15619.1 20740.225
19 8326 3 0.3466 0.23935 22300 14570.82 16962.495
20 8330 2 0.35375 0.19955 22300 14411.375 17850.035
21 7429 4 0.27075 0.26115 22300 16262.275 16476.355
22 7430 3 0.8295 0.6549 22300 3802.15 7695.73
23 8419 2 0.28215 0.14455 22300 16008.055 19076.535
24 9648 5 0.2483 0.2416 40500 30443.85 30715.2
25 9402 4 0.2675 0.21335 26300 19264.75 20688.895
26 7074 4 0.8808 0.87245 10400 1239.68 1326.52
27 228 2 0.33415 0.18165 28200 18776.97 23077.47
28 9137 1 0.35025 0.35025 28200 18322.95 18322.95
29 9825 5 0.25845 0.2576 37750 27993.5125 28025.6
30 5231 3 0.8952 0.76625 83300 8729.84 19471.375
31 9838 2 0.3553 0.19855 7500 4835.25 6010.875
32 9823 2 0.36645 0.20495 75500 47833.025 60026.275
33 9824 8 0.33215 0.30555 75500 50422.675 52430.975
34 9837 5 0.20905 0.20145 21200 16768.14 16929.26
35 9836 1 0.1157 0.1157 6000 5305.8 5305.8
36 4477 2 0.28165 0.14905 25000 17958.75 21273.75
37 5478 3 0.36425 0.22935 6700 4259.525 5163.355
38 9822 4 0.3942 0.33525 75500 45737.9 50188.625
39 4268 3 0.8027 0.62535 88700 17500.51 33231.455
40 3606 7 0.79735 0.78215 87200 17671.08 18996.52
41 9835 4 0.1969 0.1607 37750 30317.025 31683.575
42 9830 3 0.11055 0.055 75500 67153.475 71347.5
43 8238 1 0.21555 0.21555 26500 20787.925 20787.925










UndamagedHS DamagedHS(s=1) DamagedHS(s=OS) UndamagedCentral DamagedCentral(s=1) DamagedCentral(s=OS) RetrofitCost(s=OS)
1 0.68935 0.6845 235 161.99725 160.8575 10358639.42
1 0.68805 0.683 223 153.43515 152.309 295521.5173
1 0.6734 0.6809 231 155.5554 157.2879 1359043.97
1 0.67685 0.7061 261 176.65785 184.2921 560497.3952
1 0.10715 0.122 297 31.82355 36.234 2575362.912
1 0.7362 0.74925 331 243.6822 248.00175 3226332.45
1 0.1499 0.15105 143 21.4357 21.60015 322533.1434
1 0.1318 0.153 179 23.5922 27.387 2045521.041
1 0.15715 0.15845 213 33.47295 33.74985 3279132.167
1 0.1131 0.24585 263 29.7453 64.65855 1394723.309
1 0.14425 0.2996 327 47.16975 97.9692 3291325.185
1 0.0633 0.06325 389 24.6237 24.60425 1590561.497
1 0.72535 0.79315 755 547.63925 598.82825 5518399.256
1 0.73465 0.8027 775 569.35375 622.0925 1343305.555
1 0.72325 0.84035 447 323.29275 375.63645 4175116.499
1 0.77675 0.7743 253 196.51775 195.8979 4143547.539
1 0.2278 0.2756 375 85.425 103.35 576410.4923
1 0.5894 0.78265 429 252.8526 335.75685 580747.5593
1 0.6534 0.76065 481 314.2854 365.87265 274794.5424
1 0.64625 0.80045 529 341.86625 423.43805 389977.8835
1 0.72925 0.73885 573 417.86025 423.36105 111814.6116
1 0.1705 0.3451 613 104.5165 211.5463 276376.5993
1 0.71785 0.85545 649 465.88465 555.18705 359321.7718
1 0.7517 0.7584 87 65.3979 65.9808 54997.06982
2 1.465 1.5733 171 125.2575 134.51715 376551.0863
1 0.1192 0.12755 251 29.9192 32.01505 182158.4187
5 3.32925 4.09175 327 217.73295 267.60045 3244952.952
1 0.64975 0.64975 399 259.25025 259.25025 0
1 0.74155 0.7424 825 611.77875 612.48 276105.1326
1 0.1048 0.23375 817 85.6216 190.97375 26391938.42
1 0.6447 0.80145 805 518.9835 645.16725 828213.0992
1 0.63355 0.79505 789 499.87095 627.29445 4281016.294
1 0.66785 0.69445 771 514.91235 535.42095 19572196.98
1 0.79095 0.79855 709 560.78355 566.17195 464698.6544
1 0.8843 0.8843 681 602.2083 602.2083 0
1 0.71835 0.85095 155 111.34425 131.89725 109165.684
1 0.63575 0.77065 97 61.66775 74.75305 3259096.815
1 0.6058 0.66475 161 97.5338 107.02475 1118335.887
1 0.1973 0.37465 87 17.1651 32.59455 2350185.809
1 0.20265 0.21785 289 58.56585 62.95865 871750.271
1 0.8031 0.8393 171 137.3301 143.5203 229514.0984
1 0.88945 0.945 87 77.38215 82.215 1742322.027
1 0.78445 0.78445 87 68.24715 68.24715 0











%Programmed by Nixon Wonoto 
%Clemson University 





function varargout = ModelingNetworkANDDemand_GUI(varargin) 
gui_Singleton = 1; 
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',       mfilename, ... 
                   'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ... 
                   'gui_OpeningFcn', @ModelingNetworkANDDemand_GUI_OpeningFcn, 
... 
                   'gui_OutputFcn',  @ModelingNetworkANDDemand_GUI_OutputFcn, 
... 
                   'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ... 
                   'gui_Callback',   []); 
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1}) 
    gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1}); 
end 
if nargout 
    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
else 
    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
end 
function ModelingNetworkANDDemand_GUI_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, 
varargin) 
handles.output = hObject; 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
function varargout = ModelingNetworkANDDemand_GUI_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, 
handles)  
varargout{1} = handles.output; 
function var_LatLB_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_LatLB_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function var_LatUB_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_LatUB_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function var_LonLB_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_LonLB_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 





    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function var_LonUB_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_LonUB_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function var_ADTtarget_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_ADTtarget_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function Generate_Map_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 






ADT_Target=5000;%to filter bridges > ADT_Target 
S=shaperead('SC_Proposed_NHS_2012.shp'); 
centerNetwork=[str2num(get(handles.var_CenterLatNetwork,'string')),... 
    str2num(get(handles.var_CenterLonNetwork,'string'))]/1000; 
scenarioMag=str2num(get(handles.var_EQevent,'string')) 




    filename = 'dataANDresults_fromGUI.xlsx'; 
    Title_NBI_UsedBridgeData2={'NBI_BridgeIndex','NBI_StructNumber',... 
        'NBI_StructYearBuilt', 'NBI_Data_StructLength','NBI_Data_DeckWidth'... 
        'NBI_StructType_43A','NBI_StructType_43B',... 
        'NBI_Latitude','NBI_Longitude','BridgeID',... 
        'Xcoord','Ycoord','ADT','HWB','SaBridge','Number_Of_Spans'}; 
    xlswrite(filename,Title_NBI_UsedBridgeData2,1,'A1:P15'); 
    xlswrite(filename,NBI_UsedBridgeData2,1,'A2'); 
    xlswrite(filename,NBI_NumberOfSpans,1,'P2'); 
end    




function var_CenterLatNetwork_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_CenterLatNetwork_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function var_CenterLonNetwork_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_CenterLonNetwork_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function var_EQevent_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_EQevent_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 





    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function bridge_fragilityGUI_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
GenerateBridgeFragilityCurves_GUI 
function var_DataToExcel_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_DataToExcel_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 

















lat = LatLon_nodes(:,2); 
lon = LatLon_nodes(:,3); 
plot1=plot(lon,lat,'b.','MarkerSize',20,'DisplayName','Road Node') 








    lat=LatLon_nodes(i,2)/1000; 
    lon=LatLon_nodes(i,3)/1000; 
    [x,y]=LatLonAlt_xyz(lat,lon); 
     xnode=[xnode;x]; 
     ynode=[ynode;y]; 
    labels=cellstr(num2str(i)); 
    text(x,y,labels, 'VerticalAlignment', 'bottom',... 
        'HorizontalAlignment','right')     
        plot1=plot(x,y,'b.','DisplayName','Road Node');     
    hold on 
end 
title('Road Indices of Charleston Map'); 
xlabel('UTM X');ylabel('UTM Y');legend([plot1]); 
nodes=[(1:length(xnode))' xnode ynode]; 
road_Data=xlsread('DATA_Hazus_MH21.xls', 1, 'C4:D9'); 




















[~,NBI_Data_Facility]=xlsread('NBI_SC_Bridges.xls', 1, 'M5:M9342'); 
NBI_Data_ADT=xlsread('NBI_SC_Bridges.xls', 1, 'AD5:AD9342'); 
NBI_Data_StructNumber=xlsread('NBI_SC_Bridges.xls', 1, 'B5:B9342'); 
NBI_Data_StructType_43A=xlsread('NBI_SC_Bridges.xls', 1, 'AV5:AV9342'); 
NBI_Data_StructType_43B=xlsread('NBI_SC_Bridges.xls', 1, 'AW5:AW9342'); 
NBI_Data_YearBuilt=xlsread('NBI_SC_Bridges.xls', 1, 'AA5:AA9342'); 
NBI_Data_StructLength=xlsread('NBI_SC_Bridges.xls', 1, 'BD5:BD9342'); %given in 
m 
NBI_Data_DeckWidth=xlsread('NBI_SC_Bridges.xls', 1, 'BH5:BH9342'); %given in m 
SelectedBridgeID=[]; 
for i = 1: size(NBI_Data_Facility,1) 
    strToCheck=char(NBI_Data_Facility(i)); 
    if strToCheck(2:8)=='I-526  ' & NBI_Data_ADT(i)>ADT_Target 
        SelectedBridgeID=[SelectedBridgeID i;]; 
    elseif strToCheck(2:7)=='I-26  '  & NBI_Data_ADT(i)>ADT_Target 
        SelectedBridgeID=[SelectedBridgeID i;]; 
    elseif strToCheck(2:7)=='US 17 '  & NBI_Data_ADT(i)>ADT_Target 
        SelectedBridgeID=[SelectedBridgeID i;]; 
    elseif strToCheck(2:7)=='US 52 '  & NBI_Data_ADT(i)>ADT_Target 
        SelectedBridgeID=[SelectedBridgeID i;];    
    end 
end 
SelectedBridgeID2=SelectedBridgeID; 
NBI_Data_Latitude=xlsread('NBI_SC_Bridges.xls', 1, 'T5:T9342'); 
NBI_Data_Longitude=xlsread('NBI_SC_Bridges.xls', 1, 'U5:U9342'); 
Lat_bridge=num2str(NBI_Data_Latitude(SelectedBridgeID2)); 
Lon_bridge=num2str(NBI_Data_Longitude(SelectedBridgeID2)); 
Lat_bridge_deg = str2num(Lat_bridge(:,1:2)); 
Lat_bridge_min = str2num(Lat_bridge(:,3:4)); 
Lat_bridge_sec = str2num(Lat_bridge(:,5:6)); 
Lat_Bridge_degminsec=[Lat_bridge_deg Lat_bridge_min Lat_bridge_sec] 
LatitudeBridge=dms2degrees(Lat_Bridge_degminsec) 
Lon_bridge_deg = str2num(Lon_bridge(:,1:2)); 
Lon_bridge_min = str2num(Lon_bridge(:,3:4)); 
Lon_bridge_sec = str2num(Lon_bridge(:,5:6)); 









    lat=LatLon_Bridges(i,1)/1000; 
    lon=LatLon_Bridges(i,2)/1000; 
    [x,y]=LatLonAlt_xyz(lat,lon); 
    distanceBridgesToCenter=((x-xCenter)^2+(y-yCenter)^2)^0.5 
    if  distanceBridgesToCenter < 12         




        xnodeBridge=[xnodeBridge;x]; 
        ynodeBridge=[ynodeBridge;y];         
        NBI_BridgeIndexAndNodes=[NBI_BridgeIndexAndNodes;NBI_BridgeID 
SelectedBridgeID2(i) x y]; 
    end 
end 
nodes=[(1:length(xnode))' xnode ynode]; 
BridgeNode=[]; 
for i=1:size(NBI_BridgeIndexAndNodes,1) 
    xBridge=NBI_BridgeIndexAndNodes(i,3); 
    yBridge=NBI_BridgeIndexAndNodes(i,4); 
    xroad=nnode(:,2); 
    yroad=nnode(:,3); 
    distance_NBIBridgeToRoad=((xBridge-xroad).^2+(yBridge-yroad).^2).^0.5 
    [MinDistance, indexMinDistance]=min(distance_NBIBridgeToRoad); 
    BridgeNode=[BridgeNode;  nnode(indexMinDistance,:)];   
end 













    NBI_BridgeIndex2 NBI_Data_StructNumber(NBI_BridgeIndex2)... 
    NBI_Data_YearBuilt(NBI_BridgeIndex2) 
NBI_Data_StructLength(NBI_BridgeIndex2) NBI_Data_DeckWidth(NBI_BridgeIndex2)... 
    NBI_Data_StructType_43A(NBI_BridgeIndex2) 
NBI_Data_StructType_43B(NBI_BridgeIndex2)... 
    NBI_Data_Latitude(NBI_BridgeIndex2) NBI_Data_Longitude(NBI_BridgeIndex2)... 
    BridgeNode2 NBI_Data_ADT(NBI_BridgeIndex2)]; 
Table_NBI_UsedBrigeData=array2table(NBI_UsedBridgeData,... 
    'VariableNames',{'NBI_BridgeIndex','NBI_StructNumber',... 
    'NBI_StructYearBuilt', 'NBI_Data_StructLength','NBI_Data_DeckWidth',... 
    'NBI_StructType_43A','NBI_StructType_43B',... 
    'NBI_Latitude','NBI_Longitude','BridgeID',... 
    'Xcoord','Ycoord','ADT'}) 
[~,HazusStructuralClass]=xlsread('NBI_SC_Bridges.xls', 2, 'A5:A45'); 
NBIStructuralClass_ByStructType=xlsread('NBI_SC_Bridges.xls', 2, 'B5:C44'); 
[~,NBIStructuralClass_ByState]=xlsread('NBI_SC_Bridges.xls', 2, 'D5:D44'); 
[~,NBIStructuralClass_ByYearSign]=xlsread('NBI_SC_Bridges.xls', 2, 'E5:E44'); 






for i =1 : length(Scode)     
    IndexS1=find(Scode(i)>=NBIStructuralClass_ByStructType(:,1) &... 
        Scode(i)<=NBIStructuralClass_ByStructType(:,2)); 








    for j=1:size(IndexS2{i},1) 
        indexToExamine= IndexS2{i}(j); 
        if any(NBIStructuralClass_ByState{indexToExamine}=='N')==1 
            IndexS3=[IndexS3;indexToExamine]; 
        end 
    end 
    IndexS4=[IndexS4;{IndexS3}]; 





    YearToExamine=NBI_UsedBridgeData(i,3); 
    for j=1:size(IndexS4{i},1) 
        indexToExamine= IndexS4{i}(j);         
        if NBIStructuralClass_ByYearSign{indexToExamine}=='<' 
            if YearToExamine < NBIStructuralClass_ByYear(indexToExamine) 
                IndexS5=[IndexS5;indexToExamine]; 
            end             
        elseif NBIStructuralClass_ByYearSign{indexToExamine}=='>=' 
            if any(YearToExamine >= 
NBIStructuralClass_ByYear(indexToExamine))==1 
                IndexS5=[IndexS5;indexToExamine]; 
            end             
        end 
    end 
    IndexS6=[IndexS6;{IndexS5}] 





    LengthToExamine=NBI_UsedBridgeData(i,4); 
    for j=1:size(IndexS6{i},1) 
        indexToExamine= IndexS6{i}(j)         
        if LengthToExamine >= 20  
            if any(NBIStructuralClass_ByStructLength{indexToExamine}=='/')==1 
                IndexS7=[IndexS7;indexToExamine]; 
            elseif 
any(NBIStructuralClass_ByStructLength{indexToExamine}=='o')==1 
                IndexS7=[IndexS7;indexToExamine]; 
            end 
        elseif LengthToExamine < 20 
            if any(NBIStructuralClass_ByStructLength{indexToExamine}=='Y')==1 
                IndexS7=[IndexS7;indexToExamine]; 
            end 
        end         
    end 
    IndexS8=[IndexS8;{IndexS7}]; 




for i = 1:size(IndexS8,1) 
    if isempty(IndexS8{i}) 
        IndexS9=[IndexS9;HazusStructuralClass(length(HazusStructuralClass))]; 
        num_IndexS9=[num_IndexS9 str2num(IndexS9{i}(4:end))]; 
    else 




        num_IndexS9=[num_IndexS9 str2num(IndexS9{i}(4:end))]; 
    end 
end 
NBI_UsedBridgeData2=[NBI_UsedBridgeData num_IndexS9' Bridge_Sa]; 
Table_NBI_UsedBrigeData2=array2table(NBI_UsedBridgeData2,... 
    'VariableNames',{'NBI_BridgeIndex','NBI_StructNumber',... 
    'NBI_StructYearBuilt', 'NBI_Data_StructLength','NBI_Data_DeckWidth'... 
    'NBI_StructType_43A','NBI_StructType_43B',... 
    'NBI_Latitude','NBI_Longitude','BridgeID',... 
    'Xcoord','Ycoord','ADT','HWB','SaBridge'}) 
%Hazus bridge classification: Sort bridge type for Seismic Conventional 
NBI_Data_SkewAngle=xlsread('NBI_SC_Bridges.xls', 1, 'AI5:AI9342'); 
%NBI item 45 Number of spans/Main unit spans 
NBI_Data_NumberOfSpans=xlsread('NBI_SC_Bridges.xls', 1, 'AZ5:AZ9342'); 
%NBI item 27 Year built 
NBI_Data_YearBuilt 
%NBI item 48 Max. span length 
NBI_Data_MaxSpanLength=xlsread('NBI_SC_Bridges.xls', 1, 'BC5:BC9342'); 




%if skew angle > 45 just consider it as 45 deg 
for i = 1:length(SkewAngle_Bridge_i) 
    if SkewAngle_Bridge_i(i)>45 
        SkewAngle_Bridge_i(i)=45; 
    end 
end 
ALLBridgeSkew=sqrt(sin(deg2rad(90-SkewAngle_Bridge_i))); 
%Calculate Kshape for all bridge 
NBI_Data_MaxSpanLength=xlsread('NBI_SC_Bridges.xls', 2, 'J5:J44'); 
HWBwithIshape0=[1 2 5 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 17 18 19 20 21 24 25];%See Hazus 
Document Page:295 
ALLBridgeKshape=[]; 
for i =1:length(NBI_UsedBridgeData2) 
    if any(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(i,14)==HWBwithIshape0)==1 
        BridgeKshape=1; 
    else 
        BridgeKshape=min(1, 2.5*( PSA10_sortedXML(BridgeNode2(i,1)) / 
PSA03_sortedXML(BridgeNode2(i,1)))); 
    end 
    ALLBridgeKshape=[ALLBridgeKshape;BridgeKshape]; 
end 
%Calculate K3D for all bridge 
HWBwithEQ1=[1 2 3 4 5 6 7 14 17 18 19]; 
HWBwithEQ2=[8 10 20 22 ]; 






for i =1:length(NBI_UsedBridgeData2) 
    if any(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(i,14)==HWBwithEQ1)==1 
       BridgeK3D= 1+0.25/(NBI_Data_NumberOfSpans(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(i,1))-1); 
    elseif any(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(i,14)==HWBwithEQ2)==1 
        BridgeK3D= 1+0.33/(NBI_Data_NumberOfSpans(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(i,1))); 
    elseif any(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(i,14)==HWBwithEQ3)==1 
        BridgeK3D= 1+0.33/(NBI_Data_NumberOfSpans(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(i,1))-1); 




        BridgeK3D= 1+0.09/(NBI_Data_NumberOfSpans(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(i,1))-1); 
    elseif any(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(i,14)==HWBwithEQ5)==1 
        BridgeK3D= 1+0.05/(NBI_Data_NumberOfSpans(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(i,1))); 
    elseif any(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(i,14)==HWBwithEQ6)==1 
        BridgeK3D= 1+0.2/(NBI_Data_NumberOfSpans(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(i,1))-1); 
    elseif any(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(i,14)==HWBwithEQ7)==1 
        BridgeK3D= 1+0.1/(NBI_Data_NumberOfSpans(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(i,1))); 
    else 
        BridgeK3D=1;                         
    end 
    if BridgeK3D==inf 
        BridgeK3D=1; 
    end 




    IndexRoadforBridgeID=find(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(i,10)==nnode(:,1)); 





%NBI Latitude Bridge 
Lat_bridge_deg = str2num(UsedLatBridge(:,1:2)); 
Lat_bridge_min = str2num(UsedLatBridge(:,3:4)); 
Lat_bridge_sec = str2num(UsedLatBridge(:,5:6)); 
Lat_Bridge_degminsec=[Lat_bridge_deg Lat_bridge_min Lat_bridge_sec]; 
UsedLatitudeBridge=dms2degrees(Lat_Bridge_degminsec); 
%NBI Longitude Bridge 
Lon_bridge_deg = str2num(UsedLonBridge(:,1:2)); 
Lon_bridge_min = str2num(UsedLonBridge(:,3:4)); 
Lon_bridge_sec = str2num(UsedLonBridge(:,5:6)); 
Lon_Bridge_degminsec=[Lon_bridge_deg Lon_bridge_min Lon_bridge_sec]; 
UsedLongitudeBridge=-(dms2degrees(Lon_Bridge_degminsec)); 
%NBI Latitude Longitude Bridge 
UsedLatLon_Bridges=[UsedLatitudeBridge UsedLongitudeBridge]; 
%PLOT CHARLESTON MAP WITH BRIDGES 
figure_num=figure_num+1; 
figure(figure_num); 
lat=LatLon_nodes(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(:,10),2);%this is the nearest NBI to SCDOT 
node lat 




labels=num2str((1:44)');%num2str(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(:,2)) %   
strcat('HWB',cellstr(num2str(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(i,14)))); 
text(lon,lat,labels, 'VerticalAlignment', 'bottom',... 
         'HorizontalAlignment','right');        
hold on 
lat = LatLon_nodes(:,2); 


















































    arr_zone=[]; 
    for j=1:length(xx{i}) 
        arr_zone=[arr_zone;utmzone]; 
    end 
    arr_datum=[]; 
    for j=1:length(xx{i}) 
        arr_datum=[arr_datum;'nad27']; 
    end 
    mag_utmzone=str2num(cell2mat(regexp(utmzone,'\d*','Match'))); 
    if any(cell2mat(regexp(utmzone,'\D*','Match'))=='S')==1 ||... 
            any(cell2mat(regexp(utmzone,'\D*','Match'))=='s')==1 
        num_utmzone=mag_utmzone*-1; 
    elseif any(cell2mat(regexp(utmzone,'\D*','Match'))=='N')==1 ||... 
            any(cell2mat(regexp(utmzone,'\D*','Match'))=='n')==1 
        num_utmzone=mag_utmzone*1; 
    end 
    num_utmzone; 
    [Lat,Lon]=utm2ll(xx{i},yy{i},num_utmzone,'nad27');%-17 is 17S  




    Lon_shp = Lon; 
    Lat_shp = Lat;     
    Lat_sorted=(Lat_shp>=Lat_LowerLimit & Lat_shp <= Lat_UpperLimit & Lon_shp < 
Lon_UpperLimit & Lon_shp > Lon_LowerLimit).*Lat_shp; 
    Lon_sorted=(Lat_shp>=Lat_LowerLimit & Lat_shp <= Lat_UpperLimit & Lon_shp < 
Lon_UpperLimit & Lon_shp > Lon_LowerLimit).*Lon_shp;     
    Lat_sorted(Lat_sorted==0)=[]; 
    Lat_sorted(isnan(Lat_sorted))=[];    
    Lon_sorted(Lon_sorted==0)=[]; 
    Lon_sorted(isnan(Lon_sorted))=[];    
    [~,LatLon_shp_idx] = ismember(Lat_sorted,Lat_shp); 
    [~,LatLon_shp_idx2] = ismember(Lon_sorted,Lon_shp); 
    index=intersect(LatLon_shp_idx,LatLon_shp_idx2); 
    Lat_sorted=Lat_shp(index); 
    Lon_sorted=Lon_shp(index);         
    if ~isempty(Lat_sorted) && ~isempty(Lon_sorted) 
        indices_path=[indices_path;i];         
        lat = Lat_sorted; 
        lon = Lon_sorted; 
        cell_lat=[cell_lat;{lat}]; 
        cell_lon=[cell_lon;{lon}];    
        for j=1:length(lat) 
            index_incell=index_incell+1;            
            node_index=[]; 
            if j~= length(lat)   
                count=count+1; 
                node_index=[count index_incell index_incell+1]; 
                 path_indices=[path_indices; node_index]; 
            end             
        end                               









    lat=LatLon_nodes(i,2)/1000; 
    lon=LatLon_nodes(i,3)/1000; 
    [x,y]=LatLonAlt_xyz(lat,lon); 
    xnode=[xnode;x]; 
    ynode=[ynode;y]; 
end 
 nodes=[(1:length(xnode))' xnode ynode]; 
 nnode=nodes; 
%% IDENTIFY DUPLICATE NODES, AND REDEFINE PATH WITH NO DUPLICATE NODES, ENSURE 
CONNECTIVITY    
path2=path; 
checking=[]; 
for i =1:length(nnode) 
    NodeIndexToChange=find(nnode(i,2)==nnode(:,2) & nnode(i,3)==nnode(:,3)); 
    for j=1:length(NodeIndexToChange) 
        PathIndexToChangeNodeIndex=find(path2(:,2)==NodeIndexToChange(j)); 
        path2(PathIndexToChangeNodeIndex,2)=NodeIndexToChange(1); 
         
        PathIndexToChangeNodeIndex=find(path2(:,3)==NodeIndexToChange(j)); 
        path2(PathIndexToChangeNodeIndex,3)=NodeIndexToChange(1); 








%Programmed by Nixon Wonoto 
if scenarioMag==1 
    Struct_GridValueShakeMap_XML= xml2struct('grid_M73.xml'); 
elseif scenarioMag==2 










GridLat_sorted=(GridLat>=Lat_LowerLimit & GridLat <= Lat_UpperLimit & GridLon < 
Lon_UpperLimit & GridLon > Lon_LowerLimit).*GridLat; 
GridLon_sorted=(GridLat>=Lat_LowerLimit & GridLat <= Lat_UpperLimit & GridLon < 
Lon_UpperLimit & GridLon > Lon_LowerLimit).*GridLon; 
PGA_sorted=(GridLat>=Lat_LowerLimit & GridLat <= Lat_UpperLimit & GridLon < 
Lon_UpperLimit & GridLon > Lon_LowerLimit).*PGA; 
PSA03_sorted=(GridLat>=Lat_LowerLimit & GridLat <= Lat_UpperLimit & GridLon < 
Lon_UpperLimit & GridLon > Lon_LowerLimit).*PSA03; 
PSA10_sorted=(GridLat>=Lat_LowerLimit & GridLat <= Lat_UpperLimit & GridLon < 
Lon_UpperLimit & GridLon > Lon_LowerLimit).*PSA10; 
PSA30_sorted=(GridLat>=Lat_LowerLimit & GridLat <= Lat_UpperLimit & GridLon < 












PSA30_sorted(isnan(PSA30_sorted))=[];     
GridLatLon=[GridLat_sorted,GridLon_sorted]; 








xd = get(plot1, 'XData'); 















%Programmed by Nixon Wonoto 
if scenarioMag==1 
    JSON_shakemap=fileread('psa10_JSON_ShakeMAP_M73.txt'); 
    epicentrum=[-80.00 32.9]; 
elseif scenarioMag==2 
    JSON_shakemap=fileread('psa10_JSON_ShakeMAP_M71.txt'); 













    for j=1: length(Struct_shakemap.features{i_JSON}.geometry.coordinates)%2 
        Temp_arr_OuterLatLon_shakeMap=[]; 
        for k=1: 
length(Struct_shakemap.features{i_JSON}.geometry.coordinates{j})%2 
            
InnerLatLon_shakeMap=cell2mat(Struct_shakemap.features{i_JSON}.geometry.coordin
ates{j}{k}); 
            
Temp_arr_OuterLatLon_shakeMap=[Temp_arr_OuterLatLon_shakeMap;InnerLatLon_shakeM
ap]; 
        end 
    end 
    lon = Temp_arr_OuterLatLon_shakeMap(:,1); 
    lat = Temp_arr_OuterLatLon_shakeMap(:,2); 
    
NodesInOutShakeCountour=inpolygon(LatLon_nodes(:,3),LatLon_nodes(:,2),lon,lat); 
    matrix_NodesInOutShakeCountour=[matrix_NodesInOutShakeCountour 
NodesInOutShakeCountour];  
    if i_JSON>=10 
        perceived_shaking='extreme'; 
    elseif i_JSON==9 
        perceived_shaking='violent'; 
    elseif i_JSON==8 
        perceived_shaking='severe'; 
    elseif i_JSON==7 
        perceived_shaking='very strong'; 
    elseif i_JSON==6 
        perceived_shaking='strong'; 
    elseif i_JSON==5 
        perceived_shaking='moderate'; 
    elseif i_JSON==4 
        perceived_shaking='light'; 




        perceived_shaking='weak'; 
    elseif i_JSON==1 
        perceived_shaking='not felt'; 
    end 
    plot_JSON_ShakeContour=plot(lon,lat,'DisplayName',perceived_shaking); 
    
arr_plot_JSON_ShakeContour=[arr_plot_JSON_ShakeContour;plot_JSON_ShakeContour]; 






function varargout = GenerateBridgeFragilityCurves_GUI(varargin) 
%Programmed by Nixon Wonoto 
gui_Singleton = 1; 
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',       mfilename, ... 
                   'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ... 
                   'gui_OpeningFcn', 
@GenerateBridgeFragilityCurves_GUI_OpeningFcn, ... 
                   'gui_OutputFcn',  
@GenerateBridgeFragilityCurves_GUI_OutputFcn, ... 
                   'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ... 
                   'gui_Callback',   []); 
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1}) 




    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
else 
    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
end 
function GenerateBridgeFragilityCurves_GUI_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, 
handles, varargin) 
handles.output = hObject; 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
function varargout = GenerateBridgeFragilityCurves_GUI_OutputFcn(hObject, 
eventdata, handles)  
varargout{1} = handles.output; 
function var_BridgeToShow_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_BridgeToShow_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function ShowFragility_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 h = findobj('Tag','Gui1'); 
 if ~isempty(h) 
    g1data = guidata(h); 
    set(handles.text1,'String',get(g1data.edit1,'String')); 










function BridgeMAPforFragility_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
surf(peaks) 
function FragilityToShow_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 




%Programmed by  Nixon Wonoto 
%CALCULATE PROBABILITY OF HAVE CERTAIN DAMAGE STATE FOR EACH BRIDGE NODE USING 
LOGNORMAL 
%FOR THE CASE WITHOUT AND WITH RETROFITS  



























%MSSS Steel         MSC Steel  
%S   M    E    C    S    M    E    C    Retrofit Measure  
1.06 1.06 1.07 1.13 1.04 1.14 1.14 1.18 %Steel Jackets  
1.57 1.00 1.37 1.39 1.37 1.00 1.27 1.61 %Elastomeric Isolation Bearings  
1.03 1.03 1.04 1.11 1.03 1.05 1.11 1.17 %Restrainer Cables  
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.26 0.99 1.01 1.00 1.21 %Seat Extenders  
0.99 0.98 0.98 0.97 1.08 1.14 1.13 1.09 %Shear Keys  
1.02 1.02 1.04 1.09 1.09 1.17 1.21 1.21 %Restrainers & Shear Keys  
0.99 0.98 0.99 1.23 1.09 1.15 1.15 1.41 %Seat Extenders & Shear Keys  
]; 
Concrete_PGA_ModificationFactor=[ 
%MSSS Concrete      MSC Concrete 
%S   M    E    C    S    M    E    C    Retrofit Measure  
1.05 1.30 1.33 1.41 1.03 1.16 1.17 1.20 %Steel Jackets  
1.62 1.00 1.05 1.17 2.94 1.31 1.21 1.17 %Elastomeric Isolation Bearings 
(superstructure) 
1.01 1.07 1.10 1.13 1.04 0.96 1.01 1.05 %Restrainer Cables (superstructure) 
0.99 1.03 1.02 1.32 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.31 %Seat Extenders (superstructure) 




1.06 1.03 1.06 1.07 1.04 0.96 1.04 1.12 %Restrainers & Shear Keys 
(superstructure) 









for i = 1:size(NBI_UsedBridgeData2,1) 
    for j=1:size(BridgeDamageState,1) 
        if any(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(i,14)~=BridgeDamageState(j))==0 
            bridge_SigmaSaLN=bridge_SigmaSa;  
            %FRAGILITY CURVE OF BRIDGE WITH PROBABILITY EXCEEDING SLIGHT DAMAGE 
            BridgeWithoutRetrofit=0; 
            bridge_SlightMiuSa=bridge_SlightMedianSa(j)*ALLBridgeKshape(i)                 
            bridge_SlightMiuSaLN=log(bridge_SlightMiuSa); 
            
bridge_ProbAtLeastSlightDamage=logncdf(Bridge_Sa(i),bridge_SlightMiuSaLN,bridge
_SigmaSaLN); 
            if j>=5 & j <=7  
                
Med_SlightAfterRetrofit=log(Concrete_PGA_ModificationFactor(:,1)*bridge_SlightM
iuSa); 
                Med_difference=abs(abs(Med_SlightAfterRetrofit)-
abs(bridge_SlightMiuSaLN));                
                Med_SlightAfterRetrofit2=bridge_SlightMiuSaLN+Med_difference; 
            elseif j>=8 & j <=11  
                
Med_SlightAfterRetrofit=log(Concrete_PGA_ModificationFactor(:,5)*bridge_SlightM
iuSa); 
                Med_difference=abs(abs(Med_SlightAfterRetrofit)-
abs(bridge_SlightMiuSaLN)); 
                Med_SlightAfterRetrofit2=bridge_SlightMiuSaLN+Med_difference; 
            elseif j>=12 & j <=14 ||  j>=24 & j <=25   
                
Med_SlightAfterRetrofit=log(Steel_PGA_ModificationFactor(:,1)*bridge_SlightMiuS
a); 
                Med_difference=abs(abs(Med_SlightAfterRetrofit)-
abs(bridge_SlightMiuSaLN)); 
                Med_SlightAfterRetrofit2=bridge_SlightMiuSaLN+Med_difference; 
            elseif j>=15 & j <=16 ||  j>=26 & j <=27  
                
Med_SlightAfterRetrofit=log(Steel_PGA_ModificationFactor(:,5)*bridge_SlightMiuS
a); 
                Med_difference=abs(abs(Med_SlightAfterRetrofit)-
abs(bridge_SlightMiuSaLN)); 
                Med_SlightAfterRetrofit2=bridge_SlightMiuSaLN+Med_difference; 
            else  
                
Med_SlightAfterRetrofit=log(Concrete_PGA_ModificationFactor(:,1)*bridge_SlightM
iuSa); 
                Med_difference=abs(abs(Med_SlightAfterRetrofit)-
abs(bridge_SlightMiuSaLN));                
                Med_SlightAfterRetrofit2=bridge_SlightMiuSaLN+Med_difference; 




            
bridge_AfterRetrofit_ProbAtLeastSlightDamage=logncdf(Bridge_Sa(i),Med_SlightAft
erRetrofit2,bridge_SigmaSaLN); 
             
Med_SlightAfterRetrofit3=[bridge_SlightMiuSaLN;Med_SlightAfterRetrofit2]; 
            
bridge_ProbAtLeastSlightDamage2=[bridge_ProbAtLeastSlightDamage;bridge_AfterRet
rofit_ProbAtLeastSlightDamage]; 
            if any(RandomBridgeSelectedForFragilityPlot==i)==1 
                figure_num=figure_num+1; 
                figure(figure_num) 
                param1=Med_SlightAfterRetrofit3; 
                
param2=bridge_SigmaSaLN*ones(length(Med_SlightAfterRetrofit3),1); 
                set_legend2=[]; 
                for k=1:8 
                    x = 0.01:0.01:3; 
                    f = logncdf(x,param1(k),param2(k)); 
                    switch k 
                        case 1 
                            retrofit_color=[1 0 0];%'r'; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='no retrofit'; 
                        case 2 
                            retrofit_color=[0 1 0];%'g'; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='Steel Jackets'; 
                        case 3 
                            retrofit_color=[0 0 1];%'b'; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='Elastomeric Isolation 
Bearings'; 
                        case 4 
                            retrofit_color=[1 1 0];%'y'; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='Restrainer Cables'; 
                        case 5 
                            retrofit_color=[1 0 1];%'m'; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='Seat Extenders'; 
                        case 6 
                            retrofit_color=[0 1 1];%'c'; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='Shear Keys'; 
                        case 7 
                            retrofit_color=[0 0 0];%'k'; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='Restrainers & Shear Keys'; 
                        case 8 
                            retrofit_color=[0.5 0.5 0.5]; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='Seat Extenders & Shear 
Keys'; 
                    end 
                    plot1=plot(x,f,'color',retrofit_color,... 
                        'DisplayName',retrofit_color_legend); 
                    hold on 
                    
plotd1=plot(Bridge_Sa(i),bridge_ProbAtLeastSlightDamage2(k),'ro',... 
                        'DisplayName','Sa demand'); 
                    hold on 
                    set_legend2=[set_legend2 plot1]; 
                end 
                set_legend2=[set_legend2 plotd1]; 
                xlabel('Spectral Acceleration (T=1sec)'); 
                ylabel('Probability Exceeding Slight Damage'); 




                title(strcat('LogN CDF Slight Damage Exceedence, Bridge 
Structural No. ', num2str(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(i,2)))); 
            end 
            %FRAGILITY CURVE OF BRIDGE WITH PROBABILITY EXCEEDING MODERATE 
DAMAGE 
            BridgeWithoutRetrofit=0; 
            
bridge_ModerateMiuSa=bridge_ModerateMedianSa(j)*ALLBridgeSkew(i)*ALLBridgeK3D(i
);                 
            bridge_ModerateMiuSaLN=log(bridge_ModerateMiuSa); 
            
bridge_ProbAtLeastModerateDamage=logncdf(Bridge_Sa(i),bridge_ModerateMiuSaLN,br
idge_SigmaSaLN); 
            if j>=5 & j <=7  
                
Med_ModerateAfterRetrofit=log(Concrete_PGA_ModificationFactor(:,2)*bridge_Moder
ateMiuSa); 
                Med_difference=abs(abs(Med_ModerateAfterRetrofit)-
abs(bridge_ModerateMiuSaLN)); 
                
Med_ModerateAfterRetrofit2=bridge_ModerateMiuSaLN+Med_difference; 
            elseif j>=8 & j <=11  
                
Med_ModerateAfterRetrofit=log(Concrete_PGA_ModificationFactor(:,6)*bridge_Moder
ateMiuSa); 
                Med_difference=abs(abs(Med_ModerateAfterRetrofit)-
abs(bridge_ModerateMiuSaLN)); 
                
Med_ModerateAfterRetrofit2=bridge_ModerateMiuSaLN+Med_difference; 
            elseif j>=12 & j <=14 ||  j>=24 & j <=25   
                
Med_ModerateAfterRetrofit=log(Steel_PGA_ModificationFactor(:,2)*bridge_Moderate
MiuSa); 
                Med_difference=abs(abs(Med_ModerateAfterRetrofit)-
abs(bridge_ModerateMiuSaLN)); 
                
Med_ModerateAfterRetrofit2=bridge_ModerateMiuSaLN+Med_difference; 
            elseif j>=15 & j <=16 ||  j>=26 & j <=27  
                
Med_ModerateAfterRetrofit=log(Steel_PGA_ModificationFactor(:,6)*bridge_Moderate
MiuSa); 
                Med_difference=abs(abs(Med_ModerateAfterRetrofit)-
abs(bridge_ModerateMiuSaLN)); 
                
Med_ModerateAfterRetrofit2=bridge_ModerateMiuSaLN+Med_difference; 
            else  
                
Med_ModerateAfterRetrofit=log(Concrete_PGA_ModificationFactor(:,2)*bridge_Moder
ateMiuSa); 
                Med_difference=abs(abs(Med_ModerateAfterRetrofit)-
abs(bridge_ModerateMiuSaLN)); 
                
Med_ModerateAfterRetrofit2=bridge_ModerateMiuSaLN+Med_difference; 
            end 
            
bridge_AfterRetrofit_ProbAtLeastModerateDamage=logncdf(Bridge_Sa(i),Med_Moderat
eAfterRetrofit2,bridge_SigmaSaLN); 





            
bridge_ProbAtLeastModerateDamage2=[bridge_ProbAtLeastModerateDamage;bridge_Afte
rRetrofit_ProbAtLeastModerateDamage]; 
            %PLOT Moderate damage 
            if any(RandomBridgeSelectedForFragilityPlot==i)==1 
                figure_num=figure_num+1; 
                figure(figure_num) 
                param1=Med_ModerateAfterRetrofit3; 
                
param2=bridge_SigmaSaLN*ones(length(Med_ModerateAfterRetrofit3),1); 
                set_legend2=[]; 
                for k=1:8 
                    x = 0.01:0.01:3; 
                    f = logncdf(x,param1(k),param2(k)); 
                    switch k 
                        case 1 
                            retrofit_color=[1 0 0];%'r'; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='no retrofit'; 
                        case 2 
                            retrofit_color=[0 1 0];%'g'; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='Steel Jackets'; 
                        case 3 
                            retrofit_color=[0 0 1];%'b'; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='Elastomeric Isolation 
Bearings'; 
                        case 4 
                            retrofit_color=[1 1 0];%'y'; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='Restrainer Cables'; 
                        case 5 
                            retrofit_color=[1 0 1];%'m'; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='Seat Extenders'; 
                        case 6 
                            retrofit_color=[0 1 1];%'c'; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='Shear Keys'; 
                        case 7 
                            retrofit_color=[0 0 0];%'k'; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='Restrainers & Shear Keys'; 
                        case 8 
                            retrofit_color=[0.5 0.5 0.5]; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='Seat Extenders & Shear 
Keys'; 
                    end 
                    plot1=plot(x,f,'color',retrofit_color,... 
                        'DisplayName',retrofit_color_legend); 
                    hold on 
                    
plotd1=plot(Bridge_Sa(i),bridge_ProbAtLeastModerateDamage2(k),'ro',... 
                        'DisplayName','Sa demand'); 
                    hold on 
                    set_legend2=[set_legend2 plot1]; 
                end 
                set_legend2=[set_legend2 plotd1]; 
                xlabel('Spectral Acceleration (T=1sec)'); 
                ylabel('Probability Exceeding Moderate Damage'); 
                legend(set_legend2,'Location', 'southeast'); 
                title(strcat('LogN CDF Moderate Damage Exceedence, Bridge 
Structural No. ', num2str(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(i,2)))); 
            end 





            BridgeWithoutRetrofit=0; 
            
bridge_ExtensiveMiuSa=bridge_ExtensiveMedianSa(j)*ALLBridgeSkew(i)*ALLBridgeK3D
(i);                 
            bridge_ExtensiveMiuSaLN=log(bridge_ExtensiveMiuSa); 
            
bridge_ProbAtLeastExtensiveDamage=logncdf(Bridge_Sa(i),bridge_ExtensiveMiuSaLN,
bridge_SigmaSaLN); 
            if j>=5 & j <=7 
                
Med_ExtensiveAfterRetrofit=log(Concrete_PGA_ModificationFactor(:,3)*bridge_Exte
nsiveMiuSa); 
                Med_difference=abs(abs(Med_ExtensiveAfterRetrofit)-
abs(bridge_ExtensiveMiuSaLN)); 
                
Med_ExtensiveAfterRetrofit2=bridge_ExtensiveMiuSaLN+Med_difference; 
            elseif j>=8 & j <=11  
                
Med_ExtensiveAfterRetrofit=log(Concrete_PGA_ModificationFactor(:,7)*bridge_Exte
nsiveMiuSa); 
                Med_difference=abs(abs(Med_ExtensiveAfterRetrofit)-
abs(bridge_ExtensiveMiuSaLN)); 
                
Med_ExtensiveAfterRetrofit2=bridge_ExtensiveMiuSaLN+Med_difference; 
            elseif j>=12 & j <=14 ||  j>=24 & j <=25   
                
Med_ExtensiveAfterRetrofit=log(Steel_PGA_ModificationFactor(:,3)*bridge_Extensi
veMiuSa); 
                Med_difference=abs(abs(Med_ExtensiveAfterRetrofit)-
abs(bridge_ExtensiveMiuSaLN)); 
                
Med_ExtensiveAfterRetrofit2=bridge_ExtensiveMiuSaLN+Med_difference; 
            elseif j>=15 & j <=16 ||  j>=26 & j <=27  
                
Med_ExtensiveAfterRetrofit=log(Steel_PGA_ModificationFactor(:,7)*bridge_Extensi
veMiuSa); 
                Med_difference=abs(abs(Med_ExtensiveAfterRetrofit)-
abs(bridge_ExtensiveMiuSaLN)); 
                
Med_ExtensiveAfterRetrofit2=bridge_ExtensiveMiuSaLN+Med_difference; 
            else  
                
Med_ExtensiveAfterRetrofit=log(Concrete_PGA_ModificationFactor(:,3)*bridge_Exte
nsiveMiuSa); 
                Med_difference=abs(abs(Med_ExtensiveAfterRetrofit)-
abs(bridge_ExtensiveMiuSaLN)); 
                
Med_ExtensiveAfterRetrofit2=bridge_ExtensiveMiuSaLN+Med_difference; 
            end 
            
bridge_AfterRetrofit_ProbAtLeastExtensiveDamage=logncdf(Bridge_Sa(i),Med_Extens
iveAfterRetrofit2,bridge_SigmaSaLN); 





            
bridge_ProbAtLeastExtensiveDamage2=[bridge_ProbAtLeastExtensiveDamage;bridge_Af




            %PLOT Extensive damage 
            if any(RandomBridgeSelectedForFragilityPlot==i)==1 
                figure_num=figure_num+1; 
                figure(figure_num) 
                param1=Med_ExtensiveAfterRetrofit3; 
                
param2=bridge_SigmaSaLN*ones(length(Med_ExtensiveAfterRetrofit3),1); 
                set_legend2=[]; 
                for k=1:8 
                    x = 0.01:0.01:3; 
                    f = logncdf(x,param1(k),param2(k)); 
                    %                 
                    switch k 
                        case 1 
                            retrofit_color=[1 0 0];%'r'; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='no retrofit'; 
                        case 2 
                            retrofit_color=[0 1 0];%'g'; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='Steel Jackets'; 
                        case 3 
                            retrofit_color=[0 0 1];%'b'; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='Elastomeric Isolation 
Bearings'; 
                        case 4 
                            retrofit_color=[1 1 0];%'y'; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='Restrainer Cables'; 
                        case 5 
                            retrofit_color=[1 0 1];%'m'; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='Seat Extenders'; 
                        case 6 
                            retrofit_color=[0 1 1];%'c'; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='Shear Keys'; 
                        case 7 
                            retrofit_color=[0 0 0];%'k'; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='Restrainers & Shear Keys'; 
                        case 8 
                            retrofit_color=[0.5 0.5 0.5]; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='Seat Extenders & Shear 
Keys'; 
                    end 
                    plot1=plot(x,f,'color',retrofit_color,... 
                        'DisplayName',retrofit_color_legend); 
                    hold on 
                    
plotd1=plot(Bridge_Sa(i),bridge_ProbAtLeastExtensiveDamage2(k),'ro',... 
                        'DisplayName','Sa demand'); 
                    hold on 
                    set_legend2=[set_legend2 plot1]; 
                end 
                set_legend2=[set_legend2 plotd1]; 
                xlabel('Spectral Acceleration (T=1sec)'); 
                ylabel('Probability Exceeding Extensive Damage'); 
                legend(set_legend2,'Location', 'southeast'); 
                title(strcat('LogN CDF Extensive Damage Exceedence, Bridge 
Structural No. ', num2str(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(i,2)))); 
                saveas(figure(figure_num),'FragilityForGUI.png'); 
  
            end 





            BridgeWithoutRetrofit=0; 
            
bridge_CompleteMiuSa=bridge_CompleteMedianSa(j)*ALLBridgeSkew(i)*ALLBridgeK3D(i
);                 
            bridge_CompleteMiuSaLN=log(bridge_CompleteMiuSa); 
            
bridge_ProbAtLeastCompleteDamage=logncdf(Bridge_Sa(i),bridge_CompleteMiuSaLN,br
idge_SigmaSaLN); 
            if j>=5 & j <=7  
                
Med_CompleteAfterRetrofit=log(Concrete_PGA_ModificationFactor(:,4)*bridge_Compl
eteMiuSa); 
                Med_difference=abs(abs(Med_CompleteAfterRetrofit)-
abs(bridge_CompleteMiuSaLN)); 
                
Med_CompleteAfterRetrofit2=bridge_CompleteMiuSaLN+Med_difference; 
            elseif j>=8 & j <=11  
                
Med_CompleteAfterRetrofit=log(Concrete_PGA_ModificationFactor(:,8)*bridge_Compl
eteMiuSa); 
                Med_difference=abs(abs(Med_CompleteAfterRetrofit)-
abs(bridge_CompleteMiuSaLN)); 
                
Med_CompleteAfterRetrofit2=bridge_CompleteMiuSaLN+Med_difference; 
            elseif j>=12 & j <=14 ||  j>=24 & j <=25   
                
Med_CompleteAfterRetrofit=log(Steel_PGA_ModificationFactor(:,4)*bridge_Complete
MiuSa); 
                Med_difference=abs(abs(Med_CompleteAfterRetrofit)-
abs(bridge_CompleteMiuSaLN)); 
                
Med_CompleteAfterRetrofit2=bridge_CompleteMiuSaLN+Med_difference; 
            elseif j>=15 & j <=16 ||  j>=26 & j <=27  
                
Med_CompleteAfterRetrofit=log(Steel_PGA_ModificationFactor(:,8)*bridge_Complete
MiuSa); 
                Med_difference=abs(abs(Med_CompleteAfterRetrofit)-
abs(bridge_CompleteMiuSaLN)); 
                
Med_CompleteAfterRetrofit2=bridge_CompleteMiuSaLN+Med_difference; 
            else  
                
Med_CompleteAfterRetrofit=log(Concrete_PGA_ModificationFactor(:,4)*bridge_Compl
eteMiuSa); 
                Med_difference=abs(abs(Med_CompleteAfterRetrofit)-
abs(bridge_CompleteMiuSaLN)); 
                
Med_CompleteAfterRetrofit2=bridge_CompleteMiuSaLN+Med_difference; 
            end 
            
bridge_AfterRetrofit_ProbAtLeastCompleteDamage=logncdf(Bridge_Sa(i),Med_Complet
eAfterRetrofit2,bridge_SigmaSaLN); 




            
bridge_ProbAtLeastCompleteDamage2=[bridge_ProbAtLeastCompleteDamage;bridge_Afte
rRetrofit_ProbAtLeastCompleteDamage];             




            if any(RandomBridgeSelectedForFragilityPlot==i)==1 
                figure_num=figure_num+1; 
                figure(figure_num) 
                param1=Med_CompleteAfterRetrofit3; 
                
param2=bridge_SigmaSaLN*ones(length(Med_CompleteAfterRetrofit3),1); 
                set_legend2=[]; 
                for k=1:8 
                    x = 0.01:0.01:3; 
                    f = logncdf(x,param1(k),param2(k)); 
                    %                  
                    switch k 
                        case 1 
                            retrofit_color=[1 0 0];%'r'; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='no retrofit'; 
                        case 2 
                            retrofit_color=[0 1 0];%'g'; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='Steel Jackets'; 
                        case 3 
                            retrofit_color=[0 0 1];%'b'; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='Elastomeric Isolation 
Bearings'; 
                        case 4 
                            retrofit_color=[1 1 0];%'y'; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='Restrainer Cables'; 
                        case 5 
                            retrofit_color=[1 0 1];%'m'; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='Seat Extenders'; 
                        case 6 
                            retrofit_color=[0 1 1];%'c'; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='Shear Keys'; 
                        case 7 
                            retrofit_color=[0 0 0];%'k'; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='Restrainers & Shear Keys'; 
                        case 8 
                            retrofit_color=[0.5 0.5 0.5]; 
                            retrofit_color_legend='Seat Extenders & Shear 
Keys'; 
                    end 
                    plot1=plot(x,f,'color',retrofit_color,... 
                        'DisplayName',retrofit_color_legend); 
                    hold on 
                    
plotd1=plot(Bridge_Sa(i),bridge_ProbAtLeastCompleteDamage2(k),'ro',... 
                        'DisplayName','Sa demand'); 
                    hold on 
                    set_legend2=[set_legend2 plot1]; 
                end 
                set_legend2=[set_legend2 plotd1]; 
                xlabel('Spectral Acceleration (T=1sec)'); 
                ylabel('Probability Exceeding Complete Damage'); 
                legend(set_legend2,'Location', 'southeast'); 
                legend(set_legend2,'Location', 'northwest'); 
                title(strcat('LogN CDF Complete Damage Exceedence, Bridge 
Structural No. ', num2str(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(i,2)))); 
            end 
            %PLOT CHARLESTON MAP WITH BRIDGES 
            if any(RandomBridgeSelectedForFragilityPlot==i)==1 
                figure_num=figure_num+1; 




                lat=LatLon_nodes(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(i,10),2);%this is the 
nearest NBI to SCDOT node lat 
                lon=LatLon_nodes(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(i,10),3);%this is the 
nearest NBI to SCDOT node lon 
                plot1=plot(lon,lat,'.g','MarkerSize',25,'DisplayName','Bridge 
Node') 
                labels=strcat('Sa= ', num2str(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(i,15)), 'g'); 
                text(lon,lat,labels, 'VerticalAlignment', 'bottom',... 
                    'HorizontalAlignment','right'); 
 
 
                title(strcat('Bridge structural number= 
',num2str(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(i,2)),' and seismic contour'));                 
                hold on 
                plot_google_map 
                hold on 
                Read_JSON_ShakeMap 
                xlabel('Longitude');ylabel('Latitude');legend([plot1; 
plot_epi;arr_plot_JSON_ShakeContour]); 
                
NBI_UsedBridgeData2_FragilityDisplayed=[NBI_UsedBridgeData2_FragilityDisplayed;
NBI_UsedBridgeData2(i,:)]; 
                saveas(figure(figure_num),'FragilityMAPForGUI.png');    
            end            
bridge_ProbAtLeastCertainDamage3={[bridge_ProbAtLeastSlightDamage2 
bridge_ProbAtLeastModerateDamage2... 
                bridge_ProbAtLeastExtensiveDamage2 
bridge_ProbAtLeastCompleteDamage2]};             
             Med_AfterRetrofit4={[Med_SlightAfterRetrofit3 
Med_ModerateAfterRetrofit3... 
                 Med_ExtensiveAfterRetrofit3 Med_CompleteAfterRetrofit3]};              
             Med_AfterRetrofit5=[Med_AfterRetrofit5;Med_AfterRetrofit4]; 
            
bridge_ProbAtLeastCertainDamage5=[bridge_ProbAtLeastCertainDamage5;bridge_ProbA
tLeastCertainDamage3]; 
        end 




    'VariableNames',{'NBI_BridgeIndex','NBI_StructNumber',... 
    'NBI_StructYearBuilt', 'NBI_Data_StructLength','NBI_Data_DeckWidth'... 
    'NBI_StructType_43A','NBI_StructType_43B',... 
    'NBI_Latitude','NBI_Longitude','BridgeID',... 






function varargout = SelectOptimizationModel_GUI(varargin) 
%Programmed by Nixon Wonoto 
gui_Singleton = 1; 
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',       mfilename, ... 
                   'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ... 
                   'gui_OpeningFcn', @SelectOptimizationModel_GUI_OpeningFcn, 
... 





                   'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ... 
                   'gui_Callback',   []); 
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1}) 




    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
else 
    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
end 
function SelectOptimizationModel_GUI_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, 
varargin) 
handles.output = hObject; 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
function varargout = SelectOptimizationModel_GUI_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, 
handles)  
varargout{1} = handles.output; 
function var_SelectOptModel_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_SelectOptModel_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function btn_showOptGUI_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
optModel=str2num(get(handles.var_SelectOptModel,'string')); 
if optModel==2 
    assignin('base','optModel',optModel); 
    CalculateBridgeConditionANDCost_GUI; 
elseif optModel==1 
    assignin('base','optModel',optModel); 
    Calculate_PfTravel_Cost_GUI; 
else 





function varargout = Calculate_PfTravel_Cost_GUI(varargin) 
%Programmed by Nixon Wonoto 
gui_Singleton = 1; 
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',       mfilename, ... 
                   'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ... 
                   'gui_OpeningFcn', @Calculate_PfTravel_Cost_GUI_OpeningFcn, 
... 
                   'gui_OutputFcn',  @Calculate_PfTravel_Cost_GUI_OutputFcn, 
... 
                   'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ... 
                   'gui_Callback',   []); 
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1}) 
    gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1}); 
end 
if nargout 
    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
else 





function Calculate_PfTravel_Cost_GUI_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, 
varargin) 
handles.output = hObject; 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
function varargout = Calculate_PfTravel_Cost_GUI_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, 
handles)  
varargout{1} = handles.output; 
function var_Variable_TravellingPath_value_Callback(hObject, eventdata, 
handles) 
function var_Variable_TravellingPath_value_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, 
handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 






function var_nsimPfTravel_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_nsimPfTravel_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function var_ActualDepartIndex_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_ActualDepartIndex_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function var_ActualArriveIndex_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_ActualArriveIndex_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 









function var_nsim_PercentRetrofitCost_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_nsim_PercentRetrofitCost_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function var_nsim_BridgeConditions_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_nsim_BridgeConditions_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 








function varargout = CalculateBridgeConditionANDCost_GUI(varargin) 
%Programmed by Nixon Wonoto 
gui_Singleton = 1; 
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',       mfilename, ... 
                   'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ... 
                   'gui_OpeningFcn', 
@CalculateBridgeConditionANDCost_GUI_OpeningFcn, ... 
                   'gui_OutputFcn',  
@CalculateBridgeConditionANDCost_GUI_OutputFcn, ... 
                   'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ... 
                   'gui_Callback',   []); 
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1}) 
    gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1}); 
end 
if nargout 
    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
else 
    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
end 
function CalculateBridgeConditionANDCost_GUI_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, 
handles, varargin) 
handles.output = hObject; 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
function varargout = CalculateBridgeConditionANDCost_GUI_OutputFcn(hObject, 
eventdata, handles)  
varargout{1} = handles.output; 
function var_nsimBridgeConditions_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_nsimBridgeConditions_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function var_nsimPercentRetrofitCost_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_nsimPercentRetrofitCost_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function btn_bridgeCondition_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 



















ReplCostData_NBI_StructType43A=xlsread('NBI_SC_Bridges.xls', 3, 'A15:A46'); 
ReplCostData_NBI_StructType43B=xlsread('NBI_SC_Bridges.xls', 3, 'B15:B46');  
ReplCostData_NBI_CostModel=xlsread('NBI_SC_Bridges.xls', 3, 'C15:C46');  




        
IndexCostModel=find(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(i,6)==ReplCostData_NBI_StructType43A & 
NBI_UsedBridgeData2(i,7)==ReplCostData_NBI_StructType43B); 
        if isempty(IndexCostModel)==1 
             ReplCost_Bridge_i=mean(ReplCostData_NBI_2018Cost); 
             CostModel_Bridge_i=0; 
        else 
            ReplCost_Bridge_i=ReplCostData_NBI_2018Cost(IndexCostModel); 
            CostModel_Bridge_i=ReplCostData_NBI_CostModel(IndexCostModel); 
        end 
        CostModel_ALLBridge=[CostModel_ALLBridge;CostModel_Bridge_i]; 




CostRepairBridge=BridgeDeckArea.*ReplCostPerft2_ALLBridge; %in US$ 
%% 
PercentRetrofitCost=[ 
   %           S0       S1      S2      S3           Range 
               0        1.3     0.7     2.3          %Low  
               0        3.1     15.4    28.8         %Average 
               0        13.2    64.8    232.9        %High 
    ] 
pdS1 = makedist('Triangular','a',PercentRetrofitCost(1,2),'b',... 
    PercentRetrofitCost(2,2),'c',PercentRetrofitCost(3,2)); 
pdS2 = makedist('Triangular','a',PercentRetrofitCost(1,3),'b',... 





y1 = pdf(pdS1,x1); 


































%CALCULATE PROBABILITY OF FAILURE OF BRIDGES 
bridgesi_retrofitj_condition=[];bridges_condition=[]; 
for i =1:length(Bridge_IndexIntersectTravelPath) 
    bridgesi_retrofitj_condition=[]; 
    bridgesi_condition=[]; 
    
randNumToCompare=(rand(nsim_BridgeConditions,length(bridge_ProbAtLeastCertainDa
mage5{Bridge_IndexIntersectTravelPath(i)})))'; 
    for 
j=1:length(bridge_ProbAtLeastCertainDamage5{Bridge_IndexIntersectTravelPath(i)}
) 
        bridge_condition = 
bridge_ProbAtLeastCertainDamage5{Bridge_IndexIntersectTravelPath(i)}(j,3) > 
randNumToCompare(j,1:end); 
        bridgesi_retrofitj_condition={[Bridge_IndexIntersectTravelPath(i) j 
bridge_condition]}; 
        bridgesi_condition=[bridgesi_condition;bridgesi_retrofitj_condition] 
    end 
    bridges_condition=[bridges_condition;{bridgesi_condition}] 
end 
AllowableTotalRetrofitCost=0.5*(sum(PercentRetrofitCost(3,3)/100*... 



























    arr_elem=path; 
    TravellingNode=nnode; 
    SurroundingNodesID=[]; 
    SurroundingNodesID=[SurroundingNodesID;ActualDepartIndex]; 
    list_paths=[];list_distance=[]; 
    for j=1:3 
        for i=1:length(SurroundingNodesID) 
            
NodeIndexToExamineIfInfinity=find(TravellingNode(:,1)==SurroundingNodesID(i)); 
            if any(TravellingNode(NodeIndexToExamineIfInfinity,:)==inf); 
                continue; 
            end 
            departIndex=SurroundingNodesID(i); 
            [distance, 
shortestPathIndex]=dijkstra(TravellingNode,arr_elem,departIndex,ActualArriveInd
ex) 
            list_paths=[list_paths;{shortestPathIndex}]; 
            list_distance=[list_distance;distance]; 
            stopping=0; 
            intersectionPath=[]; 
            deletedIndex=[]; 
            nextIndex=0; 
            while stopping ~= 1 
                nextIndex=nextIndex+1; 
                intersectionNodeID=shortestPathIndex(nextIndex); 
                
PathIDContainingIntersectSourceNode=find(arr_elem(:,2)==intersectionNodeID); 
                
PathIDContainingIntersectSinkNode=find(arr_elem(:,3)==intersectionNodeID); 
                
intersectionPath=[PathIDContainingIntersectSourceNode;PathIDContainingIntersect
SinkNode];     
                if length(intersectionPath)> 2 
                    found=1; 
                    stopping=1; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
        SurroundingPathID=arr_elem(intersectionPath,:); 
        SurroundingItem1=find(SurroundingPathID(:,2)~=intersectionNodeID); 
        SurroundingItem2=find(SurroundingPathID(:,3)~=intersectionNodeID); 
        SurroundingNodesID=[SurroundingPathID(SurroundingItem2,3); 
SurroundingPathID(SurroundingItem1,2)]; 
        intersectionNodeIndex=find(shortestPathIndex==intersectionNodeID); 
        NodesIDToDelete=shortestPathIndex(1:intersectionNodeIndex); 
        NodesIndexToDelete=[]; 
        for i=1:length(NodesIDToDelete) 
            NodeIndexToDelete=find(TravellingNode(:,1)==NodesIDToDelete(i)); 
            NodesIndexToDelete=[NodesIndexToDelete;NodeIndexToDelete]; 
        end 
        TravellingNode(NodesIndexToDelete,2:3)=inf; 
    end 
    list_distance2=[] 
    list_route=[]; 
    for i=1:size(list_paths,1) 
        [distance2, 
shortestPathIndex2]=dijkstra(nnode,arr_elem,ActualDepartIndex,list_paths{i}(1)) 
        list_distance2=[list_distance2;distance2] 
        route=[shortestPathIndex2 list_paths{i}(2:end)] 




    end 
    distanceSum=list_distance+list_distance2 
    %TAKE ACCOUNT PATHS THAT DO NOT HAVE NODE=[INF INF] AND DO NOT HAVE 
    %DUPLICATES 
    Selected_list_route=[]; 
    Selected_distanceSum=[]; 
    for i=1:size(list_route,1) 
        if distanceSum(i)~=inf 
            Selected_list_route=[Selected_list_route;list_route(i)]; 
            Selected_distanceSum=[Selected_distanceSum;distanceSum(i)]; 
        end 
    end 
    Selected_list_route2=[];Selected_distanceSum2=[]; 
    [C,IA,IC] = uniquetol(Selected_distanceSum) 
    Selected_list_route=Selected_list_route(IA) 
    Selected_distanceSum=Selected_distanceSum(IA) 
    length_UNIQUEnnode=length(unique(nnode(:,2))); 
    arr_Bridgecoloring=[];  
    routeNum=0; 
    for i=1:size(Selected_list_route,1) 
        figure_num=figure_num+1; figure(figure_num);clf       
        plot_road; 
        set_legend=[]; 
        routeNum=routeNum+1; 
        for j=1:length_UNIQUEnnode 
            plot1=plot(nnode(j,2),nnode(j,3),'b.','DisplayName','Road Node'); 
            hold on 
        end 
        for j=1:length_UNIQUEnnode 
            plot2=plot(nnode(j,2),nnode(j,3),'b.','DisplayName','Road Node'); 
            hold on 
        end 
        for j=1:size(Selected_list_route{i},2) 
            x_NodeSeti_memberj= 
nnode(find(nnode(:,1)==Selected_list_route{i}(j)),2); 
            y_NodeSeti_memberj= 
nnode(find(nnode(:,1)==Selected_list_route{i}(j)),3); 
            if any(BrIndexAtnnode == Selected_list_route{i}(j)) 
                infrastructureColor='r'; 
                legendName='Travelled Bridge'; 
                
plotbridge=plot(x_NodeSeti_memberj,y_NodeSeti_memberj,'MarkerEdgeColor',infrast
ructureColor,... 
                    'Marker','.','MarkerSize',20,... 
                    'DisplayName',legendName); 
            else 
                infrastructureColor='g'; 
                legendName='Travelled Road'; 
                
plotroad=plot(x_NodeSeti_memberj,y_NodeSeti_memberj,'MarkerEdgeColor',infrastru
ctureColor,... 
                    'Marker','.','MarkerSize',5,... 
                    'DisplayName',legendName); 
            end 
            hold on 
        end 
          
plot_startPoint=plot(nnode(ActualDepartIndex,2),nnode(ActualDepartIndex,3),'.m'
,'MarkerSize',30,'DisplayName','departure point'); 




          
plot_endPoint=plot(nnode(ActualArriveIndex,2),nnode(ActualArriveIndex,3),'.c','
MarkerSize',30,'DisplayName','arrival point'); 
           hold on 
        title(strcat('Path Option ', num2str(routeNum),... 
            ' , Travel Distance= ', num2str(Selected_distanceSum(i)))); 
        set_legend=[set_legend plotbridge plotroad plot_startPoint 
plot_endPoint]; 
        xlabel('UTM X');ylabel('UTM Y');legend([plot1 set_legend],'Location', 
'southeast'); 
         
    end 
    assignin('base','Selected_list_route',Selected_list_route); 
end 
%Programmed by Nixon Wonoto 
if optModel==2 
    j=NBI_UsedBridgeData2(:,14) 
Bridge_IndexIntersectTravelPath=find(j>=5 & j<=28) 
    AllowableTotalRetrofitCost=0.5*(sum(PercentRetrofitCost(3,3)/100*... 
        CostRepairBridge(Bridge_IndexIntersectTravelPath))) 
    arr_elem=path; 
    TravellingNode=nnode; 
    NBI_UsedBridgeData2(:,10); 
    BridgeScore_centrality=zeros(length(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(:,10)),1); 
    for i=1:length(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(:,10)) 
        for j=1:length(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(:,10)) 
            [BCdistance, 
BCshortestPathIndex]=dijkstra(TravellingNode,arr_elem,NBI_UsedBridgeData2(i,10)
,NBI_UsedBridgeData2(j,10)); 
            
[Lia,Locb]=ismember(BCshortestPathIndex,NBI_UsedBridgeData2(:,10));%if any 
shortestpath nodes is in bridge list 
            Locb(Locb==0)=[]; 
            BridgeScore_centrality(Locb)=BridgeScore_centrality(Locb)+1; 
        end 
        i 
    end 
     maxCentral=sum(BridgeScore_centrality) 
    
    Bridge_readNBI_historicalImportance=xlsread('NBI_SC_Bridges.xls', 1, 
'AO5:AO9342'); 
    Bridge_NBI_historical=6-
Bridge_readNBI_historicalImportance(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(:,1)); 
     maxHS=sum(Bridge_NBI_historical);    
  
    Bridge_ADT=NBI_UsedBridgeData2(:,13); 
     maxADT=sum(Bridge_ADT);  
    %CALCULATE PROBABILITY OF FAILURE OF BRIDGES 
    bridgesi_retrofitj_condition=[];bridges_condition=[]; 
    for i =1:length(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(:,1)) 
        bridgesi_retrofitj_condition=[]; 
        bridgesi_condition=[]; 
        
randNumToCompare=(rand(nsim_BridgeConditions,length(bridge_ProbAtLeastCertainDa
mage5{i})))'; 
        for j=1:length(bridge_ProbAtLeastCertainDamage5{i})            
            bridge_condition = bridge_ProbAtLeastCertainDamage5{i}(j,3) > 
randNumToCompare(j,1:end); 




            
bridgesi_condition=[bridgesi_condition;bridgesi_retrofitj_condition]             
        end        
        bridges_condition=[bridges_condition;{bridgesi_condition}] 
    end 
    %%   
    assignin('base','maxCentral',maxCentral); 
    assignin('base','Bridge_NBI_historical',Bridge_NBI_historical); 
    assignin('base','Bridge_ADT',Bridge_ADT); 
    assignin('base','BridgeScore_centrality',BridgeScore_centrality); 
    assignin('base','maxHS',maxHS); 
    assignin('base','maxADT',maxADT);    
    assignin('base','bridges_condition',bridges_condition); 
    
assignin('base','Bridge_IndexIntersectTravelPath',Bridge_IndexIntersectTravelPa
th);  
    assignin('base','nsim_BridgeConditions',nsim_BridgeConditions);   





function varargout = Optimization_GUI(varargin) 
%Programmed by Nixon Wonoto 
gui_Singleton = 1; 
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',       mfilename, ... 
                   'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ... 
                   'gui_OpeningFcn', @Optimization_GUI_OpeningFcn, ... 
                   'gui_OutputFcn',  @Optimization_GUI_OutputFcn, ... 
                   'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ... 
                   'gui_Callback',   []); 
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1}) 
    gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1}); 
end 
if nargout 
    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
else 
    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
end 
function Optimization_GUI_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
handles.output = hObject; 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
function varargout = Optimization_GUI_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)  
varargout{1} = handles.output; 
function txt_RetrofitStrategy_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function txt_RetrofitStrategy_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function btn_CalculateObjFun_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 




















if any(Variable_StrategyRetrofit < 1 | Variable_StrategyRetrofit > 8) 
    error_message2='Please input between 1 to 8'; 
    set(handles.txt_Result1RunObjFun,'string','Please input between 1 to 8'); 
elseif length(Variable_StrategyRetrofit) < 
length(Bridge_IndexIntersectTravelPath) | length(Variable_StrategyRetrofit) > 
length(Bridge_IndexIntersectTravelPath) 
    error_message2=strcat('total bridges= 
',num2str(length(Bridge_IndexIntersectTravelPath)), ' , number of inputs must 
equal number of bridges'); 
    set(handles.txt_Result1RunObjFun,'string',error_message2); 
else     
    DataToExcel=str2num(get(handles.var_DataToExcel,'string')); 







        weight_ADT=str2num(get(handles.var_weight_ADT,'string')); 
        weight_HS=str2num(get(handles.var_weight_HS,'string')); 
        weight_Central=str2num(get(handles.var_weight_Central,'string'));                    
        if isempty(weight_ADT) | isnan(weight_ADT) | isempty(weight_HS) | 
isnan(weight_HS) | isempty(weight_Central) | isnan(weight_Central) 
            weight_ADT=1; 
            weight_HS=1; 
            weight_Central=1; 
            set(handles.var_weight_ADT,'string',num2str(weight_ADT)); 
            set(handles.var_weight_HS,'string',num2str(weight_HS)); 
            set(handles.var_weight_Central,'string',num2str(weight_Central)); 
            set(handles.txt_Result1RunObjFun,'string','now running program'); 
            Objfun_RetrofitCost_Pf; 
            objfun_results=strcat('sum of score= 
',num2str(objfun1_BridgeScore),' || TotalRetrofitCost= 
',num2str(TotalRetrofitCost)); 
            set(handles.txt_Result1RunObjFun,'string',objfun_results); 
            if DataToExcel==1 
                filename = 'dataANDresults_fromGUI.xlsx'; 
                arr_damagedADTopt=arr_damagedADT; 
                arr_damagedHSopt=arr_damagedHS; 
                arr_damagedCentralopt=arr_damagedCentral; 
                arr_RetrofitCostopt=CostRetrofit; 
                Pf_bridgesConditionopt=Pf_bridgesCondition; 
                Variable_StrategyRetrofitopt=Variable_StrategyRetrofit; 
                
Variable_StrategyRetrofit=(ones(1,size(NBI_UsedBridgeData2,1)))' 
                Objfun_RetrofitCost_Pf 
                arr_damagedADTdoNothing=arr_damagedADT; 
                arr_damagedHSdoNothing=arr_damagedHS; 




                Pf_bridgesConditiondoNothing=Pf_bridgesCondition; 
                ComparingResults=[(1:size(NBI_UsedBridgeData2,1))' 
NBI_UsedBridgeData2(:,2) Variable_StrategyRetrofitopt 
Pf_bridgesConditiondoNothing Pf_bridgesConditionopt... 
                    Bridge_ADT arr_damagedADTdoNothing arr_damagedADTopt... 
                    Bridge_NBI_historical arr_damagedHSdoNothing 
arr_damagedHSopt... 
                    BridgeScore_centrality arr_damagedCentraldoNothing 
arr_damagedCentralopt arr_RetrofitCostopt]; 
                
Title_Results={'Order','NBI_StructNumber','Variable_StrategyRetrofitopt','Pf_br
idgesConditionDamageddoNothing','Pf_bridgesConditionWhenopt'... 
                    'UndamagedADT', 
'DamagedADTdoNothing','DamagedADTOptRetrofit'... 
                    
'UndamagedHS','DamagedHSdoNothing','DamagedHSOptRetrofit'... 
                    
'UndamagedCentral','DamagedCentraldoNothing','DamagedCentralOptRetrofit','Retro
fitCostForOpt'}; 
                xlswrite(filename,Title_Results,2,'A1:O1'); 
                xlswrite(filename,ComparingResults,2,'A2');  
            end 
        elseif sum([weight_ADT weight_HS weight_Central])~=3 
            set(handles.txt_Result1RunObjFun,'string','Error. The sum(weightADT 
weightHS weightC) must= 3'); 
        else 
            set(handles.txt_Result1RunObjFun,'string','now running program'); 
            Objfun_RetrofitCost_Pf; 
            objfun_results=strcat('sum of score= 
',num2str(objfun1_BridgeScore),' || TotalRetrofitCost= 
',num2str(TotalRetrofitCost)); 
            set(handles.txt_Result1RunObjFun,'string',objfun_results); 
            if DataToExcel==1 
                filename = 'dataANDresults_fromGUI.xlsx'; 
                arr_damagedADTopt=arr_damagedADT; 
                arr_damagedHSopt=arr_damagedHS; 
                arr_damagedCentralopt=arr_damagedCentral; 
                arr_RetrofitCostopt=CostRetrofit; 
                Pf_bridgesConditionopt=Pf_bridgesCondition; 
                Variable_StrategyRetrofitopt=Variable_StrategyRetrofit; 
                
Variable_StrategyRetrofit=(ones(1,size(NBI_UsedBridgeData2,1)))' 
                Objfun_RetrofitCost_Pf 
                arr_damagedADTdoNothing=arr_damagedADT; 
                arr_damagedHSdoNothing=arr_damagedHS; 
                arr_damagedCentraldoNothing=arr_damagedCentral; 
                Pf_bridgesConditiondoNothing=Pf_bridgesCondition; 
                ComparingResults=[(1:size(NBI_UsedBridgeData2,1))' 
NBI_UsedBridgeData2(:,2) Variable_StrategyRetrofitopt 
Pf_bridgesConditiondoNothing Pf_bridgesConditionopt... 
                    Bridge_ADT arr_damagedADTdoNothing arr_damagedADTopt... 
                    Bridge_NBI_historical arr_damagedHSdoNothing 
arr_damagedHSopt... 
                    BridgeScore_centrality arr_damagedCentraldoNothing 
arr_damagedCentralopt arr_RetrofitCostopt]; 
                
Title_Results={'Order','NBI_StructNumber','Variable_StrategyRetrofitopt','Pf_br
idgesConditionDamageddoNothing','Pf_bridgesConditionWhenopt'... 





                    
'UndamagedHS','DamagedHSdoNothing','DamagedHSOptRetrofit'... 
                    
'UndamagedCentral','DamagedCentraldoNothing','DamagedCentralOptRetrofit','Retro
fitCostForOpt'};     
                xlswrite(filename,Title_Results,2,'A1:O1'); 
                xlswrite(filename,ComparingResults,2,'A2');                 
            end 
        end 
    elseif optModel==1         
        set(handles.txt_Result1RunObjFun,'string','now running program'); 
        Objfun_RetrofitCost_Pf; 
        objfun_results=strcat('pf travel= ',num2str(PfTravel),' || 
TotalRetrofitCost= ',num2str(TotalRetrofitCost)); 
        set(handles.txt_Result1RunObjFun,'string',objfun_results); 
        if DataToExcel==1 
            filename = 'dataANDresults_fromGUI.xlsx';             
            arr_RetrofitCostopt=CostRetrofit; 
            Pf_bridgesConditionopt=Pf_bridgesCondition; 
            Variable_StrategyRetrofitopt=Variable_StrategyRetrofit; 
            
Variable_StrategyRetrofit=(ones(1,size(Bridge_IndexIntersectTravelPath,1)))' 
            Objfun_RetrofitCost_Pf 
            Pf_bridgesConditionDoNothing=Pf_bridgesCondition; 
            ComparingResults=[(1:size(Bridge_IndexIntersectTravelPath,1))' 
NBI_UsedBridgeData2(Bridge_IndexIntersectTravelPath,2) 
Variable_StrategyRetrofitopt... 
                 Pf_bridgesConditionDoNothing Pf_bridgesConditionopt 
arr_RetrofitCostopt]; 
            Title_Results={'Order','NBI_StructNumber', 
'Variable_StrategyRetrofitopt', ... 
                'Pf_bridgesConditionDamageddoNothing', 
'Pf_bridgesConditionWhenopt','RetrofitCostForOpt'}; 
            xlswrite(filename,Title_Results,3,'A1:F1'); 
            xlswrite(filename,ComparingResults,3,'A2'); 
        end 
    end 
end 
function var_NumParetoPoints_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_NumParetoPoints_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function var_LBvalue_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_LBvalue_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function var_UBvalue_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_UBvalue_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function var_MaxGen_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_MaxGen_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 





    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function var_NumPop_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_NumPop_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function var_CrossOver_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_CrossOver_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function var_ElitismRate_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_ElitismRate_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function var_MutationRate_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_MutationRate_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function var_WeightObjfun_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_WeightObjfun_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function btn_RunGA_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

















if LBvalue>8 | LBvalue<1 
    set(handles.txt_ResultGA,'string','please input LB value between 1 and 8'); 
elseif UBvalue>8 | UBvalue<1 
    set(handles.txt_ResultGA,'string','please input UB value between 1 and 8'); 
else 
    max_generation=str2num(get(handles.var_MaxGen,'string')); 
    num_population=str2num(get(handles.var_NumPop,'string')); 
    crossover_method=str2num(get(handles.var_CrossOver,'string')); 
    elitism_rate=str2num(get(handles.var_ElitismRate,'string')); 




    weightObjfun1=str2num(get(handles.var_WeightObjfun,'string')); 
    plotresult=1;    
    var_AllowableRetrofitCost = 
str2num(get(handles.var_AllowableRetrofitCost,'string')); 
    if isempty(var_AllowableRetrofitCost) | isnan(var_AllowableRetrofitCost) 
        AllowableTotalRetrofitCost=evalin('base','AllowableTotalRetrofitCost') 
        
set(handles.var_AllowableRetrofitCost,'string',num2str(AllowableTotalRetrofitCo
st)); 
    else 
        AllowableTotalRetrofitCost= var_AllowableRetrofitCost;           
    end 
    AllowableTotalRetrofitCost       







        weight_ADT=str2num(get(handles.var_weight_ADT,'string')); 
        weight_HS=str2num(get(handles.var_weight_HS,'string')); 
        weight_Central=str2num(get(handles.var_weight_Central,'string')); 
        if isempty(weight_ADT) | isnan(weight_ADT) | isempty(weight_HS) | 
isnan(weight_HS) | isempty(weight_Central) | isnan(weight_Central) 
            weight_ADT=1; 
            weight_HS=1; 
            weight_Central=1; 
            set(handles.var_weight_ADT,'string',num2str(weight_ADT)); 
            set(handles.var_weight_HS,'string',num2str(weight_HS)); 
            set(handles.var_weight_Central,'string',num2str(weight_Central)); 
            GA12_uniqueElitism_GUI 
            opt_objfun1=store_data(size(store_data,1),5); 
            opt_objfun2=store_data(size(store_data,1),9); 
            opt_variables=store_data(size(store_data,1),10:end); 
            opt_results=strcat('opt_objfun1= ',num2str(opt_objfun1),' || 
opt_objfun2= ',num2str(opt_objfun2), ' || opt_variables= 
',num2str(opt_variables)); 
            set(handles.txt_ResultGA,'string',opt_results); 
            assignin('base','figure_num',figure_num);    
            assignin('base','weight_ADT',weight_ADT); 
            assignin('base','weight_HS',weight_HS); 
            assignin('base','weight_Central',weight_Central); 
        elseif sum([weight_ADT weight_HS weight_Central])~=3             
            set(handles.txt_ResultGA,'string','Error. The sum(weightADT 
weightHS weightC) must= 3'); 
        else 
            GA12_uniqueElitism_GUI 
            opt_objfun1=store_data(size(store_data,1),5); 
            opt_objfun2=store_data(size(store_data,1),9); 
            opt_variables=store_data(size(store_data,1),10:end); 
            opt_results=strcat('opt_objfun1= ',num2str(opt_objfun1),' || 
opt_objfun2= ',num2str(opt_objfun2), ' || opt_variables= 
',num2str(opt_variables)); 
            set(handles.txt_ResultGA,'string',opt_results); 
            assignin('base','figure_num',figure_num);  
            assignin('base','weight_ADT',weight_ADT); 
            assignin('base','weight_HS',weight_HS); 
            assignin('base','weight_Central',weight_Central); 




    elseif optModel==1 
        GA12_uniqueElitism_GUI         
        opt_objfun1=store_data(size(store_data,1),5); 
        opt_objfun2=store_data(size(store_data,1),9); 
        opt_variables=store_data(size(store_data,1),10:end);         
        opt_results=strcat('opt_objfun1= ',num2str(opt_objfun1),' || 
opt_objfun2= ',num2str(opt_objfun2), ' || opt_variables= 
',num2str(opt_variables));  
        set(handles.txt_ResultGA,'string',opt_results); 
        assignin('base','figure_num',figure_num); 
    end     
end 
function btn_GeneratePareto_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 


















if LBvalue>8 | LBvalue<1 
    set(handles.txt_ResultGA,'string','please input LB value between 1 and 8'); 
elseif UBvalue>8 | UBvalue<1 
    set(handles.txt_ResultGA,'string','please input UB value between 1 and 8'); 
else 
    max_generation=str2num(get(handles.var_MaxGen,'string')); 
    num_population=str2num(get(handles.var_NumPop,'string')); 
    crossover_method=str2num(get(handles.var_CrossOver,'string')); 
    elitism_rate=str2num(get(handles.var_ElitismRate,'string')); 
    mutation_rate=str2num(get(handles.var_MutationRate,'string'));   
    var_AllowableRetrofitCost = 
str2num(get(handles.var_AllowableRetrofitCost,'string')); 
    if isempty(var_AllowableRetrofitCost) | isnan(var_AllowableRetrofitCost) 
        AllowableTotalRetrofitCost=evalin('base','AllowableTotalRetrofitCost') 
        
set(handles.var_AllowableRetrofitCost,'string',num2str(AllowableTotalRetrofitCo
st)); 
    else 
        AllowableTotalRetrofitCost= var_AllowableRetrofitCost;    
    end 
    AllowableTotalRetrofitCost 
    if optModel==2 










        weight_HS=str2num(get(handles.var_weight_HS,'string')); 
        weight_Central=str2num(get(handles.var_weight_Central,'string'));    
        if isempty(weight_ADT) | isnan(weight_ADT) | isempty(weight_HS) | 
isnan(weight_HS) | isempty(weight_Central) | isnan(weight_Central) 
            weight_ADT=1; 
            weight_HS=1; 
            weight_Central=1; 
            set(handles.var_weight_ADT,'string',num2str(weight_ADT)); 
            set(handles.var_weight_HS,'string',num2str(weight_HS)); 
            set(handles.var_weight_Central,'string',num2str(weight_Central)); 
            plotresult=str2num(get(handles.var_PlotGAiterations,'string')); 
            numDataPoints=str2num(get(handles.var_NumParetoPoints,'string')); 
            ParetoPlot_IterativelyRunGA_GUI; 
            set(handles.txt_QueriedParetoPoint,'string','Finished generating 
Pareto Frontier'); 
            assignin('base','numDataPoints',numDataPoints); 
            assignin('base','arr_paretoData',arr_paretoData); 
            assignin('base','figure_num',figure_num); 
            assignin('base','weight_ADT',weight_ADT); 
            assignin('base','weight_HS',weight_HS); 
            assignin('base','weight_Central',weight_Central); 
        elseif sum([weight_ADT weight_HS weight_Central])~=3 
            set(handles.txt_QueriedParetoPoint,'string','Error. The 
sum(weightADT weightHS weightC) must= 3'); 
        else 
            plotresult=str2num(get(handles.var_PlotGAiterations,'string')); 
            numDataPoints=str2num(get(handles.var_NumParetoPoints,'string')); 
            ParetoPlot_IterativelyRunGA_GUI; 
            set(handles.txt_QueriedParetoPoint,'string','Finished generating 
Pareto Frontier'); 
            assignin('base','numDataPoints',numDataPoints); 
            assignin('base','arr_paretoData',arr_paretoData); 
            assignin('base','figure_num',figure_num); 
            assignin('base','weight_ADT',weight_ADT); 
            assignin('base','weight_HS',weight_HS); 
            assignin('base','weight_Central',weight_Central); 
        end 
    elseif optModel==1 
        plotresult=str2num(get(handles.var_PlotGAiterations,'string')); 
        numDataPoints=str2num(get(handles.var_NumParetoPoints,'string')); 
        ParetoPlot_IterativelyRunGA_GUI; 
        set(handles.txt_QueriedParetoPoint,'string','Finished generating Pareto 
Frontier'); 
        assignin('base','numDataPoints',numDataPoints); 
        assignin('base','arr_paretoData',arr_paretoData); 
        assignin('base','figure_num',figure_num); 
    end        
end 
function var_QueryParetoPoint_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_QueryParetoPoint_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function var_PlotGAiterations_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_PlotGAiterations_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 





function pushbutton4_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function btn_QueryParetoPoints_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)     
    numDataPoints=evalin('base','numDataPoints'); 
    arr_paretoData=evalin('base','arr_paretoData'); 
    figure_num=evalin('base','figure_num');  
    QueryParetoPoint=str2num(get(handles.var_QueryParetoPoint,'string')); 
    if QueryParetoPoint<1 | QueryParetoPoint>numDataPoints 
        set(handles.txt_QueriedParetoPoint,'string', strcat('please input 
between 1 to ', num2str(numDataPoints))); 
    else 
        
paretoPointRetrofitVariablesToShow=arr_paretoData(QueryParetoPoint,4:end); 
        set(handles.txt_QueriedParetoPoint,'string',strcat('Optimum candidate 
ID= ',... 
            num2str(QueryParetoPoint), '= ', 
num2str(paretoPointRetrofitVariablesToShow))); 
    end 
function txt_ShowQuery_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function txt_ShowQuery_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function edit17_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function edit17_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function txt_QueriedParetoPoint_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function txt_QueriedParetoPoint_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function txt_ResultGA_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function txt_ResultGA_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function var_AllowableRetrofitCost_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_AllowableRetrofitCost_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function var_weight_ADT_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_weight_ADT_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function var_weight_HS_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_weight_HS_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 




function var_weight_Central_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function var_DataToExcel_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function var_DataToExcel_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 





%Programmed by Nixon Wonoto 
if optModel==1   
    CostRetrofit=[]; 
    %COMPUTE RETROFIT COST AS FUNCTION STRATEGY 
    for i = 1:length(Bridge_IndexIntersectTravelPath) 
        %RETROFIT COST AS FUNCTION STRATEGY 
        if Variable_StrategyRetrofit(i)==1  
            CostRetrofit=[CostRetrofit; 
PercentRetrofitCost(2,1)*CostRepairBridge(Bridge_IndexIntersectTravelPath(i))]; 
        elseif any(Variable_StrategyRetrofit(i)==[4 5])==1  
            CostRetrofit=[CostRetrofit; 
mean(TriangRandNum_S1*CostRepairBridge(Bridge_IndexIntersectTravelPath(i)))]; 
        elseif any(Variable_StrategyRetrofit(i)==[2 3 6 7 8])==1  
            CostRetrofit=[CostRetrofit; 
mean(TriangRandNum_S2*CostRepairBridge(Bridge_IndexIntersectTravelPath(i)))]; 
        end 
    end 
    CostRetrofit2=[Bridge_IndexIntersectTravelPath 
NBI_UsedBridgeData2(Bridge_IndexIntersectTravelPath,2) 
Variable_StrategyRetrofit CostRetrofit]; 
    CostRetrofit2_Table=array2table(CostRetrofit2,... 
        
'VariableNames',{'BridgeIndex','BridgeStructNumber','RetrofitStrategy','Retrofi
tCost'}); 
    %--------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------- 
    %RETROFIT COST AND PROB. OF EXCEEDENCE AS FUNCTION STRATEGY 
    
bridge_ProbAtLeastCertainDamage6=bridge_ProbAtLeastCertainDamage5(Bridge_IndexI
ntersectTravelPath); 
    bridge_ProbAtLeastCertainDamage7_StrategyImplemented=[]; 
    for i=1:length(Bridge_IndexIntersectTravelPath) 
        
bridge_ProbAtLeastCertainDamage7_StrategyImplemented=[bridge_ProbAtLeastCertain
Damage7_StrategyImplemented;... 
            
bridge_ProbAtLeastCertainDamage6{i}(Variable_StrategyRetrofit(i),:)]; 
    end 
    Bridge_CostAndPfWithRetrofit=[Bridge_IndexIntersectTravelPath 
NBI_UsedBridgeData2(Bridge_IndexIntersectTravelPath,2)... 






    
Bridge_CostAndPfWithRetrofit_Table=array2table(Bridge_CostAndPfWithRetrofit,... 
        
'VariableNames',{'BridgeIndex','BridgeStructNumber','ADT','RetrofitStrategy','R
etrofitCost'... 
        'ExceedSlight','ExceedModerate','ExceedExtensive','Complete' }); 
    TotalRetrofitCost=sum(Bridge_CostAndPfWithRetrofit(:,5)); 
    bridges_condition_StrategyImplemented=[]; 
    for i =1:length(Bridge_IndexIntersectTravelPath(:,1)) 
        
bridges_condition_StrategyImplemented=[bridges_condition_StrategyImplemented;br
idges_condition{i}{Variable_StrategyRetrofit(i)}]; 
    end 
    bridges_condition_StrategyImplemented; 
    ArrPfNode=[]; 
    for i=1:size(bridges_condition_StrategyImplemented,1) 
        PfNode= [bridges_condition_StrategyImplemented(i,1), 
sum(bridges_condition_StrategyImplemented(i,2:end))]; 
        ArrPfNode=[ArrPfNode;PfNode]; 
    end 
    sumHorizontally=sum(bridges_condition_StrategyImplemented(:,2:end),2); 
    sumHorizontally; 
    Pf_bridgesCondition=sumHorizontally/nsim_BridgeConditions  




    CostRetrofit=[]; 
    %COMPUTE RETROFIT COST AS FUNCTION STRATEGY 
    for i = 1:length(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(:,1)) 
        %RETROFIT COST AS FUNCTION STRATEGY 
        if Variable_StrategyRetrofit(i)==1  
            CostRetrofit=[CostRetrofit; 
PercentRetrofitCost(2,1)*CostRepairBridge(i)]; 
        elseif any(Variable_StrategyRetrofit(i)==[4 5])==1  
            CostRetrofit=[CostRetrofit; 
mean(TriangRandNum_S1*CostRepairBridge(i))]; 
        elseif any(Variable_StrategyRetrofit(i)==[2 3 6 7 8])==1  
            CostRetrofit=[CostRetrofit; 
mean(TriangRandNum_S2*CostRepairBridge(i))]; 
        end 
    end 
    bridge_ProbAtLeastCertainDamage6=bridge_ProbAtLeastCertainDamage5; 
    bridge_ProbAtLeastCertainDamage7_StrategyImplemented=[]; 
    for i=1:length(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(:,1)) 
        
bridge_ProbAtLeastCertainDamage7_StrategyImplemented=[bridge_ProbAtLeastCertain
Damage7_StrategyImplemented;... 
            
bridge_ProbAtLeastCertainDamage6{i}(Variable_StrategyRetrofit(i),:)]; 
    end 
    Bridge_CostAndPfWithRetrofit=[(1:length(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(:,1)))' 
NBI_UsedBridgeData2(:,2)... 
        NBI_UsedBridgeData2(:,13) Variable_StrategyRetrofit CostRetrofit 
bridge_ProbAtLeastCertainDamage7_StrategyImplemented]; 
    
Bridge_CostAndPfWithRetrofit_Table=array2table(Bridge_CostAndPfWithRetrofit,... 






        'ExceedSlight','ExceedModerate','ExceedExtensive','Complete' }); 
    TotalRetrofitCost=sum(Bridge_CostAndPfWithRetrofit(:,5)); 
    %BRIDGES CONDITION AFTER RETROFIT STRATEGY IMPLEMENTED [METHOD WHERE MONTE 
CARLO RUN ONCE IN WHOLE PROGRAM] 
    bridges_condition_StrategyImplemented=[]; 
    for i =1:length(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(:,1)) 
        
bridges_condition_StrategyImplemented=[bridges_condition_StrategyImplemented;br
idges_condition{i}{Variable_StrategyRetrofit(i)}]; 
    end 
    bridges_condition_StrategyImplemented; 
    ArrPfNode=[]; 
    for i=1:size(bridges_condition_StrategyImplemented,1) 
        PfNode= [bridges_condition_StrategyImplemented(i,1), 
sum(bridges_condition_StrategyImplemented(i,2:end))]; 
        ArrPfNode=[ArrPfNode;PfNode]; 
    end 
    sumHorizontally=sum(bridges_condition_StrategyImplemented(:,2:end),2); 
    sumHorizontally; 
    Pf_bridgesCondition=sumHorizontally/nsim_BridgeConditions;   
    norm_BridgeScore_Pf=Pf_bridgesCondition; 
    BridgeScore_Pf=norm_BridgeScore_Pf; 
    maxPf=length(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(:,1)); 
    minPf=0; 
   arr_damagedADT=[]; 
   arr_damagedHS=[]; 
   arr_damagedCentral=[]; 
   for i = 1:length(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(:,1)) 
       damagedADT= ((1- Pf_bridgesCondition(i))*Bridge_ADT(i)); 
       damagedHS=((1- Pf_bridgesCondition(i))*Bridge_NBI_historical(i)); 
       damagedCentral=((1- Pf_bridgesCondition(i))*BridgeScore_centrality(i)); 
        
       arr_damagedADT=[arr_damagedADT;damagedADT]; 
       arr_damagedHS=[arr_damagedHS;damagedHS]; 
       arr_damagedCentral=[arr_damagedCentral;damagedCentral]; 
   end 
   score_damagedADT=weight_ADT*(sum(arr_damagedADT)/maxADT); 
   score_damagedHS=weight_HS*(sum(arr_damagedHS)/maxHS); 
   score_damagedCentral=weight_Central*(sum(arr_damagedCentral)/maxCentral); 
     
    objfun1_BridgeScore=sum([score_damagedADT score_damagedHS 
score_damagedCentral]) 





%Programmed by Nixon Wonoto 
start_time=clock; 
if optModel==1 
    lb=ones(1,length(Bridge_IndexIntersectTravelPath)); 
    ub=8*ones(1,length(Bridge_IndexIntersectTravelPath)); 
elseif optModel==2 
    lb=ones(1,length(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(:,1))); 
    ub=8*ones(1,length(NBI_UsedBridgeData2(:,1))); 
end 
elitism_active=1; 







    ub_numdigits=numel(num2str(ub(i))); 
    ub_coma=strfind(num2str(ub(i)),'.'); 
    power_n=ub_numdigits-ub_coma; 
    if isempty(ub_coma) 
        power_n=0; 
    end 
    ub_integer=ub(i)*(10^power_n); 
    ub_int=dec2bin(ub_integer); 
    ub_int_numdigits=numel(num2str(ub_int)); 
    ub_int_numdigits_vect=[ub_int_numdigits_vect;ub_int_numdigits]; 
    power_n_vect=[power_n_vect;power_n]; 
end 
%% 




    individual=[]; 
    for j=1:size(ub,2) 
        ub_coma=strfind(num2str(ub(j)),'.') 
        if isempty(ub_coma) 
            var_j=randi([lb(j) ub(j)]); 
        else 
            rr=rand(1,1); 
            var_j=ub(j)*rr+(1-rr)*lb(j); 
        end 
        individual=[individual,var_j] 
    end 
    pop=[pop;individual]; 
end 
pop; 
%BEGIN GENETIC ALGORITHM 
GA_done=0; 
iteration=0; 






    iteration=iteration+1; 
    %BINARY OF INITIAL POPULATION 
    round_pop=[]; 
    round_pop_vect=[]; 
    int_round_pop_vect=[]; 
    bin_pop=[]; 
    for i=1:size(ub,2) 
        round_pop=pop(:,i); 
        round_pop=round(round_pop,power_n_vect(i)); 
        if any(round_pop>8)==1 || any(round_pop<1)==1 
            round_pop(round_pop>8 | round_pop<1)=randi([1 8], 1,1) 
        end  
        round_pop_vect=[round_pop_vect,round_pop];               
        int_round_pop=round_pop*10.^power_n_vect(i); 
        int_round_pop_vect=[int_round_pop_vect,int_round_pop]; 
        int_round_pop_vect_j=int_round_pop_vect(:,i); 
        bin_pop_i=dec2bin(int_round_pop_vect_j,ub_int_numdigits_vect(i)); 




        bin_pop=[bin_pop, cell_bin_pop_i]; 
    end 
    %CALCULATE FITNESS 
    objfun_set=[]; 
    arrPfTravel=[]; 
    arr_objfun1_BridgeScore=[]; 
    arrTotalRetro=[];   
    for i_obj = 1:size(round_pop_vect,1) 
        %CALCULATE VALUE OF FITNESS 
        Variable_StrategyRetrofit=(round_pop_vect(i_obj,:))'; 
        if any(Variable_StrategyRetrofit>8) ==1 
            Variable_StrategyRetrofit(Variable_StrategyRetrofit>8)=1; 
        end 
        if any(Variable_StrategyRetrofit<1) ==1 
            Variable_StrategyRetrofit(Variable_StrategyRetrofit<1)=1; 
        end 
        Objfun_RetrofitCost_Pf;      
        %DEFINE VARIABLE CONSTRAINTS 
        if optModel==1 
            if any(Variable_StrategyRetrofit>8) ==1 
                PfTravel=1; 
                TotalRetrofitCost=AllowableTotalRetrofitCost; 
            end 
            if any(Variable_StrategyRetrofit<1) ==1 
                PfTravel=1; 
                TotalRetrofitCost=AllowableTotalRetrofitCost; 
            end 
            %DEFINE CONDITIONS OF CONSTRAINTS AND PENALTIES 
            if TotalRetrofitCost > AllowableTotalRetrofitCost 
                PfTravel=1; 
                TotalRetrofitCost=AllowableTotalRetrofitCost; 
            end 
            arrPfTravel=[arrPfTravel;PfTravel]; 
            arrTotalRetro=[arrTotalRetro;TotalRetrofitCost]; 
            data_analysis={num2str([iteration, Variable_StrategyRetrofit', 
PfTravel, TotalRetrofitCost])};  
            store_data_analysis=[store_data_analysis;data_analysis]; 
        elseif optModel==2 
            if any(Variable_StrategyRetrofit>8) ==1 || 
any(Variable_StrategyRetrofit<1) ==1 
                objfun1_BridgeScore=0.01; 
                TotalRetrofitCost=AllowableTotalRetrofitCost; 
                violateConstraint=1; 
            else 
                violateConstraint=0; 
            end 
            if TotalRetrofitCost > AllowableTotalRetrofitCost 
                objfun1_BridgeScore=0.1; 
                TotalRetrofitCost=AllowableTotalRetrofitCost;     
            end           
            
arr_objfun1_BridgeScore=[arr_objfun1_BridgeScore;objfun1_BridgeScore]; 
            arrTotalRetro=[arrTotalRetro;TotalRetrofitCost]; 
            data_analysis={num2str([iteration, Variable_StrategyRetrofit', 
objfun1_BridgeScore', TotalRetrofitCost])};  
            store_data_analysis=[store_data_analysis;data_analysis]; 
  
            data_analysis2={num2str([iteration, objfun1_BridgeScore', 
TotalRetrofitCost violateConstraint])}; 




        end                         
    end 
    if optModel==1 
        arr_objfun1=arrPfTravel; 
    elseif optModel==2 
        arr_objfun1=arr_objfun1_BridgeScore; 
    end    
    for i=1:length(arr_objfun1) 
        if optModel==1 
            normTotalRetro=((arrTotalRetro(i)-0)/(AllowableTotalRetrofitCost-
0)); 
            normPfTravel=(arrPfTravel(i)-0)/(1-0); 
            objfun=1/(1+(weightObjfun1*normPfTravel+... 
                (1-weightObjfun1)*normTotalRetro)); 
        elseif optModel==2 
            normTotalRetro=((arrTotalRetro(i)-0)/(AllowableTotalRetrofitCost-
0))*3'; 
            objfun=  weightObjfun1*arr_objfun1_BridgeScore(i)+... 
                1/(1+(1-weightObjfun1)*normTotalRetro);  
        end 
        objfun_set=[objfun_set;objfun]; 
    end 
    objfun_set 
    [A1,I1]=max(objfun_set);  
    data1 = 
[iteration,min(arr_objfun1),mean(arr_objfun1),max(arr_objfun1),arr_objfun1(I1),
... 
        
min(arrTotalRetro),mean(arrTotalRetro),max(arrTotalRetro),arrTotalRetro(I1),...  
        int_round_pop_vect(I1,:)]; 
    store_data = [store_data;data1]; 
    %RELATIVE FITNESS 
    fitness_set=objfun_set(:,1); 
    relative_fit_set=[]; 
    for i=1:size(fitness_set,1); 
        relative_fit=1*(fitness_set(i,1)/sum(fitness_set)); 
        relative_fit_set=[relative_fit_set;relative_fit]; 
    end 
    %ELITISM [KEEP THE TOP 20% INDIVIDUAL TO BYPASS CROSSOVER & MUTATION 
PROCESS] 
    bin_pop_nplets=[]; 
    if elitism_active==1 
        sorted_fit_set=sort(relative_fit_set) 
        top_quartile_value=sorted_fit_set(floor(((100-
elitism_rate)/100)*size(sorted_fit_set,1)), 1) 
        top_quartile_index=find(relative_fit_set >= top_quartile_value) 
        for i=1:size(bin_pop{1},1) 
            row_bin_set=[]; 
            for j=1:size(ub,2) 
                row_bin={bin_pop{j}(i,:)}; 
                row_bin_set=[row_bin_set,row_bin]; 
            end 
            bin_pop_nplets=[bin_pop_nplets;row_bin_set]; 
        end 
        kept_individuals= bin_pop_nplets(top_quartile_index,:);        
        %TAKE ONLY UNIQUE INDIVIDUALS FROM KEPT_INDIVIDUALS IN ELITISM 
        kept_individuals2=kept_individuals; 
        char_individuals=[]; 
        for i = 1: size(kept_individuals2,1) 




            string_individual=strcat(individual1{1,:}); 
            char_individuals=[char_individuals;string_individual]; 
        end 
        char_individuals; 
        [C,ia,ic]=unique(char_individuals,'rows');  
        kept_individuals=kept_individuals2(ia,:); 
    end 
    %TAKE FITTER PARENTS 
    matingpool=[]; 
    percent_fitness=floor(100*num_population*relative_fit_set); 
    for i=1: size(percent_fitness,1) 
        for j=1:percent_fitness(i,1) 
            matingpool=[matingpool;bin_pop_nplets(i,:)]; 
        end 
    end 
    fitparent=[]; 
    for i = 1:size(percent_fitness,1) 
        pick1 = randi([1 size(matingpool,1)]); 
        fitparent=[fitparent;matingpool(pick1,:)]; 
    end 
    %CROSSOVER PROCESS [method=1 do singlepoint; method=2 do uniform] 
    if crossover_method==1 
        %DO SINGLE POINT CROSSOVER 
        child_set=[]; 
        for i=1:size(fitparent,1)/2 - size(kept_individuals,1)/2 
            pickparent1=randi([1 size(fitparent,1)]); 
            parent1=fitparent(pickparent1,:); 
            pickparent2=randi([1 size(fitparent,1)]); 
            parent2=fitparent(pickparent2,:); 
            child_i=[]; 
            for j =1:size(fitparent,2)  
                child_ij=[];  
                split_index=ceil(rand()*(ub_int_numdigits_vect(j)-1)); 
                child1=[parent1{j}(1, 1:split_index), parent2{j}(1, 
split_index+1:ub_int_numdigits_vect(j))]; 
                child2=[parent2{j}(1, 1:split_index), parent1{j}(1, 
split_index+1:ub_int_numdigits_vect(j))]; 
                child_ij=[child_ij; {child1}; {child2}]; 
                child_i=[child_i,child_ij];  
            end 
            child_set=[child_set;child_i];  
        end 
        child_set; 
    end 
    %TWO POINT CROSSOVER 
    if crossover_method==2 
        %DO TWO POINT CROSSOVER 
        child_set=[]; 
        for i=1:size(fitparent,1)/2 - size(kept_individuals,1)/2 
            pickparent1=randi([1 size(fitparent,1)]); 
            parent1=fitparent(pickparent1,:); 
            pickparent2=randi([1 size(fitparent,1)]); 
            parent2=fitparent(pickparent2,:); 
            split_index1=randi([2 size(fitparent,2)-2]) 
            split_index2=randi([split_index1+1 size(fitparent,2)-1]); 
            child1=[parent1(1, 1:split_index1), parent2(1, 
split_index1+1:split_index2), parent1(1, split_index2+1:ub_int_numdigits)]; 
            child2=[parent2(1, 1:split_index1), parent1(1, 
split_index1+1:split_index2), parent2(1, split_index2+1:ub_int_numdigits)]; 




        end 
        child_set; 
    end 
    %UNIFORM CROSSOVER 
    if crossover_method==3 
        %DO UNIFORM CROSSOVER 
        fitparent 
        display('after uniform crossover') 
        child_set=[]; 
        for i=1:size(fitparent,1)/2 - size(kept_individuals,1)/2 
            pickparent1=randi([1 size(fitparent,1)]); 
            parent1=fitparent(pickparent1,:); 
            pickparent2=randi([1 size(fitparent,1)]); 
            parent2=fitparent(pickparent2,:); 
            child1=[]; 
            child2=[]; 
            for j=1:size(fitparent,2) 
                child_1k=[]; 
                child_2k=[]; 
                for k=1:size(fitparent{i,j},2) 
                    crossover_prob=rand(1,1); 
                    if crossover_prob < 0.5 
                        child1_gene=parent1{j}(1,k); 
                        child2_gene=parent2{j}(1,k); 
                    elseif crossover_prob >= 0.5 
                        child1_gene=parent2{j}(1,k);  
                        child2_gene=parent1{j}(1,k); 
                    end 
                    child_1k=[child_1k,child1_gene];  
                    child_2k=[child_2k,child2_gene]; 
                end 
                child1=[child1,{child_1k}];  
                child2=[child2,{child_2k}]; 
            end 
            child_set=[child_set;child1;child2]; 
        end 
        child_set; 
    end 
    %MUTATION 
    child_set; 
    display('after mutation') 
    for i = 1:size(child_set,1) 
        for j=1:size(child_set,2) 
            for k=1:size(child_set{i,j},2) 
                mutation_prob=rand(1,1); 
                if mutation_prob < mutation_rate  
                    if child_set{i,j}(k)=='0' 
                        child_set{i,j}(k)='1'; 
                    elseif child_set{i,j}(k)=='1' 
                        child_set{i,j}(k)='0'; 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    child_set; 
    %ELISTISM [REINSERT ELITE MEMBERS TO CHILD_SET] 
    if elitism_active==1 
        child_set=[child_set;kept_individuals]; 




    child_set; 
    %PREPARE FOR NEXT ITERATION 
    pop=[]; 
    for i=1:size(child_set,1) 
        pop_row=[]; 
        for j=1:size(child_set,2) 
            child_int=bin2dec(child_set{i,j}); 
            int_round_pop=child_int; 
            pop_ij=int_round_pop*10^-power_n_vect(j); 
            pop_row=[pop_row,pop_ij]; 
        end 
        pop=[pop;pop_row]; 
    end 
    pop; 
    if iteration==max_generation 
        GA_done=1; 





for i = 1:size(store_data,1) 
    norm_objfun1=[norm_objfun1; (store_data(i,5)-min(store_data(:,5)))/... 
        (max(store_data(:,5))-min(store_data(:,5)))] 
     
    norm_objfun2=[norm_objfun2; (store_data(i,6)-min(store_data(:,6)))/... 
        (max(store_data(:,6))-min(store_data(:,6)))] 
end 
if plotresult==1 
    if optModel==1 
        figure_num=figure_num+1; 
        figure(figure_num);clf 
        
plot1=plot(store_data(:,1),store_data(:,5),'Color','red','DisplayName','Min(f1)
');; 
        xlabel('Iteration Number'); 
        ylabel('Optimum PfTravel'); 
        legend([plot1],'Location', 'northwest') 
        title('GA objfun=Pf Travel') 
        figure_num=figure_num+1; 
        figure(figure_num);clf 
        
plot1=plot(store_data(:,1),store_data(:,9),'Color','red','DisplayName','Min(f2)
'); 
        xlabel('Iteration Number'); 
        ylabel('Optimum Cost'); 
        legend([plot1],'Location', 'southwest') 
        title('GA objfun=Total Retrofit Cost') 
    elseif optModel==2 
        figure_num=figure_num+1; 
        figure(figure_num);clf 
        
plot1=plot(store_data(:,1),store_data(:,5),'Color','red','DisplayName','Max(f1)
'); 
        hold on 
        
plot2=plot(store_data(:,1),store_data(:,3),'Color','blue','DisplayName','Avg(f1
)'); 
        xlabel('Iteration Number'); 




        legend([plot1 plot2],'Location', 'southwest') 
        title('GA objfun=Retrofit Score') 
        figure_num=figure_num+1; 
        figure(figure_num);clf 
        
plot1=plot(store_data(:,1),store_data(:,9),'Color','red','DisplayName','Min(f2)
'); 
        hold on 
        
plot2=plot(store_data(:,1),store_data(:,7),'Color','blue','DisplayName','Avg(f2
)'); 
        xlabel('Iteration Number'); 
        ylabel('Optimum Cost'); 
        legend([plot1 plot2],'Location', 'southwest') 
        title('GA objfun=Total Retrofit Cost') 













    ParetoIncrement=1/numDataPoints; 
    ParetoAddWeight=ParetoAddWeight+ParetoIncrement; 
    weightObjfun1=ParetoAddWeight; 
    GA12_uniqueElitism_GUI; 
    if optModel==1 
        ParetoObjfun1=store_data(size(store_data,1),5); 
        ParetoObjfun2=store_data(size(store_data,1),9); 
        ParetoVariablesRetrofit=store_data(size(store_data,1),10:end); 
    elseif optModel==2 
        ParetoObjfun1=store_data(size(store_data,1),5); 
        ParetoObjfun2=store_data(size(store_data,1),9); 
        ParetoVariablesRetrofit=store_data(size(store_data,1),10:end); 
    end 
    arr_store_data=[arr_store_data;{store_data}] 
    Coordinate_ParetoObjfun=[Coordinate_ParetoObjfun;ParetoObjfun1 
ParetoObjfun2]; 









    objfun1_i=Coordinate_ParetoObjfun(i,1); 
    norm_objfun1_i=(objfun1_i-minObjfun1)/(maxObjfun1-minObjfun1); 
    objfun2_i=Coordinate_ParetoObjfun(i,2); 















    arr_paretoData=sortrows([norm_Coordinate_ParetoObjfun(:,1),... 
        norm_Coordinate_ParetoObjfun(:,2) arr_ParetoVariablesRetrofit(:,:)],1) 
    text(arr_paretoData(:,1),arr_paretoData(:,2),num2str(labels)); 
    paretoFrontierPoints=[]; 
    for i=1:numDataPoints 
        if any(arr_paretoData((i+1):end,2)<arr_paretoData(i,2))==0 
            paretoFrontierPoints=[paretoFrontierPoints;... 
                arr_paretoData(i,1) arr_paretoData(i,2)]; 
        end 
    end 
end 
if optModel==1 
    arr_paretoDataX=sortrows([1-norm_Coordinate_ParetoObjfun(:,1), 
norm_Coordinate_ParetoObjfun(:,1),... 
        norm_Coordinate_ParetoObjfun(:,2) arr_ParetoVariablesRetrofit(:,:)],1) 
    arr_paretoData=arr_paretoDataX(:,2:end) 
    text(arr_paretoData(:,1),arr_paretoData(:,2),num2str(labels)); 
    paretoFrontierPoints=[]; 
    for i=1:numDataPoints 
        if any(arr_paretoData((i+1):end,2)<arr_paretoData(i,2))==0 
            paretoFrontierPoints=[paretoFrontierPoints;... 
                arr_paretoData(i,1) arr_paretoData(i,2)]; 
        end 




    xlabel('Optimum Sum Score'); 
    ylabel('Optimum Total Retrofit Cost'); 
    title('Pareto Front') 
    hold off 
elseif optModel==1 
    xlabel('Optimum Pf Travel'); 
    ylabel('Optimum Total Retrofit Cost'); 
    title('Pareto Front') 











    xlabel('Optimum Sum Score'); 
    ylabel('Optimum Total Retrofit Cost'); 





    xlabel('Optimum Pf Travel'); 
    ylabel('Optimum Total Retrofit Cost'); 
    title('Pareto Front') 
    hold off 
end 
ParetoFront_Table=array2table(arr_paretoData(:,1:3),... 
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